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PUBLIC EXHIBITION & LIVE
AUCTION LOCATION

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS,
257N.CanonDrive,BeverlyHills,CA90210

PUBLIC EXHIBITION
Saturday,December14th-Sunday,December15th

11:00a.m.–6:00p.m.PacificTime
Freetothepublic

JULIEN’S AUCTIONS LIVE
AND ONLINE AUCTION

ICONS & IDOLS: HOLLYWOOD

Monday,December16th
SessionI:10:00a.m.PacificTime
SessionII:1:00p.m.PacificTime

PROPERTY FROM THE ESTATE OF MRS. NANCY SINATRA
Tuesday,December17th

SessionI:10:00a.m.PacificTime
SessionII:1:00p.m.PacificTime

Julien’sAuctionswillbroadcastlivestreamingvideooftheauctionandprovideviewerswithreal-time,
interactivebiddingduringtheauction.Onlineviewerscanwatchtheauctioninreal-timeandbidliveagainst

thebiddersintheroom,phonebidders,proxybiddersandothercollectorsfromaroundtheworld.
Youmayalsoplacebidsonlineintheweeksleadinguptotheauction.

Visitwww.juliensauctions.com

Sale Number 3257
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 Lot 217 
"U.S.S. YEAGER" STARSHIP MODEL
USED IN STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE
WITH DVD

 Lot 218 
VULCAN "T'PAU" STARSHIP MODEL USED IN STAR
TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION AND STAR TREK:
DEEP SPACE NINE WITH DVD



DARREN JULIEN President/CEO,darren@juliensauctions.com

MARTIN J. NOLAN ExecutiveDirector,martin@juliensauctions.com

MARGARET BARRETT BusinessDevelopment/Specialist,margaret@juliensauctions.com 

JASON DEBORD DirectorofMarketingandContemporaryPopCulture,jd@juliensauctions.com

JOANNA DIEGO Receiver,joanna@juliensauctions.com 

MICHAEL EDWARDS ShippingManager,mike@juliensauctions.com

SUMMER EVANS DirectorofPhotography,summer@juliensauctions.com  

CHRIS HAGER WarehouseAssistant 

NATE HEBRON DirectorofWarehouseOperationsandShipping,nate@juliensauctions.com 

MITCHELL KABA DirectorofFineArt,mitchell@juliensauctions.com 

DANIEL KRUSE Auctioneer

MATTHEW KRUSE Auctioneer

RICARDO LIMON WarehouseManager,ricky@juliensauctions.com 

JENNIFER LORENZI Costume&FashionSpecialist,jennifer@juliensauctions.com 

TIM LUKE Auctioneer

ZACK KRONE Auctioneer

NIMA MAHDJOUR DataManager,nima@juliensauctions.com 

MOZELL MILEY-BAILEY CommunicationsExecutive

ARACELI MONTEBELLO AccountsPayable/Receivable-Receptionist,araceli@juliensauctions.com 

ADRIAN MONTES ShippingAssistant,amontes@juliensauctions.com

REBECCA MARKMAN Antiques&FineArtSpecialist, rebecca@juliensauctions.com 

DARCIE MENA Accounting, darcie@juliensauctions.com 

FRANK NOLAN ProjectManager,frank@juliensauctions.com

ADRIANA RAMOS PropertySpecialist,adriana@juliensauctions.com 

HILLARY ANNE RIPPS ExecutiveOffices,hillary@juliensauctions.com 

VINCENT SANDOVAL FreelancePhotographer 

JASON WATKINS PropertySpecialist,jason@juliensauctions.com 

DREW WOOD ITSpecialist 

LAURA WOOLLEY ConsultingSalesSpecialist

ISABEL YEO DirectorofCatalogingDepartment,JewelrySpecialist,isabel@juliensauctions.com

email: info@juliensauctions.com
www.juliensauctions.com 

www.juliensauctions.co.uk 

LEGALNOTICES
©Copyright2019JulienEntertainment.com,Inc.d/b/aJulien’s

Auctions.“Julien’sAuctions”and“TheAuctionHouseToThe
Stars”aretrademarksofJulienEntertainment.com,Inc.

Julien’sAuctionsmaintainsabondonfilewiththeCalifornia
SecretaryofState.Bond#72BSBHN0254.

JulienEntertainment.com,Inc.d/b/aJulien’sAuctions
8630HaydenPlaceCulverCity,CA90232

phone:(310)836-1818
fax:(310)742-0155

email:info@juliensauctions.com
www.juliensauctions.com
www.juliensauctions.co.uk
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 1 
 NEIL YOUNG LIONEL EMPTY SET BOXES
GROUP OF 6 

AgroupofsixemptyLionelsetboxes,fourofthemfromthe
Warhorseseries,oneaSantaFeset,andoneaCelebration
SeriesSteamFreightSet.
Largestbox,455/8by11by371/4inches

FromtheCollectionofNeilYoung

$ 25 - 50 

 2 
 NEIL YOUNG LIONEL BOXES GROUP
OF 8 EMPTY BOXES 

Agroupofeightemptyboxes,sevenofthemLionel
boxesandonefromMiniToys.
Largestbox,18by4by57/8inches

FromtheCollectionofNeilYoung

$ 25 - 50 

 3 
 NEIL YOUNG 
LIONEL EMPTY BOXES GROUP OF 12 

Agroupof12emptyLionelboxesfromthe1980s
and1990s.
Largestbox,33by71/2by6inches

FromtheCollectionofNeilYoung

$ 25 - 50 

 4 
 NEIL YOUNG LIONEL EMPTY BOXES
GROUP OF 14 

Agroupof14emptyLionelboxesfromthe2000s.
Largestbox,29by13by71/4inches

FromtheCollectionofNeilYoung

$ 25 - 50 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 5 
 NEIL YOUNG LIONEL FOLDED EMPTY
BOX GROUP OF 19 

Agroupof19foldedemptyLionelboxesdatingfrom
2000.
Boxes,30by171/8inches

FromtheCollectionofNeilYoung

$ 25 - 50 

 6 
 NEIL YOUNG LIONEL EMPTY BOXES
GROUP OF 21 

Agroupof21emptyLionelboxesfromthe2000s.
Largestbox,211/2by61/2by51/8inches

FromtheCollectionofNeilYoung

$ 25 - 50 

 7 
 NEIL YOUNG LIONEL FOLDED EMPTY
BOX GROUP OF 25 

Agroupof25emptyfoldedboxesprimarilyfrom
Lionel’sMPCandFundimensionsyears.
Boxes,28by10inches

FromtheCollectionofNeilYoung

$ 25 - 50 

JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 11
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 8 
 NEIL YOUNG O GAUGE LAYOUT PARTS
AND TOOLS GROUP 

AgroupofpartsandtoolsforanOgaugelayout
includingnineboxesoflightbulbs,amaintenancekit,
wire,pliers,andmiscellaneoustools.
12by8by153/8inches

FromtheCollectionofNeilYoung

$ 50 - 100 

 9 
 TWO LION PACK MODEL TA100 CONTROLLER
PROTOTYPES 

Nonfunctioningprototypes.Thefrontplatehas“LIONPACK,”“MODEL
TA100FORACTRAINSONLY”and“MOUNTAINAUTOMATION
CORPORATION.”Inadditionarealogoandon/offswitch.Therearpanel
hasacautionwarning,terminalstrip,andaplugforaremotecontrol.One
unithasapieceoftapeonthebottomlabeled“FREIGHT”,andthesecond
has“EXPRESS”onapieceoftape.Noboxes.

PROVENANCELot102,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”
Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 100 - 200 

 10 
 TWO LIONEL TRAINMASTER SC-1 SWITCH AND
ACCESSORY C 

ObtainedfromtheLionelArchives.TwoSC-1SwitchandAccessory
controllers.Unknownifthesearefunctionaldevices.

PROVENANCELot101,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”
Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 400 - 600 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 12 
 PROTOTYPE LIONEL RAILSOUNDS II SUPER TENDER 

ObtainedfromtheLionelArchives.ThistenderisarepaintedJoshua
LionelCowentenderfrom1982.Thetenderispaintedblackandhasa
modifiedframeandwiring.Theattachedtagreads“Archive:FirstProto
RailsoundIISuperTender.”Unknownifthistenderisfunctional.
81/2by21/2by31/2inches

PROVENANCELot137,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”
Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 600 - 800 

 13 
 PROTOTYPE LIONEL “SHADOW”
TENDER 

Thisisaprototypetenderlabeled“SHADOW”on
thesidesingreentape.ItistheoriginalRailSoundstesttender.
Theframeisun-blackenedwithawhitewaterscoop.Thereare
switchesforTMCC(TrainMasterCommandControl)andchuff
onthebottom.Therearofthetenderfeaturesabackupandred
markerlights.Alloftheelectronicsappeartobeinstalled.
Unknownwhat“Shadow”soundslikeorifitisfunctional.
91/2by21/2by31/2inches

PROVENANCELot139,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeil
Young,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 600 - 800 

JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 13

 11 
 PROTOTYPE LIONEL DASH-8/9
DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

ThisisaprototypeoftheLTIeraGEDash8/9
diesellocomotivefeaturingdualmotors,
electronics,brownunpaintedshell,non-
blackenedframe,andgrayplasticfueltank.It
wasusedtotestaspeakerinthetank.
Unknownifthislocomotiveisfunctional.
163/4by41/4by31/2inches

PROVENANCELot117,“PropertyfromThe
CollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,Los
Angeles,December9,2017

$ 400 - 600 
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 15 
 PROTOTYPE LIONEL POSTWAR CELEBRATION 2331 VIRGINIA 

ThisisaLionelpostwar2331VirginianFMTrainmasterdiesellocomotivemodifiedwithTMCC(TrainMasterCommandControl)forthePostwar
CelebrationSeries.Withtheexceptionofthemechanicale-unitbeingreplacedwiththeTMCCunit,alloftheoriginalpostwarcomponentsarepresent
andintact.Theshellisgrayplastic,paintedyellowandblackwithgoldlettering.Thereisminorboxrubononeoftheexhauststacks.Nobox.
17by4by21/2inches

PROVENANCELot149,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 600 - 800 

 16 
 PROTOTYPE/PREPRODUCTION SAMPLE LIONEL 6-8307 SOUTH 

ObtainedfromtheLionelArchives.Thisisaprototype/preproductionsampleoftheSouthernPacific
Daylightlocomotive.Thelocomotiveispaintedblack,witharedandsilverstripeontheboilerandcab.Thepilotispaintedorange.Thecabis
unnumbered.Theshellhasnotbeenmodifiedforthesideskirtsandnumberboards.TheboilerfrontisfromtheN&W“J”locomotive.
131/2by31/2by23/4inches

PROVENANCELot142,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 800 - 1,200 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD

 14 
 PROTOTYPE LIONEL CENTURY CLUB 2333 NEW YORK CENTRA 

Thesediesellocomotivesareheavilymodifiedpostwar2333NewYorkCentralF-3A-Apoweranddummyunitsand
aretheprototypesfortheCenturyClub.Theyretaintheiroriginalopenframehorizontalmotors,lights,frames,shells,
andtrucks.TheseweretestunitsforTMCC(TrainMasterCommandControl),whichwasinstalled,alongwiththemeans
tolightthenumberboards.Theselocomotivesservedasaspeakerandelectronicsplacementprototype.Aspeakerfor
theRailSoundswasnotinstalled.Theshellshaveoriginalandreplacementportholecoversattached.Thepoweredunit
hasalargeletteredrubberstampedshell,andthenonpoweredunithassmallheatstampedlettering.Thereispaint
lossonbothshells.Unknownifthelocomotivesarefunctional.
131/2by33/4by23/4incheseach

PROVENANCELot143,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,Julien’sAuctions,”LosAngeles,December9,
2017

$ 600 - 800 



 17 
 PROTOTYPE LIONEL SD-60 DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

ThisisaprototypefortheSD-60diesellocomotiveandatestpieceforanewversionofRailSounds.Thelocomotivehasdualmotorsandfullelectronics.The
shellisunpaintedgrayplastic,withorangerailings.Thelocomotiveislettered“RSX2”onbothsidesand“LIONEL”underthecabwindows.Astickeronthe
cabroofreads“LCRU0412,RS252D12,SD-50-0-5,4-19-98[strikethrough],and5-23.”Theunpaintedwhiteplasticfueltankhas“SD-60”writteninredmarker
onbothsides.Theshellisdirtyandfaded.Unknownifthislocomotiveisfunctional.
Box,17by41/8by25/8inches

PROVENANCELot153,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 600 - 800 

 18 
 PROTOTYPE LIONEL SD-50 DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

ThisisaprototypefortheSD-60diesellocomotiveandatestpieceforanewversionofRailSounds.Thelocomotivehasdualmotorsandfullelectronics.
Theshellisunpaintedblackplastic.Thelocomotiveislettered“RSX6”onbothsidesandhas“NJD”forNicholasJ.DeGrazia,PresidentofLionelfrom1990-
1995,underthecabwindows.Astickeronthecabroofreads“SD50-04,LCRU0912,RS252d11.”Theshellisdirty.Unknownifthislocomotiveisfunctional.
161/2by41/4by3inches

PROVENANCELot156,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 600 - 800 

 19 
 PROTOTYPE LIONEL DASH 8/9 DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

ThisDash8/9diesellocomotiveisaRailSoundsandTMCC(TrainMasterCommandControl)prototypeequippedwiththeprototypeLiontechreverseunit.
Theshellisunpaintedblackplastic,withatancoloredradiatorcover.Decalswith“0000”areonbothsidesofthecab.Adecalwith“BLACKMAGIC”ison
thenoseofthelocomotive.Unknownifthislocomotiveisfunctional.
Box,17by41/4by23/4inches

PROVENANCELot152,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 800 - 1,200 
JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 15
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 21 
 PROTOTYPE LIONTECH 2-8-4 BERKSHIRE LOCOMOTIVE 

Thislocomotivestartedoutasa6-18022PereMarquette2-8-4Berkshirelocomotive.ItwasmodifiedbyLiontechtoincludeTMCC(TrainMasterCommand
Control),RailSounds,andredflickeringlightsinthecab.Thetenderhas“LIONTECH”onbothsides,ahandmadealuminumframe,andavolumeknob.The
electronicsareinsidethetender,butitisunknowniftheyarefunctional.Labelsattachedtothelocomotivecabandtendercontaintechnicalinformation.
Locomotive,12by31/2by21/2inches

PROVENANCELot148,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 800 - 1,200 

 22 
 PROTOTYPE LIONEL ODYSSEY MOTOR F-3 DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 

ThisistheprototypeforthecatalogedbutneverreleasedOdysseymotor.ThereisasingleOdysseymotor
mountedinanLTIera2343F-3diesellocomotive.Theclearshellisunmarkedandundecorated.Apieceof
tapewith“ENG6”isattachedtothebottomoftheframe.Unknownifthelocomotiveisstillfunctional.
131/2by31/2by21/2inches

PROVENANCELot201,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,
December9,2017

$ 1,000 - 2,000 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD

 20 
 PREPRODUCTION LIONEL NORFOLK AND WESTERN J 4-8-4 L 

ThislocomotiveandtenderappeartobeatestshotfortheWarHorseSeriesNorfolkandWesternSet.Thebodiesarepaintedblack,
withnoadditionaldecoration.Thenumber“15”iswritteninyellowgreasepencilonthetopoftheboilerandtender.Thelocomotive
appearstohavealloftheelectronicsandfeaturesinstalled.Unknownifitisfunctional.
Locomotive,131/2by31/2by3inches

PROVENANCELot178,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 600 - 800 



 23 
 LIONEL POSTWAR 2345 WESTERN PACIFIC F-3 A-A DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES  

Thesearepostwar2345WesternPacificF-3sthathavebeenmodifiedwithmodernelectronics.What
makestheselocomotivessospecialisthatthesearethedieselsthatgracedthecoveroftheMarch
1993issueofClassic Toy Trains.ThisissuefeaturedNeilYoungandhislayout.Acopyofthemagazineis
includedwiththislot.
131/2by23/4by31/2iches

PROVENANCELot235,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 2,000 - 3,000 

JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 17

 24 
 SIX LIONEL CAB-2 PROTOTYPE HANDHELD CONTROLLERS 

ObtainedfromtheLionel/LiontechArchives.ThesesixCAB-2handheldunits
representtheprocessfromearlytestshotstoafunctionaldevice.Itispossiblethat
thedarkgrayunitwiththeswitchontopmaybefunctional.
10by4by2incheseach

PROVENANCELot110,“PropertyfromTheCollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’s
Auctions,LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 25 
 POSTWAR LIONEL GG-1
CUSTOM PAINTED AS NO.60
THE YOUNG R.R. 

ThisisapostwarLionelGG-1electric
locomotivethathasbeencustompaintedfor
NeilYoungbyLenCarparelli.The
locomotiveispaintedTuscanwithasingle
goldstripe.Thelocomotiveislettered“NO.
60THEYOUNGR.R.NO.60”ingold.The
locomotiveismissingtwoinsulators,and
therearesomescratchesontheroof.
141/2by4by23/8inches

PROVENANCELot239,“PropertyfromThe
CollectionofNeilYoung,”Julien’sAuctions,
LosAngeles,December9,2017

$ 3,000 - 5,000 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 26 
 STRANGE DOOR POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterforthe
BorisKarlofffilmThe Strange Door
(Universal,1951).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 27 
 CAULDRON OF BLOOD POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheBoris
KarlofffilmCauldron of Blood (Hispamer,
1970).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 28 
 HAUNTED STRANGLER POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheBoris
KarlofffilmThe Haunted Strangler
(Amalgamated,1958).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 29 
 CURSE OF FRANKENSTEIN POSTER 

AnArgentineanposterforthePeterCushingfilmThe
Curse of Frankenstein (Warner,1957).
Unframed:431/4by29inches

$ 100 - 200 

JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 19
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 30 
 THE MAGICIAN
LOBBY CARDS  

FourlobbycardsandoneheraldfortheRex
IngramfilmThe Magician (Metro-Goldwyn,
1926).
$ 400 - 600 

 31 
 EVIL OF FRANKENSTEIN
POSTER 

AFrenchGrandeposterforthe1966re-
releaseofthePeterCushingfilm
L'Empreinte de Frankenstein [TheEvilof
Frankenstein](Hammer,1964).
Unframed:approximately63by451/2
inches

$ 4,000 - 6,000 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 32 
 LON CHANEY LOBBY CARDS 

TwolobbycardsforthefollowingLonChaneyandLonChaney,Jr.films:onefor
Shadows (B.P.Schulberg,1922);andoneforthe1954re-releaseofThe Frozen Ghost
(Universal,1945).

$ 500 - 700 

 33 
 TARANTULA LOBBY CARDS 

ThreelobbycardsfortheJackArnoldfilm
Tarantula (Universal,1955).

$ 100 - 200 

 34 
 UNNATURAL POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposter
fortheHildegardKneffilm
Unnatural (Carlton-Film,1952).
41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 21
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 35 
 MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheVincentPricefilm
The Masque of the Red Death (AltaVista,1964).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 36 
 CONQUEROR WORM POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheVincentPrice
filmThe Conqueror Worm (Tigon,1968).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 37 
 SHADOW OF TERROR POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheRichardFraserfilm
Shadow of Terror (PRC,1945).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 38 
 BELA LUGOSI
DRACULA AND
CHANDU
PHOTOGRAPHS 

Two8-by-10photographsof
BelaLugosiincostumeforhis
rolesinAbbott and Costello
Meet Frankenstein (Universal,
1948)andChandu The
Magician (Fox,1932).
Unframed:approximately
63by451/2inches

$ 300 - 500 

 39 
 BELA LUGOSI SIGNED PHOTO WITH
ENVELOPE (CIRCA 1936) 

Ablackandwhitephotographoftuxedo-cladBelaLugosi,
printedoncardstock,signedinblueink,circa1936.The
inscriptionreads“ToMikeCuirca/SincerelyBelaLugosi.”
Includedwithstationeryenvelopeprinted“FromBela
Lugosi/2835WestshireDrive/Hollywood,Calif.”Address
hasbeenstruckoutandamendedwithtypewriter.
Postmarkedwithonecentandtwocentstamps.
Photograph,8by10inches;
Envelope,81/2by101/2inches

$ 300 - 500 

 40 
 HORROR FILM PHOTOGRAPHS 

Two8-by-10photographsforthefollowingfilms:oneforDr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (MGM,1941);
andoneforThe Face Behind the Mask (ColumbiaPictures,1941).

$ 400 - 600 
JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 23
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 41 
 LEECH WOMAN POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfor
theColeenGrayfilmThe Leech
Woman (Universal,1960).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 42 
 WEREWOLF POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheStevenRitch
filmThe Werewolf (Clover,1956).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 43 
 PYRO: THE THING
WITHOUT 
A FACE POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheet
posterfortheBarrySullivan
filmPyro: The Thing Without a
Face (SidneyW.Pink,1964).

$ 200 - 400 

 44 
 HEADLESS GHOST POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfor
theRichardLyonfilmThe Headless
Ghost (MertonPark,1959).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 45 
 NIGHT THE WORLD EXPLODED
POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheFred
SearsfilmThe Night the World Exploded
(Clover,1957).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 47 
 RIOT IN JUVENILE PRISON
POSTER 

AnAmericanhalf-sheetposterforthefilm
Riot in Juvenile Prison (RobertE.Kent,1959).
Unframed:22by28inches

$ 200 - 400 

 48 
 THUNDERSTORM POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterforthe
LindaChristianfilmThunderstorm
(Hemisphere,1956).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 
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 46 
 CRIME AND PUNISHMENT U.S.A.
POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheMary
MurphyfilmCrime and Punishment U.S.A. (Allied
Artists,1959).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 
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 49 
 LAST TIME I SAW PARIS POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheElizabeth
TaylorfilmThe Last Time I Saw Paris (MGM,
1954).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

 50 
 SECRET CEREMONY POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheElizabeth
TaylorfilmSecret Ceremony (Universal,1968).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

 51 
 A DATE WITH JUDY POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheElizabeth
TaylorfilmA Date With Judy (MGM,1948).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

 52 
 CONSPIRATOR POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheElizabeth
TaylorfilmConspirator (MGM,1949).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 53 
 HANDS OF A STRANGER
POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterforthePaul
LukatherfilmHands of a Stranger
(Glenwood-Neve,1962).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 54 
 HUSH... HUSH, SWEET
CHARLOTTE POSTER 

ABelgianposterfortheBetteDavisfilm
Hush... Hush, Sweet Charlotte (Associates
andAldrich,1964).
Unframed:19by221/2inches

$ 100 - 200 

 55 
 BIRDS POSTER 

A1983FrenchGrandereproductionposter
fortheAlfredHitchcockfilmThe Birds (Alfred
HitchcockProductions,1963).
Unframed:61by46inches

$ 100 - 200 

 56 
 MARNIE POSTER 

AYugoslavianposterfortheAlfredHitchcock
filmMarnie (Universal,1964).
Unframed:27by191/2inches

$ 200 - 400 

JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 27
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 57 
 NOTORIOUS LOBBY CARDS 

Threelobbycards(titlecardincluded)fortheAlfred
HitchcockfilmNotorious (RKO,1946).

$ 800 - 1,200 

 58 
 SUSPICION
LOBBY CARDS 

Fourlobbycardsfor
theAlfredHitchcock
filmSuspicion (RKO,
1941).

$ 800 - 1,200 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 59 
 DRAGNET LOBBY CARDS 

ThreelobbycardsfortheWilliamPowellfilmDragnet (ParamountFamousLasky,1928).

$ 600 - 800 

 60 
 D.O.A. LOBBY CARDS 

Fourlobbycards(titlecardincluded)for
thefilmD.O.A. (HarryPopkin,1949).

$ 300 - 500 

 61 
 THIS ISLAND, EARTH LOBBY CARDS 

Threelobbycards(titlecardincluded)fortheFaithDomerguefilmThis Island, Earth (Universal,1955).

$ 800 - 1,200 

JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 29
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 62 
 HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME 

AnAmericantrade-adfortheCharlesLaughtonfilm
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (RKORadio,1939).

$ 2,000 - 4,000 

 63 
 TARZAN AND HIS MATE POSTER 

AnAmericanwindowcardposterfortheJohnny
WeissmullerfilmTarzan and His Mate (MGM,1934).
Unframed,213/4by14inches

$ 3,000 - 5,000 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 64 
 MAN IN THE IRON MASK POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheLouisHaywardfilm
The Man in the Iron Mask (EdwardSmallProductions,
1939).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 65 
 DIMPLES POSTER 

AnAmericanforty-by-sixtyposterfortheShirleyTemplefilm
Dimples (20thCent.Fox,1936).
Linenbacked:60by40inches

$ 2,000 - 4,000 
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 66 
 PINOCCHIO POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterforthe1960sre-releaseofthe
theatricalfilmPinocchio (WaltDisney,1940).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 200 - 400 

 67 
 SLEEPING BEAUTY POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheMaryCostafilmSleeping
Beauty (WaltDisney,1959).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 300 - 500 

 68 
 SWORD IN THE STONE POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheDisneyanimated
filmThe Sword in the Stone (WaltDisney,1963)
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 200 - 400 

 69 
 BLACKBEARD’S GHOST POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterforthePeterUstinovfilm
Blackbeard’s Ghost (WaltDisney,1968).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 200 - 400 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 70 
 PETER PAN POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterforthetheatricalfilmPeter Pan
(WaltDisney,1953).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 200 - 400 

 71 
 SAVAGE SAM POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheWaltDisneyfilmSavage Sam
(Disney,1963).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 200 - 400 

 72 
 PARENT TRAP POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheMaureenO’HarafilmThe
Parent Trap (WaltDisney,1961).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 100 - 200 

 73 
 TERRY-TOONS POSTER 

AnAmericanposterforThis Theatre
Regularly Shows Terry-Toons (1957).
Linen:431/2by281/2inches

$ 100 - 200 
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 74 
 GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES POSTER 

ASwedishposterfortheMarilynMonroefilmGentleman
Prefer Blondes (20thCenturyFox,1953).
Unframed:271/2by121/2inches

$ 100 - 200 

 75 
 I MARRIED A WOMAN POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheDianaDorsfilm
I Married a Woman (RKO,1958).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

 76 
 MAYERLING POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheAvaGardnerfilmMayerling (ABPC,1968)signed
byOmarSharifintheupperleftcorner.
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 300 - 500 ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 77 
 QUO VADIS POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheRobert
TaylorfilmQuo Vadis (MGM,1951)
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

 79 
 QUO VADIS POSTER 

Adoorpanelposterforthe
RobertTaylorfilmQuo Vadis
(MGM,1951)
Framed,66by231/2inches

$ 200 - 400 

 80 
 QUO VADIS POSTER 

Adoorpanelposterforthe
RobertTaylorfilmQuo Vadis
(MGM,1951)
Framed,66by231/2inches

$ 200 - 400 

 81 
 QUO VADIS POSTER 

Adoorpanelposterforthe
RobertTaylorfilmQuo Vadis
(MGM,1951)
Framed,66by231/2inches

$ 200 - 400 
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 78 
 QUO VADIS POSTER 

Adoorpanelposterforthe
RobertTaylorfilmQuo Vadis
(MGM,1951)
Framed,66by231/2inches

$ 200 - 400 
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 82 
 FLIGHT OF THE WHITE
STALLIONS POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheRobertTaylor
filmFlight of the White Stallions [Miracleof
theWhiteStallions](WaltDisney,1963).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 100 - 200 

 83 
 FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE
POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheSophiaLoren
filmThe Fall of the Roman Empire (Samuel
Bronston,1964).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 100 - 200 

 84 
 MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY
POSTER 

ABelgianposterfortheMarlonBrandofilm
Mutiny on the Bounty (Arcola,1962).
Unframed:15by20inches

$ 100 - 200 

 85 
 IN SEARCH OF THE CASTAWAYS
POSTER 

ABritishposterfortheMauriceChevalierfilm
In Search of the Castaways (WaltDisney,
1962).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 100 - 200 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 86 
 DEATH OF A CYCLIST POSTER 

AFrenchposterfortheJuanAntonioBardemfilm
Death of a Cyclist (GuiónProducciones
Cinematográficas,1955).
Unframed:613/4by45inches

$ 100 - 200 

 87 
 I SAW WHAT YOU DID POSTER 

AFrenchGrandeposterfortheJoanCrawfordfilmI
Saw What You Did (WilliamCastle,1965).
Unframed:63by453/4inches

$ 100 - 200 

 88 
 AWFUL DR. ORLOFF POSTER 

AFrenchGrandeposterfortheHowardVernonfilm
The Awful Dr. Orloff (HispamerFilms,1962).
Unframed:62by451/2inches

$ 100 - 200 

 89 
 ALBERT R.N. POSTER 

AFrenchGrandeposterfortheAnthonySteelfilm
Albert R.N. (Angel,1953).
Unframed:approximately63by47inches

$ 200 - 400 
JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 37
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 90 
 FLYING DEUCES POSTER 

AFrenchGrandeposterforthecirca1950re-releaseofthe
LaurelandHardyfilmThe Flying Deuces (BorisMorros,
1939).
Unframed:approximately63by47inches

$ 200 - 400 

 91 
 GHUNGHAT POSTER 

AFrenchGrandeposterforthefilmGhunghat
(Gemini,1960).
Unframed:approximately63by47inches

$ 200 - 400 

 92 
 IT CAME FROM OUTER SPACE POSTER 

AFrenchGrandeposterfortheRayBradburyfilm
Le Meteore de la Nuit [ItCamefromOuterSpace]
(Universal,1953).
Unframed:approximately621/2by463/4inches

$ 300 - 500 

 93 
 PIONEERS OF LAUGHTER POSTER 

AFrenchGrandeposterforthefilmThe Pioneers of
Laughter.
Unframed:approximately63by47inches

$ 400 - 600 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 94 
 JAMES DEAN STORY POSTER 

AnAmericaninsertposterfortheJamesDeanfilm
The James Dean Story (Warner,1957).
Unframed:36by14inches

$ 200 - 300 

 95 
 VIVA ZAPATA! POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetfortheMarlonBrandofilm
Viva Zapata! (20thCenturyFox,1952).
41by27inches,linen

$ 400 - 600 

 96 
 KILLER SHREWS POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheJamesBestfilm
The Killer Shrews (HollywoodPictures,1959).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 400 - 600 JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 39
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 97 
 DOUBLE JEOPARDY POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheRodCameron
filmDouble Jeopardy (Republic,1955).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 98 
 ATOMIC SUBMARINE POSTER 

AnAmericanhalf-sheetposterfortheArthurFranzfilmThe
Atomic Submarine (Gorham,1959).
Unframed:22by28inches

$ 200 - 400 

 99 
 SEVEN DARING GIRLS POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheAdrianHoven
filmSeven Daring Girls.
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

 100 
 GIRLS ON PROBATION POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterforthe1956re-release
oftheSusanHaywardfilmGirls on Probation
(WarnerBros.,1938).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 101 
 MACABRE POSTER 

AnAustralianDaybillposter
fortheWilliamPrincefilm
Macabre (WilliamCastle,
1958).
Unframed:30by13inches

$ 100 - 200 

 102 
 PICNIC POSTER 

AYugoslavianposterfortheWilliamHoldenfilmPicnic
(Columbia,1955).
Unframed:271/2by191/2inches

$ 100 - 200 

 103 
 PHANTOM OF THE OPERETTA POSTER 

AnArgentineanposterfortheAlfredoBarbierifilmThe Phantom of the Operetta [ElFantasmadela
Opera](CinematográficaGeneralBelgrano,1955).
Unframed:431/2by29inches

$ 100 - 200 

 104 
 MUMMY POSTER 

AnItalianPhotobustaposterforthePeterCushingfilmThe Mummy
(Hammer,1959).

$ 200 - 400 JULIEN’SAUCTIONS 41
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 105 
 CLOWNS POSTER 

AJapaneseB2posterfortheFedericoFellinifilm
The Clowns (RAIRadiotelevisioneItaliana,1970).
Sight:281/2by20inches;
framed:341/2by26inches

$ 100 - 200 

 106 
 LA DOLCE VITA POSTER 

AGermanA0posterfor1970’sre-releaseofthe
FedericoFellinifilmLa Dolce Vita (RiamaFilm,1960).
Unframed:33by47inches

$ 200 - 400 

 107 
 QUERELLE POSTER 

AGermanA1posterfortheBradDavisfilmQuerelle
(PlanetFilm,1982).
34by23inches,linen

$ 800 - 1,000 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 108 
 HELL’S GROUND POSTER 

AhandpaintedacryliconcanvasposterforthefilmHell’s
Ground (Bubonic,2007)mostlikelyfromGhanaorIndia.
Unframed:391/2by25inches

$ 200 - 400 

 109 
 MOGAMBO SPANISH FILM POSTER 

AfilmposterforMogambo (MGM/Izaro,1981),re-release,starring
ClarkGable,AvaGardner,andGraceKelly,featuringanexcellent
likenessofallthreestars,mintcondition.
39by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

 110 
 BONJOUR TRISTESSE SPANISH FILM POSTER 

Buenos Dias Tristeza,Columbia/RosaFilms,1950s,starring
JeanSeberg,DavidNiven,andDeborahKerr,linen-backed,
goodcondition,excellentlikenessofSeberg’sfacefromthe
cultfilm.
39by27inches

$ 400 - 600 
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 111 
 HANG ‘EM HIGH POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheClint
EastwoodfilmHang ‘Em High (Leonard
Freeman,1968).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 200 - 400 

 112 
 BRIDES OF DRACULA POSTER 

AItalianPhotobustaposterforthePeter
CushingfilmThe Brides of Dracula
(Hammer,1960).
Unframed:183/4by263/4inches

$ 200 - 400 

 113 
 WARLORDS OF ATLANTIS
POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheDougMcClure
filmWarlords of Atlantis (EMI,1978).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 200 - 400 

 114 
 RYAN’S DAUGHTER POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheRobert
MitchumfilmRyan’s Daughter (MGM,1970)
signedinthelowerrightquadrantbyLeo
McKernandOmarSharif.
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 300 - 500 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 115 
 M.A.S.H POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheDonald
SutherlandfilmM.A.S.H (Aspen,1970).
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 200 - 400 

 116 
 A VIEW TO A KILL POSTER 

ABritishone-sheetposterfortheRogerMoorefilm
A View to a Kill (Eon,1985).
Linenbacked:42by29inches

$ 800 - 1,200 

 117 
 DAMIEN OMEN II POSTER 

ABritishQuadposterfortheWilliamHoldenfilm
Damien: Omen II (20thCenturyFox,1978)signedin
theupperleftcornerbyLeoMcKern.
Unframed:30by40inches

$ 600 - 800 
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 118 
 FIRST MEN IN THE MOON POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheEdwardJudd
filmFirst Men in the Moon (Columbia,1964).
Unframed:41by26inches

$ 200 - 400 

 119 
 LORD OF THE RINGS POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheRalphBakshi
filmThe Lord of the Rings (FantasyFilms,1978).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

 120 
 BIRD MAN OF ALCATRAZ POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheBurt
LancasterfilmBird Man of Alcatraz (Norma
Productions,1962).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 

 121 
 CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfortheTyrone
PowerfilmCaptain from Castile (20thCenturyFox,
1947). 
41by27inches,linen

$ 400 - 600 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 122 
 GO NAKED IN THE WORLD POSTER 

AnAmericanhalf-sheetposterfromtheGinaLollobrigidafilmGo
Naked in the World (Arcola,1961).
Unframed:28by22inches

$ 100 - 200 

 123 
 JAGUAR POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterfor
theSabufilmJaguar (Mickey
RooneyProductions,1956).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 124 
 STRANGER ON THE PROWL
POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterforthe
PaulMunifilmStranger on the Prowl
(Riviera,1952).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 100 - 200 

 125 
 FATHER’S LITTLE DIVIDEND
POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterforthe
JoanBennettfilmFather’s Little
Dividend (MGM,1951).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 200 - 400 
 126 
 GIRLS IN PRISON POSTER 

AnAmericanone-sheetposterforthe
JoanTaylorfilmGirls in Prison (Golden
State,1956).
Unframed:41by27inches

$ 300 - 500 
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 127 
 ROBERT GOULET SOUTH PACIFIC POSTER 

AcolorposteradvertisingRobertGouletinRodgersand
Hammerstein’s South Pacific atShea’sBuffaloCenterfromMarch1to
March6.
22by14inches

$ 150 - 300 

 128 
 GEORGE HURRELL SIGNED POSTER  

AposterforGeorgeHurrell’sArtExpobyEdwardWeston
GraphicsinParis,LosAngeles,NewYork,andMilan,signedin
blackmarker“Hurrell‘81”onthebottomright.Theposter
featuresHurrell’sphotographofGretaGarboandJohn
Barrymore.
46by31inches,overall;391/2by24inches,sight

$ 300 - 500 

 129 
 GEORGE HURRELL SIGNED LIMITED EDITION PRINT 

AprintofOlympicGoldmedalistJohnnyWeissmullerwithafacsimilesignature
byGeorgeHurrellonthebottomright,signedingoldpen“Hurrell97/500”on
theblackmat.
39by29inches,overall;32by22inches,sight

$ 300 - 500 

ICONS&IDOLSHOLLYWOOD



 130 
 LARGE COLLECTION OF 1990s LOBBY CARDS 

Ahugeselectionofmodern-daylobbycards,mostlyfromDisney,Touchstone,MiramaxandOrionfilms,sothey’reprintedonslick,high-glosspaper.
Mostarethestandard-size11x14inches,butafewarethesmallerformat8x10inches.Theyarecontainedinninebanker’sboxes,sothereare
approximately800,thoughpleasenotemanyofthecardsareduplicates.Inalphabeticalorder,thetitlesincludeThe Adventures of Huck Finn (1993),
Angie (1994),Another Stakeout (1993),Arachnophobia (1990),The Aristocats (1990sRe-release),Bad Company (1995),Beauty and the Beast (1991),
Blame It on the Bellboy (1992),Blank Check (1994),Blaze (1989),California Man (1992),Cool Runnings (1993),Crimson Tide (1995),
Dances with Wolves (1990),Dead Poets Society (1989),The Doctor (1991),Dr. Dolittle (1998),DuckTales (1987),The Edge (1997),
Fantasia (1990sre-release),Father Hood (1993),The Fox and the Hound (1981),Give Me a Break (1993),A Goofy Movie (1995),
Great Expectations (1998),Green Card (1990),Hocus Pocus (1993),Hostile Hostages (1994),I Love Trouble (1994),Iron Will (1994),
Leon: The Professional (1994),Lion King (1994),Mary Poppins - 30th Anniversary (1994),Medicine Man (1992),New York Stories (1989),Newsies
(1992),The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993),Oliver & Company (1998),101 Dalmatians (1996),Peter Pan (1990sre-release),
Pocahontas (1995),Quiz Show (1994),The Rocketeer (1991),Roller Coaster Rabbit (1990),Sister Act 2: Back in the Habit (1993),Son in Law (1993),
Super Mario Bros. (1993),Terminal Velocity (1994),3 Men and a Baby (1987),The Three Musketeers (1993),Turner & Hooch (1989),
When a Man Loves a Woman (1994),White Fang 2: Myth of the White Wolf (1994),andThe X-Files (1998).Alsoincludedisasmallselectionof
miscellaneoustransparenciesforprintruns.
11by14inches;8by10inches

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 131 
 MALAWIAN ORDER OF THE LION MEDAL AND
EPHEMERA 

 A Medal of the Order of the Lion of Malawi presented to Leonard
Massey by the Malawian government. The medal is a cross with a
central image of a lion, circling the image of the lion are the words
“Unity and Freedom.” The medal is suspended from a red and
yellow grosgrain ribbon and housed in a case. Accompanied by a
certificate from the President of Malawi’s secretary with original
transmittal envelope, a typed letter from Sir William Heseltine,
former private secretary to Queen Elizabeth II advising recipients to
thank the president, a letter advising when and where to wear the
medal, and a booklet from the Ceremonial State Visit by the
President of the Republic of Malawi in April 1985. 
 Case, 5 by 3 1/4 by 3/4 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Leonard Massey, former First
Chauffeur to Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II 

$ 300 - 500 

 132 
 BRITISH MILITARY AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION 

 A collection of approximately 100 signatures from British military figures, including
George Townshend, 1st Marquess of Townshend (cut sheet, circa 1775); Sir
Archibald Campbell, officer in the American Revolutionary War and victor at the
battle of Savannah, Georgia (cut sheet); Thomas Graham, 1st Baron of Lynedoch,
who reportedly played in the first recorded cricket match in Scotland (cut sheet dated
1814); William Shaw Cathcart, 1st Earl of Cathcart and American Revolutionary War
soldier (partial letter); Francis Edward Rawdon-Hastings, 1st Marquess of Hastings
and American Revolutionary War soldier (cut sheet); Henry William Paget, 1st
Marquess of Anglesey, wounded during the Battle of Waterloo (cut sheet); John
Brooks (aka John Withers), fought and severely wounded by a cannonball during the
Charge of the Light Brigade (letter circa 1905); Ian Standish Monteith Hamilton,
commander of the Gallipoli landing in WWI (cut sheet); and an original signed
photograph of Louis Nicholas Mountbatten, 1st Earl Mountbatten of Burma. Also
included is an original photograph of Philip Sassoon, Under-Secretary of State for Air,
signed and inscribed “For Jimmy Doolittle, Philip Sassoon, 1927,” presumably to the
American aviation pioneer and commander of the Doolittle Raid during WWII. Housed in
archival sleeves along with additional corresponding notes, portrait prints, and vintage
encyclopedia clippings. 
 Binder, 11 1/2 by 12 by 3 1/2 inches 

$ 1,500 - 2,500 

ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD



 133 
 BRITISH PRIME MINISTER AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION 

 A collection of approximately 50 signatures from former British Prime Ministers, including Sir Robert Walpole
(cut sheet), generally considered the first Prime Minister of Great Britain; Henry Pelham (promissory note
dated December 4, 1744, and also signed by Walpole); George Grenville (partial document dated January
1750), notable as being responsible for the Stamp Act, a tax levied on the American colonies that incited riots
and rebellions; Thomas Pelham-Holles, Duke of Newcastle (cut sheet); Charles Watson-Wentworth, 2nd
Marquess of Rockingham (military document on vellum dated August 31, 1761); William Cavendish, 4th
Duke of Devonshire (cut sheet – vellum); Augustus Henry Fitzroy, 3rd Duke of Grafton (partial treasury receipt
providing funds for “... passage to Georgia in No. America” dated May 12, 1767), also signed by Charles
Townshend, creator of the Townshend Acts that taxed imports into the American Colonies, including tea,
considered one of the most direct causes of the American Revolutionary War; William Pitt the Younger (cut
sheet); William Fitzmaurice Petty, 2nd Earl of Shelburne (cut sheet); Frederick North, Earl of Guildford (cut
sheet); and Spencer Perceval, the first and only Prime Minister to have been assassinated. Housed in archival
sleeves along with additional corresponding notes, portrait prints, and vintage encyclopedia clippings. 
 Binder, 11 1/2 by 11 1/4 by 3 inches 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 

 134 
 BRITISH POLITICIANS AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION 

 A collection of approximately 55 signatures from former British politicians, including Sir Robert Long, posted in the office of the Exchequer during the Great
Plague of London and the Great Fire of London (partial document dated February 1665); Henry Bilson-Legge (cut sheet); Charles Montagu, 1st Earl of Halifax
(partial document dated June 1709); Robert Harley, 1st Earl of Oxford, negotiated the Treaty of Utrecht and later imprisoned in the Tower of London (partial
document dated December 5, 1713); Charles Townshend, 2nd Earl of Townshend (cut sheet dated 1727); Richard Colley, Marquess of Wellesley (envelope
panel); Joseph Hume (note dated May 28, 1850); Sidney Herbert, 1st Baron Herbert of Lea and friend of Florence Nightingale (letter dated July 13, 1849);
Viscount Edward Cardwell (letter dated February 9, 1872); and Henry Howard Herbert, 4th Earl of Carnarvon (letter dated June 30, 1859). Housed in archival
sleeves along with additional corresponding notes, portrait prints, and vintage encyclopedia clippings. 
 Binder, 11 1/2 by 11 1/2 by 3 inches 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 JULIEN’S AUCTIONS 51
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 135 
 ROYAL FAMILY AUTOGRAPH COLLECTION 

 A collection of approximately 35 signatures from members of the British Royal Family (executed before, during, or after their ultimate title or reign), including
King William IV (2 cut sheets); Queen Adelaide (cut sheet); Queen Victoria (cut sheet and a note dated July 17, 1839); Ernest Augustus, King of Hanover
(envelope panel); Prince Augustus Frederick, Duke of Sussex (cut sheet); Prince Adolphus Frederick, Duke of Cambridge (envelope panel); Prince Frederick
Augustus, Duke of York (cut sheet); Princess Louise Alberta, Duchess of Argyll (letter); Princess Mary, Duchess of Gloucester (cut sheet); and Prince William
Frederick, Duke of Gloucester (envelope panel dated August 4, 1832). Housed in archival sleeves along with additional corresponding notes, portrait prints,
and vintage encyclopedia clippings. 
 Binder, 11 1/2 by 12 by 4 inches 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 

 136 
 HAROLD LLOYD JAMES GUTHRIE HARBORD SIGNED
PHOTOGRAPH 

 A black and white photograph of Army officer James Guthrie Harbord with the
following inscription in ink: “To Harold Lloyd, with regards, J.G. Harbord (as
was in 1918).” 
 Unframed, 10 by 8 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Harold Lloyd 

$ 400 - 600 

 137 
 HAROLD LLOYD BOB BURNS SIGNED
PHOTOGRAPH 

 A black and white photograph of musical comedian Bob
“Bazooka” Burns with the following inscription in ink: “To Harold
Lloyd, my friend and fellow bug hunter, Bob Burns.” 
 Framed, 17 1/2 by 14 1/2 inches; Sight, 12 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Harold Lloyd 

$ 400 - 600 

ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD
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 JOSEFF OF HOLLYWOOD COSTUME DAGGER 

 A costume dagger with figural handle and hollow ground blade. 
 Length, 17 1/4 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 203, “Treasures from the Vault: Joseff of Hollywood,”
Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, November 18, 2017 

$ 300 - 500 

 139 
 JOSEFF OF HOLLYWOOD COSTUME DAGGER 

 A scimitar dagger with heavily stylized handle and matching metal sheath. 
 Length, 15 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 231, “Treasures from the Vault: Joseff of Hollywood,”
Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, November 18, 2017 

$ 400 - 600 
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 140 
 JOSEFF OF HOLLYWOOD COSTUME
CLOSE HELMETS 

 A pair of aluminum costume helmets with pivoting
visors and interior canvas strapping for proper fit. One
has a heart and arrow decal. 
 Heights, 10 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 200, “Treasures from the Vault:
Joseff of Hollywood,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills,
November 18, 2017  

$ 400 - 600 
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 141 
 LAUREL AND HARDY SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH 

 An original photograph of comedy legends Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy signed by both. 
 Framed, 8 by 9 3/8 inches; sight, 3 1/4 by 5 1/4 inches 

$ 100 - 200 

 142 
 MARX BROTHERS SIGNED AND
ILLUSTRATED SHEET 

 A sheet signed by the Marx Brothers, Harpo, Groucho,
and Chico, along with a harp player illustration by Harpo.
Matted and framed together with a photograph of the
three brothers. 
 Framed, 21 1/4 by 16 1/2 inches; sight, 3 by 5 1/4 inches 

$ 400 - 600 

 143 
 HARPO MARX SIGNED AND INSCRIBED ALBUM 

 A copy of Harpo Marx’s 1957 album Harpo in Hi-Fi signed on the
back in blue pen “Dear John my friend from his friend. Harpo.”  
 12 1/4 by 12 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 144 
 HARPO MARX SIGNED AND INSCRIBED BOOK 

 A hardcover copy of Harpo Marx’s Harpo Speaks! (New York:
Bernard Geis Associates, 1961) with inscription next to the title
page “To Kay + Bob Love Harpo 61.”  
 8 1/2 by 5 3/4 by 2 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD



 145 
 HARPO MARX ORIGINAL PAINTING 

 A framed oil on board painting by Harpo Marx of houses along the sides of a road. Signed on the bottom right in white “[illegible]
Harpo ‘59.”  
 25 1/2 by 35 1/2 inches, overall; 19 by 29 inches, sight 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 146 
 BUSTER KEATON HOUSEWARES 

 A group of six items: a knife with its leather sheath; a ceramic
egg cup from The Lambs Club, a defunct NYC theatrical
organization; a glass ashtray from the Hollywood
Knickerbocker Hotel; a gold-tone corkscrew in the form of a
man (one blue rhinestone “eye” missing); a corkscrew with a
Bakelite handle; and a bottle opener with a faux bone handle.
All items are from among Buster Keaton’s personal property.
Included with a handwritten note reading in part “This knife
was Buster Keaton’s Fishing Knife.” 
 10 inches and smaller 

 PROVENANCE Gifted by Eleanor Keaton to Buster’s good
friend, Bart Williams; Williams then gifted it to current
consignor 

$ 600 - 800 
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 147 
 RAY BOLGER TWICE-SIGNED PASSPORT 

 Ray Bolger’s twice-signed personal passport. The passport was issued in 1963 to
Raymond Wallace Bolger, born January 10, 1904. The passport includes a black
and white photograph signed overtop by Bolger and additionally signed on the
bearer information page. Front cover clipped. Stamps indicate travel to London
and Greece. 
 3 3/4 by 6 1/4 inches 

$ 1,500 - 2,000 

 148 
 DARRYL ZANUCK OWNED CRYSTAL CIGARETTE BOX 

 A crystal cigarette box with a silver-plated horse on the lid, etched scrollings,
stamped “Germany.” Accompanied by a handwritten and signed letter from
Darrylin Zanuck, stating that the box belonged to her father, and a black and
white photograph of Darryl Zanuck with the Warner Bros. polo team. 
 6 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 6 inches 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 CHARLIE CHAPLIN MONSIEUR VERDOUX HAT 

 A Charlie Chaplin hat worn in the film Monsieur Verdoux (United Artists, 1947). The felt hat,
made by Lock & Co. Hatters of London, has an upturned brim and grosgrain ribbon hat band.
The interior lining is embroidered with the monogram “CC.” Accompanied by a card written in
French that explains the hat is seen three times during the film. Size 7 3/8. 

 PROVENANCE “Charlie Chaplin in His Time,” Pierre-Yves Gabus, Gallery of Ancient Art,
Geneva, February 27, 1993 

$ 2,000 - 4,000 
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 150 
 MALTESE FALCON STATUETTE FROM THE WARNER BROS. PROP DEPARTMENT 

 A cast plaster falcon (painted black) with vintage paper labels adhered to the base. The statuette varies in style considerably from the
ones used on screen in the iconic film The Maltese Falcon (Warner Bros., 1941), but the labels on the base of the statuette link it directly
to the studio and the art director for the film, Robert M. Haas (1889-1962). The first label, applied to the base before the bird was painted,
reads “Property of Warner Bros. Pictures/ Return to: Prop Dept./ Building G-147/ Item No. MF-12.” The second label, applied after the first
and after the application of the black paint, reads “Contact Robert Haas – / Art Director, Set B4/ Tele # US1 –  4GRE, Ext. 10.” Additional
inscribed marking on base appears to be a difficult to discern “gs” or “95.”
The production history of the falcons created for both the 1941 film and the subsequent 1975 spoof The Black Bird (Columbia, 1975) has
been studied and analyzed for decades with limited consensus among collectors and scholars. The number of statuettes that were
created by prop department employees, not only for the film productions but also subsequent to the production, is a subject of great
mystery and speculation. It is known that the Warner Bros. prop department retained the mold used to create the original statuettes that
appeared on screen in the 1941 film as well as publicity images for the film. The exact number of statuettes that were created using the
mold at this time is impossible to determine given the absence of production records. We do know that after the success of the film in
1941, plaster casts were created by the prop department. Some have reported that Jack Warner gave copies of the falcon as gifts to
those who admired the statuette that at one time sat perched on his desk. Other rumors have circulated about enterprising prop
department employees in the 1940s who also made casts from the molds and had an illicit side business selling replica statuettes to
interested fans of the film. All of these rumors are impossible to prove with any degree of certainty given the fact that 78 years have
passed and the employees involved at that time are no longer available to set the record straight.
What is very clear, when comparing this falcon to those used in both the 1941 and 1975 films, is the fact that it varies in style and detail
from both the recessed and raised feather versions. This statuette has a distinctive vertical line running down the back through the tail
feathers not seen in other examples; this bird has much smaller eyes, it has a very abrupt transition from head to shoulders with no
feathers on the sides of the head, its feathers are not as raised as those on the later 1975 birds but not as recessed as those from the
1941 film. The talons of this bird extend over the base farther than others, the brow ridge above the eye does not extend to the back of
the head, and the shoulders are more rounded rather than broad like other examples. Overall, the casting of this bird is not as crisp as
other examples and appears to have been made from a mold that was either an early unrefined prototype or it was cast from a later
generation mold that has been altered and/or has lost detail.
The labels on the base of this statuette are the only clues to the origin of this falcon. Whether placed there by prop department
employees in the 1940s to convince potential buyers that the bird was somehow officially connected to the 1941 film or if the labels
were genuine inventory control labels from the late 1940s, in either case, we believe that the aging and distress of the labels is genuine
and that they have in fact been in place since that time. We know that Robert Haas had a very long career with Warner Bros., from 1929
until his retirement in 1950. We can, therefore, date this statuette to no later than 1950 since there would have been no logical
explanation for a label with contact information for Haas on the studio lot after his retirement. It is also interesting to note that the
adhered paper label for the Warner Bros. prop department on the base of the statuette lists this piece as “MF-12,” indicating that there
were at least 12 copies of the bird in their inventory at that time, confirming the fact that there were a considerable number of birds
made in the 1940s. If this bird is an early prototype cast from an unrefined mold or a hastily made copy from a much-degraded mold, it is
still the only plaster copy that has ever surfaced with labels dating the bird to no later than 1950 and from the Warner Bros. prop
department. 
 Height, 11 inches; chest circumference, 5 inches; base, 2 by 3 inches; weight, approximately 6.25 pounds 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 151 
 GONE WITH THE WIND SCENE STILL GABLE 
AND HOWARD 

 A vintage black and white scene still of Clark Gable and Leslie Howard in
the film Gone With the Wind (MGM, 1939). Paper snipe affixed to verso. 
 8 by 10 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 152 
 GONE WITH THE WIND MISCELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

 A small group of nine paper items peripherally related to the 1939 film
classic Gone with the Wind: two blank sheets of Selznick International
Pictures Inc. letterhead; an SIP Inc. Inter-Office Communication memo dated
“April 27, 1939” discussing an employee dance; another memo about “Set
61” of Gone with the Wind; two pages removed from a Gone with the Wind
script (the Belle and Melanie carriage scene); an SIP Inc. Talent Requisition
form with penciled annotations about Gone with the Wind business; a
fascinating Atlanta Constitution newspaper article dated May 28, 1939,
relaying a young woman’s story about how she visited the Gone with the
Wind set during filming, this same woman’s thank you note to Clark Gable,
and one small chit noting in part “Good for/ One Lunch.” Overall, this is
unique ephemera related to this most famous film. 
 11 by 8 1/2 inches and smaller 

$ 600 - 800 

 153 
 GONE WITH THE WIND BLACK AND WHITE
SET PHOTOGRAPHS 

 A group of six photographs, all original prints with a glossy
finish, three depicting director William Cameron Menzies
and others on the set and three depicting extras in their
street clothes on what seems to be a Gone with the Wind
set. 
 8 by 10 inches 

$ 600 - 800 
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 154 
 CLARK GABLE SIGNED SCENE STILL 

 A Clark Gable signed black and white scene still of
Gable and Olivia de Havilland on the set of Gone
With the Wind (MGM, 1939). Signed by Gable in
black ink above his image. Matted and framed; not
examined outside of frame. 
 10 1/2 by 13 inches, framed 

$ 2,000 - 4,000 

 155 
 JOAN CRAWFORD SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH 

 An original large-format vintage photograph of Joan Crawford
signed “To the Gyro Club of Saint John, Gratefully, Joan
Crawford.” 
 Unframed, 14 by 11 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 156 
 HUMPHREY BOGART SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH 

 An original large-format vintage photograph of Humphrey
Bogart signed “To the Gyro Club of Saint John, Sincerely,
Humphrey Bogart.” 
 Unframed, 14 by 11 inches 

$ 400 - 600 
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 158 
 GILE STEELE DRAWINGS 
AND SKETCHES 

 A group of three sketches and drawings by
costume designer Gile Steele. The first is a
colored caricature of presumably director
Mitchell Leisen with devil horns, signed “To
M.L. with practically no apologies Gile
Steele.” The second drawing is of a woman
in front of a clothing store mannequin, and
the third is of a man in front of the Biltmore
Theatre. Both pencil drawings are signed by
Steele. Steele won an Academy Award for
Best Costume Design for The Heiress in
1949 and again for Samson and 
Delilah in 1950.  
 Largest, 23 1/4 by 14 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Patrick
Williams, who worked in Paramount Studio’s
costume department from the 1930s to
1950s 

$ 400 - 600 
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 157 
 MARILYN SOTTO 
COSTUME DESIGN SKETCHES 

 A pair of mixed media on board costume designs
of Marilyn Sotto in two showgirl ensembles, one
with “Marilyn Sotto” inscribed below in an
unknown hand.  
 Larger, 20 1/4 by 15 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Patrick
Williams, who worked in Paramount Studio’s
costume department from the 1930s to 1950s 

$ 400 - 600 

 159 
 THE TEN COMMANDMENTS WORKING
SCRIPT  

 A working script for Cecil B. DeMille’s The Ten
Commandments (Paramount, 1956) with sequences “A”
through “G” and orange dividers separating each sequence.
The script is contained in a black binder. It is dated March 1,
1955, and lists the cast names and characters in the
beginning. There are little to no annotations in the script.
Accompanied by a Paramount Motion Picture employee card
for Patrick Williams issued by Paramount Pictures Inc. with
Williams’ fingerprints and appearance information, issued on
“6-6-42.” The card is numbered 17307 and has a black and
white photograph of Williams. Also accompanied by a
Paramount Pictures Corp. The Ten Commandments envelope
and four postage stamps from Egypt, where the movie was
filmed.  
 11 1/2 by 13 by 2 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Patrick Williams, who
worked in Paramount Studio’s costume department from the
1930s to 1950s 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 160 
 THE TEN COMMANDMENTS MOSES SKETCH
PHOTOGRAPHS 

 A group of eight costume sketch photographs produced by
MGM and given to jewelry designer Albert Grumes to create
jewelry for the film The Ten Commandments (Paramount, 1956).
The Arnold Friberg and Dorothy Jeakins costume designs for
the character Moses, played by Charlton Heston, were
photographed by the studio and distributed to the creative
department. Stamped on verso by the Paramount Research
Department with other notes. Special thanks to Randall Thropp
and Jaci Rohr at Paramount Pictures for verifying these items. 

$ 600 - 800 

 161 
 DEBRA PAGET THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
COSTUME PHOTOGRAPHS 

 A set of eight vintage black and white photographs of Debra
Paget in costume #4 for her role as Lilia in the film The Ten
Commandments (Paramount, 1956). These photographs were
made by the studio and given to jewelry designer Albert
Grumes to create jewelry for the costume. The photographs are
stamped on verso “Mar 18 1955.” 
 5 by 4 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 162 
 THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
ORIGINAL STORYBOARD
SKETCHES 

 A group of four original storyboard sketches
for the 1956 film The Ten Commandments
(Paramount), by John L. Jensen. Graphite on
illustration board. 
 15 by 20 inches, each 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 163 
 CHARLTON HESTON MILITARY BADGES 

 A gold tone submarine warfare insignia badge owned by Charlton
Heston and presumably used as part of the uniform for his role as
Captain Paul Blanchard in the submarine thriller Gray Lady Down
(Mirisch Corp., 1978). Together with a vintage silver tone Republic of
Vietnam master parachutist badge. 
 2 3/4 by 7/8 inches, largest 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Charlton Heston 

$ 600 - 800 

 164 
 BEN HUR COSTUME SKETCHES 

 A group of four original watercolor and graphite
costume sketches for the film Ben Hur (MGM, 1959). 

$ 2,000 - 4,000 

 165 
 RICHARD BURTON PRINCE OF PLAYERS PERIOD
COSTUME 

 A two-piece ensemble worn by Richard Burton as Edwin Booth in Prince of
Players (20th Century, 1955). The single-breasted wool coat has a faint gray
and peach striped pattern, notched lapels, two faux flap pockets, and long
back vent and is lined in dark gray satin; label reads in part “Western Costume
Co./ No. 86-2704-2/ Richard Burton.” Together with a pair of tan wool pants
with stirrups, WCC label reads in part “No. 74-2508-3/ Richard Burton.” Pants
may not have been worn with coat. 

$ 300 - 500 
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 WHERE EAGLES DARE ORIGINAL POSTER CONCEPT ARTWORK 

 A multimedia work on two pieces of paper mounted to foamcore board. The image depicts a man hanging from a
ski lift in the mountains, used as part of the artwork for the film posters for the thrillerWhere Eagles Dare (MGM,
1968) starring Richard Burton and Clint Eastwood. 
 30 by 38 inches 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 

 167 
 SHELLEY WINTERS JIM MARSHALL SIGNED
PHOTOGRAPH 

 A photograph of actress Shelley Winters taken by Jim Marshall.
Signed by Marshall to the lower right. 
 Matted, 21 1/2 by 17 3/8 inches; sight, 13 1/8 by 9 1/4 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 168 
 WOODY ALLEN JIM MARSHALL PHOTOGRAPH 

 A photograph of director Woody Allen taken by Jim Marshall, with
Marshall’s copyright stamp on verso. 
 Matted, 21 by 16 3/4 inches; sight, 12 11/16 by 8 11/16 inches 

$ 200 - 400 
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 169 
 LOUIS JOURDAN COSTUME DESIGN BY PAT BARTO 

 A mixed media on board costume sketch of Louis Jourdan wearing a grey
three-piece suit, signed by Pat Barto in pencil on the bottom right. The sketch is
titled “Louis Jourdan/ #8 Sc. 109-110/ Int Courtroom (1953).” Barto was one of
Edith Head’s sketch artists.  
 20 by 15 inches 

$ 400 - 600 

 170 
 LOUIS JOURDAN COSTUME DESIGN BY PAT BARTO 

 A mixed media on board costume sketch of Louis Jourdan wearing a
pinstriped blue suit and a fedora, signed on the bottom right in pencil by Pat
Barto. The top left of the sketch has information that includes the actor’s name
and four scene numbers. A detail image of the inside vest portion of the
costume is on the right side, done in pencil. Barto was one of Edith Head’s
sketch artists.  
 20 by 15 inches 

$ 400 - 600 

 171 
 ROBERT SHAW THE STING COSTUME DESIGN BY EDITH
HEAD 

 A mixed media on board costume design of Robert Shaw wearing a suit with
a fedora. The bottom left reads “Robert Shaw” and the top left “Lonnegan -
1936,” both in Edith Head’s hand. Doyle Lonnegan was the name of Shaw’s
character from The Sting (Universal, 1973). An all-wool charcoal grey and pink
pinstripe fabric swatch is attached to the top right corner. Head won an
Academy Award for Best Costume Design for her work on this film.  
 20 by 15 inches 

$ 400 - 600 
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 ROBERT SHAW THE STING COSTUME 
DESIGN BY EDITH HEAD 

 A mixed media on board costume design of Robert Shaw
wearing a burgundy floral shawl jacket with grey trousers and
matching burgundy loafers. Edith Head has signed the
sketch in pencil on the lower right. The top left reads “ ‘The
Sting,’ “ and the right side of the sketch reads “Robert Shaw
1936.” Head won an Academy Award for Best Costume
Design for her work on The Sting (Universal, 1973).  
 20 by 15 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 173 
 PAUL NEWMAN THE STING COSTUME
DESIGN BY EDITH HEAD 

 A mixed media on board costume sketch of Paul
Newman wearing a rolled-up long-sleeve checkered
shirt and suspenders over trousers. On the top left
corner is the name of Newman’s character, “Gondorff,”
from The Sting (Universal, 1973), with additional notes
written in Edith Head’s hand. Head won an Academy
Award for Best Costume Design for the film.  
 20 by 15 inches 

$ 400 - 600 
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 174 
 RONALD REAGAN SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH 

 An original large-format vintage photograph of Ronald
Reagan signed “Best Wishes to the Gyro Club of Saint John
- Ronald Reagan.” 
 Unframed, 14 by 11 inches 

$ 300 - 500 

 175 
 ROBERT REDFORD SIGNED SKETCH 

 A framed watercolor on paper nude sketch signed in
red on the bottom right “Redford.” Robert Redford
gifted the drawing to his girlfriend Kathy O’Rear in
the 1990s. 
 31 by 24 inches, overall; 23 1/2 by 17 1/2 inches,
sight 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 176 
 WARREN BEATTY BUGSY JACKET 

 A cream suit jacket worn by Warren Beatty in Bugsy (TriStar, 1991).
Inside shoulder stamped “Western Costume Co./ Hollywood” and
“1970 W.C.C. #9.” Also stamped inside breast pocket. 

$ 500 - 700 
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 178 
 JACK LEMMON 
IRMA LA DOUCE SUIT JACKET 

 A black wool suit jacket worn by Jack
Lemmon as Lord X in Irma La Douce
(United Artists, 1963) co-starring Shirley
MacLaine and directed by Billy Wilder. The
single-breasted jacket has notched lapels,
two flap pockets, black silk piping, and
black silk lining; label reads in part
“Western Costume Co./ No. 2045-2/ Jack
Lemmon.” 

$ 300 - 500 
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 DANNY KAYE RINGMASTER COSTUME FROM
MERRY ANDREW ON LIFE-SIZE WAX MANNEQUIN 

 An oversized ringmaster costume from the motion picture Merry
Andrew (MGM, 1958). The jacket, originally fuchsia, has black velvet
collar and cuffs and sequined epaulettes and is adorned with faux
military regalia. Together with attached oversized silk jodhpurs and
replica boots, riding crop, and top hat. The costume is displayed on a
custom figure with wax head, hand plunged hair, and glass eyes on a
padded fiberglass mannequin with built-in electronics. Accompanied
by a signed black and white publicity photograph of Danny Kaye and
a color photograph of Kaye in the costume from the movie. 
 70 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 4245, “Hollywood,” Butterfield & Butterfield, 
Los Angeles, October 14, 1995 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 179 
 TONY CURTIS OWNED HARRODS TOY CAR 

 A vintage style toy car marked “Harrods Knightsbridge.”
Tony Curtis was a good friend of the late Dodi Fayed, and
this car was a gift from Mohamed Al-Fayed. 
 7 1/2 by 11 by 5 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE Partial Lot 44, “Property From The Estate of
Tony Curtis,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, September 17,
2011 

$ 100 - 200 

 180 
 TONY CURTIS FENCING UNIFORM 

 A white fencing jacket and pants. 
 Size 42 

 PROVENANCE Lot 271, “Property From The
Estate of Tony Curtis,” Julien’s Auctions,
Beverly Hills, September 17, 2011 

$ 600 - 800 

 181 
 TONY CURTIS GROUP OF FIVE WALKING CANES 

 Comprised of a green wooden cane with silver Harrods label, a black wooden cane with a brass leg
handle, a blue patterned metal cane with a wooden handle, a lightweight wooden branch cane with a
brass tip, and a carved wooden cane marked “Jamaica.” 
 Tallest, 37 inches 

 Lot 186, “Property from the Estate of Tony Curtis,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, September 17, 2011 
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 182 
 TONY CURTIS TROMPE
L’OEIL PAINTING 

 Trompe l’oeil with fruit and flowers,
oil on canvas. Signed “Ange” lower
right. 
 31 1/2 by 39 1/2 inches 

 Lot 58, “Property from the Estate of
Tony Curtis,” Julien’s Auctions,
Beverly Hills, September 17, 2011 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 183 
 TONY CURTIS (AMERICAN, 1928-2010) 

 A pen drawing on paper of hand holding a geometric object. 
 8 by 11 1/2 inches (sight); 21 by 26 inches, framed 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 184 
 RED SKELTON ORIGINAL PAINTING 

 A painting of a clown by Red Skelton titled “The
Clown.” Signed and dated to the lower right
“[copyright] by Red Skelton 1955” and again signed
“Red Skelton” toward the middle. This is the original
painting that was reproduced as part of a limited
edition set of prints by The Franklin Mint for The
Premiere Portfolio of Celebrity Art series.  
 36 by 30 inches, framed; 28 by 22 inches, sight 

$ 2,000 - 4,000 

 185 
 RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN 
ORIGINAL PAINTING 

  A bucolic landscape painting by Richard Chamberlain
titled “Memories of Sussex.” Signed and dated to the
lower right “Richard Chamberlain [copyright] 1973.” This
is the original painting that was reproduced as part of a
limited edition set of prints by The Franklin Mint for The
Premiere Portfolio of Celebrity Art series.  
 27 by 20 inches, framed; 26 by 18 1/2 inches, sight 

$ 3,000 - 5,000 
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 THE CAINE MUTINY CAST
AND AUTHOR SIGNED
NOVEL 

 A copy of Herman Wouk’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning novel The Caine Mutiny (New York: Doubleday & Company,
1954) inscribed on the title page by the author “25 Sept 2002 For Ernest
Borgnine - with admiration Herman Wouk.” The book is signed on the end
pages by the cast and crew of The Caine Mutiny (Columbia, 1954), including Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall (Bogart’s wife, not
credited in the film), Edward Dmytryk (director), Stanley Kramer (producer), Van Johnson, Fred MacMurray, Lee Marvin, Arthur Franz,
Jerry Paris, Stevie Brodie, and many others. The film was nominated for seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Actor in a
Leading Role, Best Actor in a Supporting Role, and Best Writing, Screenplay.  
 8 1/2 by 5 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 186 
 TRUMAN CAPOTE SIGNED CREDIT CARD 

 A Master Charge Interbank card issued to Truman Capote
by Marine Midland Bank, signed on the back in blue felt
pen by Capote. The card expired in October 1981. Master
Charge: The Interbank card is now known as MasterCard. 
 2 1/4 by 3 1/4 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 188 
 JERRY LEWIS NAUTICAL/
TRAVEL CLOCKS 

 Including an Angelus brass desk clock with a celestial face, numbered 1191/1171 and inscribed
to Jerry Lewis from a friend, an Easton quartz clock and compass housed in a lacquered wood
box, a UTI Jaccard round travel clock, and a Gump’s brass pocket stop watch/clock. 
 Largest, 4 3/4 by 4 1/4 by 1 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis 

$ 600 - 800 

 189 
 JERRY LEWIS LEATHER BRIEFCASES 

 Four briefcases by various makers in assorted colors. 
 Each approximately 4 1/2 by 17 by 13 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis 

$ 600 - 800 

 190 
 JERRY LEWIS LEATHER
BRIEFCASES 

 In various sizes and by assorted makers,
including one marked “Morabito/ Paris.” 
 Largest, 4 1/4  by 17 3/4 by 14 1/4 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis 

$ 600 - 800 
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 191 
 JERRY LEWIS DAMN YANKEES ROBE 

 A terry cloth robe with pine trees and reindeer used by Jerry Lewis in his
dressing room of the 1995 production of Damn Yankees. A Cypress and
Neiman Marcus label are present. Accompanied by an image of the robe
hanging in Lewis’s dressing room. 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis 

$ 600 - 800 
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 JERRY LEWIS PRODUCTIONS SIX
TRAVEL CASES 

 Aluminum travel cases in assorted sizes, most
covered with travel stickers and decals. 
 Largest, 8 by 25 1/2 by 18 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of 
Jerry Lewis 

$ 2,000 - 4,000 

 192 
 JERRY LEWIS USED GOLF BAG WITH
PERSIMMON WOODS 

 A Hogan brand golf bag owned and used by Jerry
Lewis featuring a set of four Tour Limited Edition
handmade persimmon woods. The bag also includes a
number 1 Dynacraft Graphite wood, two Desert Inn
headcovers for woods, 10 Acer brand irons, a set of
headcovers found in a pocket, and a golf bag cover. 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jerry Lewis 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 194 
 BING CROSBY HANDWRITTEN
AND SIGNED CHECKS 

 A pair of checks handwritten and signed by
Bing Crosby from the National Citizens Trust &
Savings Bank of Los Angeles in California. The
first is made out to George Cameron for
$300.00, dated October 28, 1955, check
number 263, with an additional “Calcutta -
Thunderbird” notation. The second is made out
for “cash” in the amount of $500.00, dated
January 29, 1957, check number 316. 
 Each, 3 by 6 1/4 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 195 
 H.B. BARNUM MY FAIR LADY
MASTER TAPE RECORDING 

 A half-inch magnetic tape master recording
(15ips) of the album Rock, Swing and Dance with
“My Fair Lady” by The Gallants (Capitol, 1964)
housed on a 10 1/2-inch open-hub Scotch brand
reel. Includes the original box labeled with track
listing and additional recording information, dated
1962. The music for the album was arranged by
composer H.B. Barnum, known for his work with
Frank Sinatra, Aretha Franklin, The Supremes, and
others. Accompanied by a digitized version on CD
along with a signed statement letter regarding the
contents. 
 11 by 11 by 7/8 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 196 
 SAMMY DAVIS JR. CUSTOM-MADE
SUIT WITH DVD 

 A dark brown wool suit with a white window
pane pattern. The blazer is single-breasted with
notched lapels, two front flap pockets, four
buttons at cuff (one is broken), olive green satin
lining, and labels reading “Certo/ Beverly Hills”
and “Custom Styled/ For/ Sammy Davis Jr./ By
Certo.” Together with matching trousers. This
suit is very similar to one the star wore on a
1977 episode of the ABC Television series
Charlie’s Angels titled “Sammy Davis Jr. Kidnap
Caper.” Furthermore, this suit was on display in
The King’s Ransom Elvis Presley Museum in Las
Vegas for many years, it toured all over the
United States, and it was featured in the 2017
book Blue Suede Shoes: The Culture of Elvis on
page 172. Accompanied by a copy of the
episode. 

$ 500 - 700 
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 198 
 FRANK SINATRA BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH BY WILLIAM GOTTLIEB 

 A later print with a glossy finish depicting Frank Sinatra
reading sheet music. Signed in black felt-tip ink on the
lower margin “Frank Sinatra 1947/ William Gottlieb.” 
 Matted and framed, 21 1/2 by 18 1/2 inches;
Photograph only, 13 by 10 1/2 inches 

$ 400 - 600 
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 FRANK SINATRA JR. RECEIVED
CORRESPONDENCE 

 A group of four letters received by Frank Sinatra Jr. from
The White House, Tommy Lasorda, FBI Director Clarence
Kelley, and John H. Russell of General Motors. The letters
date from 1970 to 2002, with original transmittal
envelopes. 
 Largest, 4 by 9 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frank Sinatra Jr. 

$ 100 - 200 

 199 
 FRANK SINATRA ORIGINAL CONCERT
POSTER 

 An original concert poster for Frank Sinatra’s week-long
performance at the Birmingham Hippodrome in the
United Kingdom, beginning on June 29, 1953. The
concert also featured Billy Ternent and his
Broadcasting Orchestra, Jackie Ross, Dancing Duvals,
and others. 
 15 by 10 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 200 
 FRANK SINATRA OXFORD BLUE 
ANTO SHIRT 

 An Oxford blue cotton Nat Wise shirt owned by Frank
Sinatra. The long-sleeve shirt has two-button barrel
cuffs and mother of pearl buttons. A label reads 
“Frank Sinatra” and “Anto Distinctive Shirtmakers/
Beverly Hills.” A bias label is dated “July 1991.” 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Frank Sinatra Jr. 

$ 1,000 - 1,500 
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 FRANK SINATRA STRIPED ANTO SHIRT 

 A short-sleeve Anto shirt owned by Frank Sinatra. The
white with grey and black striping shirt is made of fine
cotton with mother of pearl buttons and an epaulette
detail to the shoulder. The shirt is labeled “Frank Sinatra”
and “Anto Distinctive Shirtmakers Beverly Hills” with a
bias label that reads “March 1993.” 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Frank Sinatra Jr. 

$ 1,000 - 1,500 
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 FRANK SINATRA GIFTED SILVER CIGARETTE BOX 

 A sterling silver cigarette box with decorative feet, inscribed on the top “NOEL/ Frank &
Maria/ ‘66.” The box is marked “Sterling by Poole 15” at the base. The box was gifted to
Emmy Award-winning screenwriter Sheldon Keller, who worked with Frank Sinatra. 
 4 by 3 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Sheldon Keller 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 203 
 FRANK SINATRA OIL PAINTING 

 A work rendered on canvas depicting sailboats on a rough sea as
palm trees blow in the wind. Signed in the lower right corner
“Sinatra 53.” According to the current owner, Frank Sinatra painted
this piece while on location in Hawaii when he was filming the 1953
Columbia motion picture From Here to Eternity, and then the
singer/actor gifted it to the consignor’s family member. 
 24 by 31 inches 

$ 5,000 - 7,000 
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 204 
 FRANK SINATRA OIL PAINTING 

 A work rendered on canvas depicting what appears
to be playing cards and circular objects floating in
black space. Signed by Frank Sinatra in the lower
right corner “Sinatra/ ‘65.” 
 Framed, 20 by 16 inches 

  $ 6,000 - 8,000 
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 205 
 BURT REYNOLDS CRYSTAL FALCONS 

 A pair of crystal falcon figures. One is etched with
“Baccarat” to the base and with Baccarat mark to the
underside. The other is marked “Orrefors OA 4654-12.” 
 Height, larger, 10 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Burt Reynolds 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 206 
 BURT REYNOLDS PERSONALIZED
LALIQUE HUMIDOR AND CIG 

 An ebonized humidor with inset pressed glass panel
to lid, the interior with gold-toned plaque which
reads “On behalf of Chabad’s Children of Chernobyl
we present the/ Children at Heart Humanitarian
Award to/ Burt Reynolds/ Your ability to make
people smile puts you in your own league./ With our eternal gratitude/
And the love of the children whom you have helped save./ June 12,
2000/ Sotheby’s.” Accompanied by a silver plated cigar cutter by S.T.
Dupont, a key and 52 cigars with labels for: Ramon Allones, Domino Park,
Lady Club, Cohiba, Suave, Tampa Nugget, Havatampa, La Francesca, BR,
and Burt’s Lady. 

 PROVENANCE Lot 609, “Property From the Estate of Burt Reynolds,”
Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, June 15-16, 2019 

$ 3,000 - 5,000 

 207 
 BURT REYNOLDS INSCRIBED NUDE
PHOTOGRAPH 

 A sepia-toned photograph of a nude Burt Reynolds taken
from hisCosmopolitan magazine photoshoot, signed and
inscribed in blue felt pen “Lee - well now you manage a
nude, porno model... go! Warmly yours, Burt.” The
photograph is inscribed to press agent Lee Solters.  
 18 1/2 by 24 1/2 inches, framed; 17 by 23 inches, sight 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 BURT REYNOLDS DEAN GIOIA 
(AMERICAN, B. 20TH CENTURY) PAINTING 

 “Ouzts’ with Evening Stars,” oil on canvas, signed lower right.
There is a long inscription describing this Tallahassee oyster
bar on the verso, signed and dated 1988. Either Burt
Reynolds or another person overpainted “Ouzts’ Oyster Bar”
to read “Quint’s Oyster Bar,” after the star’s character, Quint
Asper, in Gunsmoke. 
 25 by 35 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Estate of Burt Reynolds 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 BURT REYNOLDS EYVIND EARLE
(AMERICAN, 1916-2000) 

 Notes “Trees Draped in Autumn,” serigraph on paper, signed
lower right, edition number 473/475. 
 43 1/4 by 54 1/2 inches, framed 

 PROVENANCE Lot 554, “Property From the Estate of Burt
Reynolds,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, June 15-16, 2019 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 

 210 
 BURT REYNOLDS EYVIND EARLE
(AMERICAN, 1916-2000) 

 “Gardener’s Ranch,” serigraph on paper, signed lower right,
edition number 319/400. 
 41 1/4 by 52 1/2 inches, framed 

 PROVENANCE Lot 555, “Property From the Estate of Burt
Reynolds,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, June 15-16, 2019 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 LARRY HAGMAN SWORDS, SHIELD, AND VEST 

 A pair of machete swords with decorative sheaths and a round shield with
four rosettes on the front and leather hand strap on the back. The first
machete is a Corneta number 127, marked “Corneta Producto
Centroamericano”; the second a Corona number 152K, marked “Corona
Producto Centroamericano/Hecho in El Salvador.” Together with a beige vest
with a pleated fabric on the right side, and a “Larry Hagman ‘Dallas’” name
tag, label reads “English Leathers manufactured by Custom Leather Wear,”
size L. 
 Swords, largest, 30 inches; Shield, diameter, 16 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 70 and partial lot 199, “Larry Hagman Auction,” Julien’s
Auctions, Beverly Hills, California, June 4, 2011 

$ 600 - 800 

 213 
 ORIGINAL WESTERN THEMED 
FILM ART COLLECTION 

 A group of nine original artworks featuring western
themed set and character design concepts for various
film productions. Two are signed “Duane Alt” and one
is signed “Stan Johnson.” 
 Framed, 20 by 40 inches (largest) 

$ 600 - 800 
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 DOM DeLUISE RELIGIOUS JEWELRY 

 Including a group of 10 rosary beads (some in need of
repair), three gold tone crosses (one on a necklace
chain), a mother of pearl cross, an assorted collection of
seven saint medallions, and a crown with a cross pin
marked 14K. 
 Size varies 

$ 400 - 600 
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 IRWIN ALLEN THE LOST WORLD COMIC BOOK
AND MOVIE STUBS 

 A comic book for Irwin Allen’s The Lost World (20th Century,
1960), No. 1145, published by Dell Movie Classic Comics. This lot
also includes original movie ticket stubs for The Animal World
(Warner Bros., 1956) and The Sea Around Us (RKO, 1952) in a
printed wax paper sleeve. 
 Envelope, 9 1/2 by 3 inches; Book, 7 1/4 by 10 1/4 inches 

$ 100 - 200 

 215 
 IRWIN ALLEN UNPRODUCED DAREDEVIL MOVIE SCRIPT (CIRCA 1983) 

 A second draft movie script for Irwin Allen’s unproduced Daredevil film, based on the Marvel Comics character, dated December 1983. The 63-page script is
written by Tony Kayden and features Daredevil comic cover art. Included are two color slide negatives of Black Widow comic art, in wax paper sleeve. Also
included in this lot is a color illustration of a comic character printed on photopaper, signed “Clyde Baldichun July 8, 1981” on back. 
 Script, 8 1/2 by 11 inches; Negatives, 4 by 5 inches; Illustration, 8 by 10 inches 

$ 100 - 200 

 216 
 IRWIN ALLEN THE ANIMAL WORLD PROMOTION KIT 

 A promotion kit for Irwin Allen’s film The Animal World (Warner Bros., 1956).
Materials include an unopened sleeve of 21 View-Master three-dimensional
slides; The Animal WorldView-Master promo poster; View-Master
Dealerscopemagazine (Vol. 8, No. 5); and promo letter describing contents
of packet, all enclosed in an envelope printed with The Animal World graphic
illustration.  
 Outer Envelope, 9 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches;  Magazine, 8 1/4 by 10 1/2 inches;
Poster, 9 by 22 inches;  View-Master slide packet, 4 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches 

$ 100 - 200 
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 “U.S.S. YEAGER” STARSHIP MODEL USED IN STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE WITH DVD 

 The U.S.S. Yeager NCC-65674 is an Intrepid Variant visual effects model used in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (Paramount Domestic Television,
1993-1999). The model was studio made “kitbash” style by effects supervisor Gary Hutzel, built from commercially sold licensed model kits
for the U.S.S. Voyager and the Maquis style ship. The model was used and filmed in the Dominion War scenes and episodes in the series. It
was customized with studio quality painting, and it features an opening in the bottom center area for a motion control mount with internal
wiring. The primary hull and nacelles originated from a Revell-Monogram U.S.S. Voyager model kit (No. 3604) along with the rear hull from a
Chakotay’s Maquis Raider model kit (No. 3605), with the nacelles from the U.S.S. Voyager added to the wings of the Mauis Raider.
Michael Okuda has in the past provided insights about his view on the use of kitbashes: “One thing I like about this ship is that it has a
distinctly different profile than most other Federation ships. You can see that it’s different, even when it’s very small on the screen, which is
how it’s intended to be seen. Otherwise it wouldn’t be worth the effort. I love the fact that the DS9 VFX folks put in the extra effort to hint that
there was more to Starfleet than the four or five big models that Paramount owned.” 
The U.S.S. Yeager model purportedly makes the most appearances in stock footage of establishing shots of the Deep Space Nine station in
Seasons 5, 6, and 7. It is seen in stock footage as part of the Ninth Fleet behind the Deep Space Nine space station. 
The U.S.S. Yeager was also the only kitbashed model offered in the original “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection” in 2006. Star Trek fan sites
have identified the U.S.S. Yeager in the following episodes of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine: “In the Cards,” “Sacrifice of Angels,”
“Resurrection,” “The Magnificent Ferengi,” “Waltz,” “One Little Ship,” “Honor Among Thieves,” “Change of Heart,” “Wrongs Darker Than
Death or Night,” “Inquisition,” “The Reckoning,” “Profit and Lace,” “The Sound of Her Voice,” “Chrysalis,” “Once More Unto the Breach,” “It’s
Only a Paper Moon,” “Prodigal Daughter,” “Field of Fire,” “Chimera,” and “Badda-Bing, Badda-Bang.” 
Includes wooden crate with dowel stand. Also included are original power cabling, a knurled knob, and original Christie’s tag and lot card. 
 15 by 20 inches 

$ 20,000 - 25,000 
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 PROVENANCE Lot 495, “40 Years 
of Star Trek: The Collection,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number
1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
U.S.S. Yeager Starship Model 
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 VULCAN “T’PAU” STARSHIP MODEL USED IN STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION AND 
STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE WITH DVD 

 A visual effects model used in both Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994) and Star Trek: 
Deep Space Nine (Paramount Domestic Television, 1993-1999). The model was designed by Rick Sternbach. 
The ship was first seen in Star Trek: The Next Generation episode “Unification I” as the Vulcan ship T’Pau. The ship is central to one of the
fan-favorite episodes of the entire series, in which Leonard Nimoy as Spock arrives on the ship.
The model was later used as Tosk’s ship in the Star Trek: Deep Space Nine episode “Captive Pursuit” (Season 1, Episode 6; Production
Code 406). It was later featured in the Star Trek: Deep Space Nine episode “For the Cause” (Season 4, Episode 22; Production Code 494).
Through use in production, the model was repainted from its original grey/silver to orange/brown.
Sternbach was inspired by the “ring ship” featured in a painting on the Rec Deck in Star Trek: The Motion Picture (Paramount, 1979) in the
development of the Vulcan starship, which also influenced Doug Drexler in his work of creating Vulcan ships for Star Trek: Enterprise
(Paramount Network Television, 2001-2005).
Includes wooden crate with dowel stand. Also included are an original on-set production Polaroid photograph and original Christie’s tag. 
 20 by 13 inches 
 PROVENANCE Lot 711, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Vulcan
Starship Model 
$ 20,000 - 25,000 
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 MARINA SIRTIS “DEANNA TROI” TNG-STYLE STARFLEET
UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE 

 A Star Trek: The Next Generation (seventh season-style) Starfleet uniform
worn by Marina Sirtis as Deanna Troi in Star Trek: Enterprise (Paramount
Network Television, 2001-2005) in the series finale episode “These Are The
Voyages...” (Season 4, Episode 22; Production Code 422). 
Black and green zip-front jumpsuit with three brass pips at collar and
Starfleet comm badge attached by Velcro at left breast, with shoulder pad
inserts and stirrups at feet. Interior label printed “Enterprise” with “Marina
Sirtis #098” handwritten. Costume includes two pairs of black suede leather
boots. Costumer tag attached reads “Show Enterprise #098/ Character
Deanna Troi/ Played by Marina Sirtis/ Notes - TNG 7th season style unit.”
Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 214, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Riker and Troi’s
Costumes 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 JONATHAN FRAKES “WILLIAM RIKER” NX-01
STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE 

 An NX-01 Starfleet uniform jumpsuit worn by Jonathan Frakes as William
Riker in Star Trek: Enterprise (Paramount Network Television, 2001-2005) in
the series finale episode, “These Are The Voyages...” (Season 4, Episode 22;
Production Code 422). 
A blue cloth zip-front jumpsuit, with “W. Riker” patch at left chest, Enterprise
insignia badge on left arm, and “Ad Adstra Per Aspera” badge on right arm.
Jumpsuit has yellow trim detailing at shoulders and zip pockets throughout.
Interior labels printed “Voyager” with “Size 48/ 135” handwritten and
“Enterprise” with “Jonathan Frakes #098” handwritten. Costume includes a
black sleeveless button-up shirt with interior label printed “Enterprise” and
“Jonathan Frakes” handwritten. Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 214, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Riker and Troi’s
Costumes  

$ 500 - 700 
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 221 
 JONATHAN FRAKES “WILLIAM RIKER” MACO COMBAT
UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE 

 A MACO combat uniform worn by Jonathan Frakes as William Riker in Star
Trek: Enterprise (Paramount Network Television, 2001-2005) in the series
finale episode “These Are The Voyages...” (Season 4, Episode 22;
Production Code 422). 
A six-piece costume with urban camouflage. Gray and brown fatigues
jacket features “M.A.C.O. Enterprise” mission patch and “W. Riker” name
tag badges on left arm and “Military Assault Command Ops” insignia
badge and sergeant rank patch on right arm. With matching trousers with
zip pockets, built-in boxer shorts, and stirrups at feet. Costume includes
brown sleeveless T-shirt and brown leather belt and gray Kevlar Camper
brand boots with “Jonathan Frakes” written inside and brown Gaspar brand
leather gloves. Each item bears interior label printed “Enterprise” with
“Jonathan Frakes” handwritten. Costumer tag attached reads “Show
Enterprise #098/ Character Riker/ Played by Jonathan Frakes/ Notes - Maco
uniform.” Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 214, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Riker and Troi’s
Costumes 

$ 500 - 700 
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 222 
 JONATHAN FRAKES “WILLIAM RIKER” CHEF COSTUME
FROM STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE 

 A chef costume worn by Jonathan Frakes as William Riker in Star Trek:
Enterprise (Paramount Network Television, 2001-2005) in the series finale
episode “These Are The Voyages...” (Season 4, Episode 22; Production Code
422). 
A traditional “chef’s whites” uniform set, both pieces bear interior label
printed “Enterprise” with “Jonathan Frakes #098” handwritten. Costume
includes gray pleather clogs and rolling pin and cutting board props.
Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 214, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Riker and Troi’s
Costumes 

$ 300 - 500 
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 NUVIAN SLAVE GIRL COSTUME FROM STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE 

 A costume worn by Staci Anderson as a Nuvian slave girl on the Xanthan homeworld trading bazaar in Star Trek: Enterprise (Paramount
Network Television, 2001-2005) in the episode “Rajiin” (Season 3, Episode 4; Production Code 304). 
A red and black matching top and bottom set with gold bauble details, matching sleevelets, and red/gold thigh-high boots. Costumer
tag attached reads “Show Enterprise #056 Rajiin/ Character Bazaar Girl (Trull #3)/ Played by Staci Anderson/ Notes - red glitter top &
garter belt, red gold patent boots, red sleevelets.” Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 251, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
“Working Girls” Costumes 

$ 500 - 700 

 224 
 SLAVE GIRL COSTUME FROM STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE 

 A costume worn by Elizabeth DeCicco as a slave girl on the Xanthan homeworld trading bazaar in Star Trek: Enterprise (Paramount
Network Television, 2001-2005) in the episode “Rajiin” (Season 3, Episode 4; Production Code 304). 
A copper and black bustier-style spaghetti strap top with beaded detailing at bra; with matching sleevelets and matching thigh-high
boots. Costumer tag attached reads “Show Enterprise #056 Rajiin/ Character Bazaar Girl (Trull #4)/ Played by Elizabeth DiCicco [sic]/
Notes - dress copper w/ maroon mesh sleevelets, g-string copper dot mesh, boots.” Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 251, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
“Working Girls” Costumes 

$ 500 - 700 

 225 
 “WORKING GIRLS” BOOT COLLECTION FROM STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE 

 A collection of costume boots, presumably belonging to the slave girls on the Xanthan homeworld trading bazaar in Star Trek:
Enterprise (Paramount Network Television, 2001-2005) in the episode “Rajiin” (Season 3, Episode 4; Production Code 304). 
Six pairs, one of faux fur and five of pleather in various colors: purple, green, tan, brown, and black with green and brown paint flecks.
Varying sizes.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 251, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
“Working Girls” Costumes 

$ 500 - 700 
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 ARMIN SHIMERMAN “QUARK” COSTUME FROM
STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE 

 A costume worn by Armin Shimerman as Quark in Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine (Paramount Domestic Television, 1993-1999). This
costume can be matched to the episode “Rules of Acquisition”
(Season 2, Episode 7; Production Code 427). 
The costume includes a green sleeveless jumpsuit, multicolored
mondrian patchwork pattern top with buckle detail at chest, and
earth-tone jacket with brass ornament fastener. Each piece bears
interior label printed “Deep Space Nine.” Costumer tag attached
reads “Show DS9/ Character Quark/ Played by Armin Shimmerman
[sic].” Accompanied by original Polaroid of Armin Shimerman in
costume. Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 444, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
The Ferengi Collection I 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 GARY MORGAN FERENGI COSTUME FROM STAR TREK:
THE NEXT GENERATION 

 A costume worn by Gary Morgan as a Ferengi in Star Trek: The Next
Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994) in the episode
“The Battle” (Season 1, Episode 9; Production Code 110). This early
episode marked the second appearance of the Ferengi. 
A brown microsuede jumpsuit with gray pattern vinyl stripe detail down
shoulders and sleeves and stripe detail at mid calf. Zip-front closure and
stirrups at feet. Interior label reads “G. Morgan.” Costumer tag reads “Show
Season 1/ Character Ferengi/ Played by G. Morgan/ Notes - jumpsuit.”
Christie’s tag attached. Actor and stuntman Morgan worked on several
episodes of Star Trek: The Next Generation. 

 PROVENANCE Lot 444, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Ferengi
Collection I 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 228 
 MAX GRODÉNCHIK “ROM” COSTUME FROM STAR
TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE 

 A costume worn by Max Grodénchik as Rom in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine
(Paramount Domestic Television, 1993-1999). This costume is attributed to
the episode “Family Business” (Season 3, Episode 23; Production Code
469). 
A Ferengi costume with sleeveless jumpsuit with a tan, blue and green
turtleneck top with velour stripes and an orange, tan, and blue patterned
cropped blazer with black and gold thread detail trim. Costumer tags
attached read “Show DS9/ Character Rom/ Played by Max Grodenchek [sic]
/ Notes - jkt olive/gold, shirt - stripe olive gold, jumpsuit - gold.”
Accompanied by original Polaroid of Max Grodénchik in costume, labeled
“Rom Sc 33-34/ #469.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 444, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Ferengi
Collection I 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 229 
 ARON EISENBURG “NOG” COSTUME FROM
STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE 

 A costume worn by Aron Eisenburg as Nog in Star Trek: Deep
Space Nine (Paramount Domestic Television, 1993-1999). This
costume is attributed to the episode “Hippocratic Oath” (Season
4, Episode 4; Production Code 475). 
A two-piece Ferengi costume comprising a full-body jumpsuit
with zip front; bottom half is olive green terrycloth with stirrups at
feet, and top is a red and gold sheen patterned mock turtleneck
with short-sleeve red and green tweed style jacket with front
pockets. Includes two matching attachment pieces, one with
brass buckle. Jumpsuit and jacket both bear interior tags printed
“Deep Space Nine” with “Aron Eisenburg” handwritten. Two
costumer tags and Polaroid of character Nog. Tags read “Show
DS9/ Character Nog/ Played by Aron Eisenburg/ Sc #14/ #476.”
Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 444, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
The Ferengi Collection I 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 232 
 SCIENCES DIVISION STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: VOYAGER 

 A men’s blue/teal Starfleet uniform from Star Trek: Voyager (Paramount Network Television, 1995-2001). 
A two-piece Starfleet uniform with gray turtleneck T-shirt underneath a black and blue/teal (indicating Sciences Division) zip-front jumpsuit, cinched at waist.
Jumpsuit has Velcro piece at left breast for Starfleet comm badge (not included), shoulder pad inserts, and stirrups at feet. Turtleneck bears two interior
labels printed “Voyager,” one with “Size 40” handwritten. Jumpsuit bears two interior labels printed “Voyager,” one with “Christopher Oles” handwritten, the
other “40-149.” Original “Voyager” costume production tag attached reads “Misc. 40/ Color blue/ # 149.” Christie’s tag attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 320, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Men’s Voyager-Style
Starfleet Uniform 

$ 500 - 700 
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 OPERATIONS DIVISION STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE AND STAR TREK: VOYAGER 

 A men’s yellow/gold Starfleet uniform from Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (Paramount Domestic Television, 1993-1999) and Star Trek: Voyager (Paramount
Network Television, 1995-2001). 
A two-piece men’s Starfleet uniform with gray turtleneck T-shirt underneath a black and yellow/gold (indicating Operations Division) zip-front jumpsuit,
cinched at waist. Jumpsuit has Velcro piece at left breast for Starfleet comm badge (not included) and stirrups at feet. Turtleneck bears two interior labels
printed “Voyager,” one with “Bernie Escarcega” handwritten and the other “Size 38.” Jumpsuit bears two interior labels, one printed “Deep Space Nine” with
“Size 40s 038” handwritten and the other printed “Voyager” with “Chris Doyle” handwritten. Christie’s tag attached. 
Sgt. 1st Class Bernardo (Bernie) Escarcega is a Wounded Warrior Chaplain Assistant in the U.S. Air Force. He also appeared on 22 episodes in the last two
seasons of Star Trek: Voyager. Chris Doyle is a stuntman and stunt coordinator who appeared in Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount Domestic
Television, 1987-1994), Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, Star Trek: Voyager, and Star Trek: Enterprise (Paramount Network Television, 2001-2005).  

 PROVENANCE Lot 320, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Men’s Voyager-Style Starfleet
Uniforms 

$ 500 - 700 

 230 
 COMMAND DIVISION STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE AND STAR TREK: VOYAGER 

 A men’s red/maroon Starfleet uniform from Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (Paramount Domestic Television, 1993-1999) and Star Trek: Voyager (Paramount
Network Television, 1995-2001). 
A two-piece men’s Starfleet uniform with gray turtleneck T-shirt underneath a black and red/maroon (indicating Command Division) zip-front jumpsuit,
cinched at waist. Jumpsuit has Velcro piece at left breast for Starfleet comm badge (not included), shoulder pad inserts, and stirrups at feet. Turtleneck bears
two labels printed “Deep Space Nine,” one with “Hubie Kerns” handwritten, the other “Size 42.” Jumpsuit also bears two interior labels printed “Voyager,” one
with “Bernie Escarcega” handwritten, the other “#263 - 40.” Original “Voyager” costume production tag attached reads “Name - Bernie Escarcega/ Shoe 10/
Color red/ #263.” Christie’s tag attached. 
Sgt. 1st Class Bernardo (Bernie) Escarcega is a Wound Warrior Chaplain Assistant in the U.S. Air Force. He appeared in 22 episodes in the last two seasons of
Star Trek: Voyager. Hubie Kerns Jr. is a stuntman, stunt coordinator and second unit director who appeared in seven episodes of Star Trek: Deep Space Nine
and three episodes of Star Trek: Voyager. His father, Hubie Kerns Sr., performed stunts in Star Trek: The Original Series (Desilu, 1966-1967) .  

 PROVENANCE Lot 320, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Men’s Voyager-Style Starfleet
Uniforms 

$ 500 - 700 
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 233 
 STARFLEET COMPRESSION PHASER RIFLE FROM STAR TREK:
VOYAGER WITH DVD 

 A prop Starfleet Type 3 compression phaser rifle from Star Trek: Voyager (Paramount
Network Television, 1995-2001). First seen in the premiere episode of the series, “Caretaker”
(Season 1, Episode 1 & 2; Production Code 101 & 102), as well as additional episodes such
as “Equinox” (Season 5 & 6, Episode 26 & 1; Production Code 220 & 221), and “Dark
Frontier” (Season 5, Episode 15 & 16; Production Code 211 & 212). 
Made from molded resin parts, painted with black and pewter metal, with additional
detailing, including metal parts and flashlight/torch up top. Includes original Christie’s tag. 
 Length, 34 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 65, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale
number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Phaser Evolution 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 

 235 
 STARFLEET TYPE 3 PHASER RIFLE FROM STAR TREK: 
THE NEXT GENERATION AND STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE 

 A prop Starfleet Type 3 phaser rifle from Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount
Domestic Television, 1987-1994) and Star Trek: Deep Space Nine (Paramount
Domestic Television, 1993-1999). Originally designed by Rick Sternbach for the
series. 
Made from molded resin parts, painted with black and pewter metal, with additional
detailing such as retracted green plastic lens sight. Includes original Christie’s tag.  
 Length, 25 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 65, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York,
Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Phaser Evolution 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 STARFLEET TYPE 3C (TYPE III, MARK III) PHASER RIFLE
FROM STAR TREK: NEMESIS 

 A prop Type 3c (Type III, Mark III) Starfleet phaser rifle from the film Star Trek:
Nemesis (Paramount, 2002). 
Made from molded resin parts, painted with black and metallic colors with
chrome application accents, molded trigger, targeting scope, black nylon
shoulder strap, and flashlight mount along with additional detailing.
Includes original Christie’s tag. 
 Length, 33 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 65, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New
York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Phaser Evolution 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 KATE MULGREW “CAPTAIN KATHRYN JANEWAY”
STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: VOYAGER
WITH DVD 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Kate Mulgrew as Captain Kathryn Janeway
in Star Trek: Voyager (Paramount Network Television, 1995-2001). 
A two-piece women’s Starfleet uniform with gray turtleneck T-shirt
underneath a black and red/maroon (indicating Command Division)
zip-front jumpsuit, cinched at waist. Jumpsuit has Velcro piece at left
breast for Starfleet comm badge (not included), shoulder pad inserts,
and stirrups at feet. Both pieces bear interior labels printed “Voyager”
with “Kate Mullgrew [sic]” handwritten. Costumer tag attached reads
“Kate Mullgrew [sic] ‘Janeway’ Voyager/ 2 Starfleet uniforms red & black
w/ shirts.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 340, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Voyager
Bridge Collection 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 237 
 JERI RYAN “SEVEN OF NINE” COSTUME
FROM STAR TREK: VOYAGER WITH DVD 

 A bodysuit worn by Jeri Ryan as Seven of Nine in Star
Trek: Voyager (Paramount Network Television, 
1995-2001). 
A costume comprising a purple jumpsuit with silver
thread detailing and featuring Starfleet communicator
badge attached by Velcro at left breast. Interior label
printed “Voyager” with “Jeri Ryan 9/2000” handwritten.
Costumer tag attached reads “Jeri Ryan ‘7 of 9’ Voyager/
2 jumpsuits purple.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 345, “40 Years of Star Trek: 
The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778,
October 5-7, 2006. Title: Jeri Ryan’s Jumpsuit 

$ 8,000 - 10,000 
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 ROBERT BELTRAN “CHAKOTAY” STARFLEET UNIFORM
FROM STAR TREK: VOYAGER 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Robert Beltran as Chakotay in Star Trek: Voyager
(Paramount Network Television, 1995-2001). 
A two-piece men’s Starfleet uniform with gray turtleneck T-shirt underneath
black and red/maroon (indicating Command Division) zip-front jumpsuit,
cinched at waist. Both pieces bear interior label printed “Voyager” with “Robert
Beltran” handwritten. Jumpsuit has Velcro piece at left breast for Starfleet
comm badge (not included) and stirrups at feet. Costumer tag attached reads 
“ ‘Chakotay’ Robert Beltran Voyager/ 2 red & black Starfleet uniforms w/ grey t-
necks.” Christie’s tag attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 340, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New
York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Voyager Bridge
Collection 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 ROXANN DAWSON “B’ELANNA TORRES”
STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK:
VOYAGER 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Roxann Dawson as B’Elanna
Torres in Star Trek: Voyager (Paramount Network Television,
1995-2001). 
A two-piece women’s Starfleet uniform with gray turtleneck T-
shirt underneath a black and yellow/gold (indicating
Operations Division) zip-front jumpsuit, cinched at waist.
Jumpsuit has Velcro piece at left breast for Starfleet comm
badge (not included), shoulder pad inserts, and stirrups at
feet. Turtleneck bears interior label printed “Voyager” with
“Roxann Dawson” handwritten. Jumpsuit bears interior label
printed “Voyager” with “Roxann Dawson 6-20-00”
handwritten. Christie’s tag attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 340, “40 Years of Star Trek: The
Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October
5-7, 2006. Title: The Voyager Bridge Collection 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 TIM RUSS “TUVOK” STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR
TREK: VOYAGER 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Tim Russ as Tuvok in Star Trek: Voyager
(Paramount Network Television, 1995-2001). 
A two-piece men’s Starfleet uniform with gray turtleneck T-shirt underneath
black and yellow/gold (indicating Operations Division) zip-front jumpsuit,
cinched at waist. Interior label printed “Voyager” with “Tim Russ”
handwritten. Jumpsuit has Velcro piece at left breast for Starfleet comm
badge (not included). Costumer tag attached reads “ ‘Tuvok’ Tim Russ
Voyager/ 2 gold & black Starfleet uniforms w/ grey t-necks.” Christie’s tag
attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 340, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Voyager Bridge
Collection 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 

ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD



 241 
 ROBERT DUNCAN McNEILL “TOM PARIS”
STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK:
VOYAGER 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Robert Duncan McNeill as
Tom Paris in Star Trek: Voyager (Paramount Network
Television, 1995-2001). 
A two-piece men’s Starfleet uniform with gray
turtleneck T-shirt underneath a black and red/maroon
(indicating Command Division) zip-front jumpsuit,
cinched at waist. Jumpsuit has Velcro piece at left breast
for Starfleet comm badge (not included) and stirrups at
feet. Turtleneck bears interior label printed “Voyager”
with “Robbie McNeill” handwritten and production tag
reading “Retire” attached. Jumpsuit bears two interior
labels printed “Voyager,” one with “Robbie McNeill”
handwritten, the other “Good #2/ 1-22-99.” Costumer
tag attached reads “Voyager Robbie McNeill ‘Paris’/ 2
Starfleet uniforms w/ shirts red & black.” Christie’s tag
attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 340, “40 Years of Star Trek: The
Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778,
October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Voyager Bridge Collection 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 GARRETT WANG “HARRY KIM” STARFLEET
UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: VOYAGER 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Garrett Wang as Harry Kim in Star Trek:
Voyager (Paramount Network Television, 1995-2001). 
A two-piece men’s Starfleet uniform with gray turtleneck T-shirt
underneath a black and yellow/gold (indicating Operations
Division) zip-front jumpsuit, cinched at waist. Jumpsuit has Velcro
piece at left breast for Starfleet comm badge (not included),
shoulder pad inserts, and stirrups at feet. Jumpsuit bears interior
label printed “Voyager” with “Garrett Wang” handwritten. Costumer
tag attached reads “ ‘Harry Kim’ Garrett Wang Voyager/ 1 gold &
black Starfleet uniform w/ grey t-neck.” Christie’s tag attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 340, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
The Voyager Bridge Collection 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 243 
 ETHAN PHILLIPS “NEELIX” COSTUME
FROM STAR TREK: VOYAGER 

 A costume worn by Ethan Phillips as Neelix in Star Trek:
Voyager (Paramount Network Television, 1995-2001). 
A gold, green, and purple diamond patterned
asymmetrical jacket with Velcro attachment at left
breast for Starfleet comm badge (not included), with
matching trousers, and a purple, red, and gold long-
sleeve turtleneck shirt with matching collar piece. Shirt
and jacket bear interior label printed “Voyager” with
“Ethan Phillips” handwritten. Trousers bear interior
label printed “Voyager” with “James Boyd”
handwritten. Costume includes maroon leather boots.
Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 340, “40 Years of Star Trek: The
Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778,
October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Voyager Bridge
Collection 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 ROBERT PICARDO “THE DOCTOR” STARFLEET
UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: VOYAGER 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Robert Picardo as The Doctor in Star Trek:
Voyager (Paramount Network Television, 1995-2001). 
A two-piece men’s Starfleet uniform with gray turtleneck T-shirt
underneath a black and blue/teal (indicating Sciences Division) zip-front
jumpsuit, cinched at waist. Jumpsuit has Velcro piece at left breast for
Starfleet comm badge (not included) and stirrups at feet. Turtleneck and
jumpsuit both bear interior labels printed “Voyager” with “Robert Picardo”
handwritten. Costumer tag attached reads,”Bob Picardo ‘EMH Doctor’
Voyager/ 2 jumpsuits grn & blk w/ shirts.” Christie’s tag attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 340, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Voyager
Bridge Collection 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 

ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD



 245 
 ROBERT PICARDO “THE DOCTOR”
VIRTUOSO ROBE FROM STAR TREK:
VOYAGER WITH DVD 

 A Virtuoso robe worn by Robert Picardo as The Doctor in
Star Trek: Voyager (Paramount Network Television, 1995-
2001) in the episode “Virtuoso” (Season 6, Episode 13;
Production Code 234). 
A maroon paisley pattern robe with green quilted lapels
and cuffs. Interior label printed “Voyager” with “Robert
Picardo” handwritten. Costumer tag attached reads “Bob
Picardo - Doctor/ #234 ‘Virtuoso’/ red paisley robe w/
green quilted lapels & cuffs/ Voyager.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 339, “40 Years of Star Trek: The
Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778,
October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Doctor’s Robe 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 LEE ARENBERG “DAIMON BOK” COSTUME FROM STAR
TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION 

 A costume worn by Lee Arenberg as DaiMon Bok in Star Trek: The Next
Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994) in the episode
“Bloodlines” (Season 7, Episode 22; Production Code 274). Bok is central in
this episode, as he seeks revenge against Captain Picard for the death of his
son. 
A Ferengi costume comprising a brown sleeveless jumpsuit and matching
crop jacket with iridescent mesh stripe details on sleeves; with attachable
fabric breastplate piece and belt buckle. This costume also includes three
pieces of “latinum” props. Costumer tag attached reads “Show Season 2-7/
Character Ferengi/ Notes jumpsuit, dickie, jacket, boots”; second tag reads
“Daimon Bok/ Lee Arenberg/ #274.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 444, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s,
New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: The Ferengi
Collection I 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD



 247 
 ERIC MENYUK “THE TRAVELER” COSTUME FROM
STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION WITH DVD 

 A costume worn by Eric Menyuk as The Traveler in Star Trek: The
Next Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994) in the
episode “Where No One Has Gone Before” (Season 1, Episode 6;
Production Code 106). This early episode marked the first
appearance of The Traveler. Menyuk originally auditioned for the
role of Data.
This charcoal gray moiré pattern jumpsuit has a zip front. Costumer
tag attached reads, “Show ‘where none have gone’ #106/ Character
Traveler/ Actor Eric Menyuk/ Scenes all scenes.” 

 PROVENANCE Lot 590, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
The Traveler’s Jumpsuit  

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 BRENT SPINER “DOCTOR NOONIAN SOONG”
COSTUME FROM STAR TREK: THE NEXT
GENERATION 

 A costume worn by Brent Spiner as Doctor Noonian Soong in Star
Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-
1994) in the episode “Inheritance” (Season 7, Episode 10;
Production Code 262). Spiner played the role of Soong, whose
character was the “designer” of Data and his “brother” Lore. 
A three-piece costume, multicolored earthtone quilted patchwork
kimono style robe with brown striped trim, orange lining and
asymmetrical snap front closure. Two interior labels printed “Star
Trek TNG,” one reads “Dr. Soong” handwritten, the other “Brent
Spiner.” Costume includes teal cloth trousers with interior label that
reads “Star Trek TNG/ Dr. Soong” and brown tweed Christopher
Hayes loafers. Costumer tag attached reads “Show - 262
Inheritance/ Character - Data as Dr. Soong/ Played by - Brent
Spiner/ Notes - quilted coat, pants, slippers.” Christie’s tags
attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 623, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
Dr. Soong’s Costume 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 

ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD
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 MICHAEL DORN “WORF” KLINGON
ROBE FROM STAR TREK: 
THE NEXT GENERATION WITH DVD 

 A Klingon robe worn by Michael Dorn as Worf in
Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount
Domestic Television, 1987-1994) in the episode
“Rightful Heir” (Season 6, Episode 23; Production
Code 249), which goes deep into Klingon culture,
religion, and politics. 
The Klingon robe costume features a floor-length
zip-front robe in earthtone ribbed velour fabric
with brown leather piping at collar and shoulders.
Costumer tag attached reads “Show 249 Rightful
Heir/ Character Worf/ Played by Michael Dorn.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 616, “40 Years of Star Trek: The
Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number
1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Worf’s Klingon
Pilgrim’s Robe 

$ 3,000 - 5,000 
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 250 
 PATRICK STEWART “CAPTAIN JEAN-LUC
PICARD” KLINGON ROBE FROM STAR TREK:
THE NEXT GENERATION WITH DVD 

 A Klingon overrobe worn by Patrick Stewart as Captain Jean-
Luc Picard in Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount
Domestic Television, 1987-1994) in the episode “Sins of the
Father” (Season 3, Episode 17; Production Code 165). 
A gray tweed, floor-length hooded overrobe. Costumer tag
attached reads “Show - 165 Sins of the Father/ Character -
Picard/ Played by - Patrick Stewart/ Notes - Overrobe.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 680, “40 Years of Star Trek: The
Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October
5-7, 2006. Title: Captain Picard’s Klingon Overrobe 

$ 3,000 - 5,000 
ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD
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 LeVAR BURTON “GEORDI LA FORGE”
STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK:
THE NEXT GENERATION (SECOND
SEASON) 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by LeVar Burton as Geordi La
Forge in Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount
Domestic Television, 1987-1994). 
This costume is a first season-style uniform in yellow/gold,
after La Forge was promoted from his Conn station to
Engineering. A black and yellow/gold men’s Starfleet
uniform comprising a zip-front jumpsuit with Velcro piece
at left breast for Starfleet comm badge (not included).
Interior label reads “010 Levar.” Costume includes black
leather boots. Costumer tag attached reads “Show Star
Trek Next Gen/ Character ‘georgi’ [sic]/ Played by Levar
Burton/ Notes - 1st season & 2nd.” Christie’s tag present.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 672, “40 Years of Star Trek: The
Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778,
October 5-7, 2006. Title: Geordi La Forge’s First Season-
Style Starfleet Uniform  

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 MICHAEL DORN “WORF” STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK:
THE NEXT GENERATION (SECOND SEASON) WITH DVD 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Michael Dorn as Worf in Star Trek: The Next Generation
(Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994). This costume is a first season-style uniform in
yellow/gold, after Worf was promoted to Chief of Security following the death of Tasha Yar. 
A black and gold men’s Starfleet uniform costume with one brass rank pips at collar.
Jumpsuit has zip front with Velcro piece on left breast for Starfleet communicator badge (not
included), shoulder pad inserts, and stirrups at feet. Interior labels read “44 Michael 015”
and “L92LL99.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 618, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale
number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Worf’s Second Season Starfleet Uniform 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 MICHAEL DORN “WORF” KLINGON BALDRIC FROM STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION (FIRST SEASON)
WITH DVD 

 The Klingon baldric worn by Michael Dorn as Worf in Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994).
This baldric is the style seen worn in the first season, starting with the pilot episode “Encounter at Farpoint” (Season 1, Episodes 1 &
2; Production Code 101-102). 
A green woven baldric with gold fringe edges and geometric cast latex design detail at center. Originally painted gold with much
of the color lost over time. Costumer tag attached reads “Show Star Trek Next Gen/ Character ‘Worf’/ Played by Michael Dorn/
Scenes 1 Klingon baldrick green.” Per original Christie’s cataloging, the baldric is “reputed to be one of the original Klingon sashes
worn by John Colicos and Michael Ansara in Star Trek: The Original Series.” 
 PROVENANCE Lot 620, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
Worf’s First Season Baldric 
$ 5,000 - 7,000 

ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD
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 254 
 MICHAEL DORN “WORF” KLINGON BALDRIC FROM STAR TREK: THE NEXT
GENERATION (SECOND SEASON) WITH DVD 

 The Klingon baldric worn by Michael Dorn as Worf in Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount
Domestic Television, 1987-1994). 
This baldric is the style seen worn in the second season (and appears the same as what is seen in
subsequent seasons as well as Star Trek: Deep Space Nine). A gray leather and silver chain-link metal
woven baldric with snap closures. 
 PROVENANCE Lot 622, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778,
October 5-7, 2006. Title: Worf’s Second Season Baldric 
$ 8,000 - 10,000 

ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD
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 MARINA SIRTIS “DEANNA TROI” STARFLEET UNIFORM FROM STAR
TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION WITH DVD 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Marina Sirtis as Deanna Troi in Star Trek: The Next Generation
(Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994). 
A Starfleet uniform with black and blue/teal zip-front jumpsuit with three brass pips at collar and
Starfleet communicator badge attached by Velcro at left breast. Interior label printed “Star Trek
TNG” with “Marina #6” handwritten. With shoulder pad inserts also printed “Star Trek TNG” and
“Marina #6.” Costume includes black leather boots. Costumer tag attached reads “Show Star Trek
Next Gen/ Character “troi”/ Played by Marina Sirtis/ Starfleet uniform jumpsuit blue & blk.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 665, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number
1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Deanna Troi’s Starfleet Jumpsuit 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 MARINA SIRTIS “DEANNA TROI” JUMPSUIT FROM STAR TREK:
THE NEXT GENERATION (FIRST SEASON) WITH DVD 

 A jumpsuit worn by Marina Sirtis as Deanna Troi in Star Trek: The Next Generation
(Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994). This is the style of jumpsuit Sirtis wore in
the first season of the series. Included costumer tag assigns this costume to the
episode “The Naked Now” (Season 1, Episode 3; Production Code 103), just the third
episode of the series. 
A two-piece, gray, V-neck jumpsuit with sash detail at waist and Starfleet communicator
badge attached by Velcro at left breast. Costume includes an additional gray strapless
jumpsuit. Costumer tag attached reads “Show 103 Naked Now/ Character Troi/ Played
by Marina Sirtis/ Notes - Grey denim jumpsuit & pants.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 667, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York,
Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Deann Troi’s First-Season Jumpsuit  

$ 8,000 - 10,000 
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 JONATHAN FRAKES “WILLIAM RIKER” STARFLEET
UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION
(FIRST SEASON) WITH DVD 

 A Starfleet uniform worn by Jonathan Frakes as William Riker in Star Trek: The
Next Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994). First season style. 
A Starfleet uniform with black and red/maroon (indicating Command Division)
zip-front jumpsuit with three brass rank pips at collar and Starfleet communicator
badge attached by Velcro at left breast. Interior label reads “Jonathan Frakes #1 -
024.” Includes shoulder pad inserts labeled “Jonathan.” Costumer tag attached
reads “Show Star Trek Next Gen/ Character Riker/ Played by Jonathan Frakes/
Notes - 1st season & 2nd.”  

 PROVENANCE Lot 676, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New
York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Riker’s First Season-Style
Starfleet Uniform 

$ 8,000 - 10,000 
ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD
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 PATRICK STEWART “CAPTAIN JEAN-LUC PICARD”
STARFLEET DRESS UNIFORM FROM STAR TREK: THE
NEXT GENERATION (SIXTH SEASON) 

 A Starfleet dress uniform worn by Patrick Stewart as Captain Jean-Luc Picard in
Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994).
Sixth season style. 
Red and black dress uniform jacket with gold beading at collar and Starfleet
communicator badge at left breast, Velcro attached. Costume includes black
trousers with interior label reading “Patrick” handwritten. Costumer tag
attached reads “Show - Star Trek Next Gen/ Character - ‘Picard’/ Played by -
Patrick Stewart/ Notes - dress uniform coat.” Christie’s tag attached. 

 PROVENANCE Lot 687, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New
York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Captain Picard’s Starfleet
Dress Uniform and Slacks 

$ 8,000 - 10,000 
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 259 
 LEONARD NIMOY “SPOCK” ROMULAN COSTUME FROM
STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION WITH DVD 

 A costume worn by Leonard Nimoy as Spock in Star Trek: The Next
Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994) in the episode
“Unification, Part II” (Season 5, Episode 8; Production Code 208), worn while
in disguise on Romulus. The two-part episode “Unification” was one of the
most important (and, at the time of original broadcast, most watched)
episodes of the entire series. Featured heavy in the story is Leonard Nimoy as
Spock, and it was seen as his endorsement of the new series. The two-part
episodes were the first broadcast after the passing of Star Trek creator Gene
Roddenberry. 
The four-piece costume includes a gray, ribbed mock turtleneck sweater; a
gray tweed blazer; blue and brown tweed trousers with suspenders
attached; and a brown, red, and gold woven floor-length overcoat. 

 PROVENANCE Lot 644, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New
York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Spock’s Romulan Costume 

$ 8,000 - 10,000 

ICONS & IDOLS  HOLLYWOOD



 260 
 MARK LENARD “SAREK” MEDITATION
COSTUME FROM STAR TREK: THE NEXT
GENERATION WITH DVD 

 A costume worn by Mark Lenard as Sarek in Star Trek: The Next
Generation (Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994) in the
episode "Sarek" (Season 3, Episode 23; Production Code 177). 
A two-piece, cream colored, diamond pattern fabric matching
set comprising a long-sleeve blouse and floor-length tunic with
gold mesh lining and copper-tone decorative embellishment at
front. Blouse bears interior label that reads "Mark Leonard."
Christie's tag attached.

 PROVENANCE Lot 647, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title:
Sarek’s Meditation Robe 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 MARK LENARD “SAREK” DEATH SCENE COSTUME FROM
STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION WITH DVD 

 A costume worn by Mark Lenard as Sarek in Star Trek: The Next Generation
(Paramount Domestic Television, 1987-1994) in the episode “Unification, Part I”
(Season 5, Episode 7; Production Code 207). A two-part episode, “Unification”
was one of the most important (and, at the time of original broadcast, most
watched) episodes of the entire series. Featured heavy in the story is Leonard
Nimoy as Spock and his father, ambassador Sarek. The costume in this lot is the
one worn by Lenard in the scene in which he dies. This marked the end of
Lenard’s portrayal of the character, which began in Star Trek: The Original Series
(Desilu, 1966-1967) with the episode “Journey to Babel” in 1967 (Season 3,
Episode 10; Production Code 044). 
The two-piece silver colored costume is a long-sleeve, floor-length tunic with
silver and gray trim detail, worn atop matching trousers. Costumer tag attached
reads “Show #208 TNG Unification I/ Character Sarek/ Played by Mark Leonard/
Notes - Off-white pajamas he dies in them.” Christie’s tag attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 649, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New
York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Sarek’s Death Robe 

$ 6,000 - 8,000 
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 262 
 SET DRAWINGS AND CONSTRUCTION PRINTS FROM STAR
TREK VI: THE UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY 

 An assortment of 25 set drawings and construction illustrations from
Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country (Paramount, 1991). Various sizes
and subjects. 
 PROVENANCE Lot 714, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,”
Christie’s, New York, Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: Star
Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country Set Drawings 
$ 5,000 - 7,000 
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 MERRITT BUTRICK “DAVID MARCUS” DEATH SCENE JACKET
FROM STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK 

 Dr. David Marcus’ jacket worn by Merritt Butrick in the film Star Trek III: The Search
For Spock (Paramount, 1984). Marcus, Admiral Kirk’s son, is killed by a Klingon while
heroically saving Lt. Saavik in one of the most dramatic scenes in the film franchise,
with William Shatner receiving critical acclaim as one of his best performances in
his reaction to learning the news of the fate of his son. 
A light green jacket with off-white trim and stripe on right arm. Features production-
added faux blood stains from stab wound. Brass badge at left breast. Snap and zip
closure with buttons at bottom for attachment to trousers. Jacket bears interior
Western Costume Co. Hollywood label, printed “No. 2685-1/ Name Merritt Butrick/
Chest 40.” Costume includes two brown leather belts with silvertone
embellishments. Two costumer tags attached reading “Rack II” and “938/4.”
Christie’s tags attached.  

 PROVENANCE Lot 834, “40 Years of Star Trek: The Collection,” Christie’s, New York,
Sale number 1778, October 5-7, 2006. Title: David Marcus’ Death Shirt 

$ 8,000 - 10,000 
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 WILLIAM SHATNER “ADMIRAL JAMES T. KIRK” STARFLEET COMMAND JACKET FROM 
STAR TREK II: THE WRATH OF KHAN WITH DVD 

 A Starfleet command/officer’s jacket worn by William Shatner as Admiral James T. Kirk in Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan (Paramount, 1982).
Maroon jacket with asymmetrical front lapel, cream colored interior and black piping with gold soutache trim (indicating Flag Officer rank).
Features two silver- and gold-tone “admiral’s star” badges at right shoulder and left arm. Also features black and gold checkered (Rear
Admiral) ribbon and cream colored stripe with production brass-tone rank bands and pins on left sleeve. Costume includes black leather
belt with brass Starfleet buckle. Sotheby’s tag attached. 
Accompanied by Paramount Pictures letter of authenticity, signed by director Nicholas Meyer and dated January 30, 1997. The letter from
Nicholas Meyer states the following: This letter will confirm that the Star Fleet tunic [jacket] in your possession was worn by William Shatner in
the film STAR TREK II - The Wrath of Khan, which was written and directed by me. I was presented with the jacket at the close of shooting in
1981, and I gave it directly to you. 

 PROVENANCE Lot 580, Sotheby’s, New York, December 19, 1997. 
Paramount Pictures Letter of Authenticity, signed by Director Nicholas Meyer, dated January 30, 1997.  

$ 80,000 - 100,000 
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 265 
 THE FLINTSTONES
ANIMATION CELS 

 A set of four handpainted animation cels
from The Flintstones (ABC, 1960-1966).
Includes cel depicting the character
Barney Rubble, numbered “66 B1” at
bottom margin; cel depicting the
character Dino; cel depicting the
character Mr. Slate, numbered “344 S32”
at bottom margin; and cel depicting
Santa character numbered “344 C18” at
bottom margin.  
 Each, 10 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches 

$ 100 - 200 

 266 
 JOHN BELUSHI AND GILDA RADNER
UNRELEASED FILM REEL 

 A 16mm film short featuring John Belushi and Gilda Radner
as characters in a bar that is visited by a space alien.
Produced and directed by Christopher Leitch with executive
producers Pellegrini, Kaestle & Gross Inc. 
 Diameter, 7 1/4 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 267 
 FANTASY ISLAND GAG REEL 

 A gag reel from the television show Fantasy Island (ABC,
1977-1984); 35mm unedited film stock, cyan faded, no
audio. Outside of film tape reads “James Coco 1982-83.”
The reel is contained in a Deluxe Laboratories roll
production cardboard box.  
 10 by 10 by 2 inches 

$ 50 - 100 
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 268 
 CONAN THE BARBARIAN MINI SCRIPT 

 An original half-sized script from Conan the Barbarian
(Universal, 1982). This script is plastic spiral bound with a
blue cover and yellow script pages. 
 8 1/2 by 6 1/4 inches 

  $ 200 - 400 
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 HEAVY METAL SCRIPTS 

 A pair of original scripts for the film Heavy
Metal (Columbia, 1981), one with several
pages of handwritten notes and edits by
producers Ivan Reitman and Michael Gross,
and one with cover notes by Gross.
Accompanied by seven cover pages of the
script, each signed in black ink by Gross. 
 11 by 8 1/2 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 270 
 GORILLA GUARD UNIFORM FROM 
BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES 

 A gorilla guard uniform from Beneath The Planet Of The Apes
(20th Century Fox, 1970), the sequel to the original film.
A costume comprised of a long-sleeve purple shirt and pants with
black stripped vest made of vinyl-like material. 

$ 500 - 700 
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 271 
 PLANET OF THE APES DR. HONORIOUS
FOAM LATEX MAKEUP APPLIANCE 

 An original foam latex makeup appliance from Planet of
the Apes (20th Century, 1968) worn by actor James Daly
for his character Dr. Honorius. Set within a white and
plastic containment display. “JD HONORIUS” is written in
black marker at the bottom of the display. 
 Appliance, 17 3/4 by 12 by 7 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 272 
 PLANET OF THE APES MALE CHIMP
FOAM LATEX MAKEUP APPLIANCE 

 An original foam latex male chimp makeup
appliance mask with glued-on hair appliances from
one of the films in the Planet of the Apes film
franchise (20th Century, 1968-1974). Set within a
white and plastic containment display. 
 Appliance, 17 3/4 by 12 by 7 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 273 
 PLANET OF THE APES FEMALE CHIMP
FOAM LATEX MAKEUP APPLIANCE 

 An original foam latex female chimp makeup
appliance mask from one of the films in the Planet
of the Apes film franchise (20th Century, 1968-
1974). Set within a white and plastic containment
display.  
 Appliance, 17 3/4 by 12 by 7 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 274 
 PLANET OF THE APES MALE
GORILLA FOAM LATEX MAKEUP
APPLIANCE 

 An original foam latex male gorilla makeup
appliance mask from one of the films in the
Planet of the Apes film franchise (20th Century,
1968-1974). Sealed in a bag. 
 7 1/2 by 6 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 275 
 PLANET OF THE APES MALE GORILLA 
FOAM LATEX MAKEUP APPLIANCE 

 An original foam latex male gorilla makeup appliance
mask from one of the films in the Planet of the Apes film
franchise (20th Century, 1968-1974). Sealed in a bag with
display face mask. 
 7 1/2 by 6 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 276 
 PLANET OF THE APES (TV SERIES)
DR. ZAIUS FOAM LATEX MAKEUP
APPLIANCE 

 An original foam latex makeup appliance from
the Planet of the Apes television series (20th
Century, 1974) worn by actor Booth Colman
for his orangutan character Dr. Zaius. Sealed in
a bag with display face mask.   

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 278 
 RETURN OF THE JEDI PRODUCTION PHOTOS
OF JABBA’S SKIFFS UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

 Seven original production black and white photos used
during the production on Return of the Jedi (Lucasfilm,
1983) that show the interior of Jabba’s Skiffs under
construction. 
 8 by 10 inches 
 PROVENANCE From the Collection of James Schoppe,
Art Director, Star Wars: Return of the Jedi 
$ 600 - 800 

 279 
 RETURN OF THE JEDI STEMBRIDGE GUN
RENTALS COST SHEETS AND PHOTOGRAPHS  

 An archive of production material related to James
Schoppe’s work with Stembridge in securing practical
weapons for use in Return of the Jedi (Lucasfilm, 1983). A
Stembridge Gun Rentals Inc. “GENERAL LIST OF
EQUIPMENT FOR RENT” with weekly cost schedules and
handwritten notes, including Syd Stembridge’s phone
number, and original color photos taken at Stembridge
showcasing firearms available for rent, including
handguns, machine guns, vintage weapons, and even a
Webley & Scott No. 1 Mark like the kind ultimately used by
Boba Fett in the film (20 photos). 
 Largest, 8 1/2 by 11 inches 
 PROVENANCE From the Collection of James Schoppe, Art
Director, Star Wars: Return of the Jedi 
$ 800 - 1,200 
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 RETURN OF THE JEDI JABBA’S SAIL BARGE AND
SKIFFS PRODUCTION DOCUMENT ARCHIVE  

 An archive of production material related to Jabba’s Sail
Barge set used in Return of the Jedi (Lucasfilm, 1983).
Included are the following: an original Western Union
Telegram to James Schoppe from Norman Reynolds with
details about Jabba’s Sail Barge and two skiffs; an original
memo handwritten on personalized “Blue Harvest”
notepaper discussing the creation of Jabba’s Sail Barge;
and a typewritten original memo from Schoppe to
Reynolds discussing the creation of Jabba’s Sail Barge with
detailed cost breakdowns, white-out and handwritten
notes, along with an original copy of the same item
without notes. 
 Largest, 8 1/2 by 21 1/2 inches 
 PROVENANCE From the Collection of James Schoppe, Art
Director, Star Wars: Return of the Jedi 
$ 600 - 800 



 280 
 RETURN OF THE JEDI SHOOTING LOCATION PRODUCTION MAPS 

 A group of map-related material from James Schoppe’s production archives for Return of
the Jedi (Lucasfilm, 1983). Included are the following: an original hand drawing by
Schoppe depicting the site location in the Redwoods for the Endor shield generator
bunker location, done in pencil on graph paper; an original copy of a map of Redwood
locations (“First Location Plot Plan - Bunker Site” and “Second Location Plot Plan - Forest”)
with notes by Schoppe to Ian in red pen in two taped pages; an original copy of a map of
Redwood locations (“Plot Plan A - Bunker Location” and “Plot Plan B - Bunker Location”) in
two taped pages; and an original copy of a map of Redwood locations (“Heart Shape
Location”) in three taped pages. 
 Largest, 8 1/2 by 11 inches 
 PROVENANCE From the Collection of James Schoppe, Art Director, Star Wars: 
Return of the Jedi 
$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 281 
 ALIEN FILM POSTERS 

 20th Century, 1979, set of six coordinating British Crowns, two 30x40, four
30x20, starring Sigourney Weaver and Tom Skerritt, near mint condition;
unusual posters for this cult film that rarely come up for auction. 
 Posters, 30 by 40 inches (2) and 30 by 20 inches (4) 

$ 7,000 - 9,000 
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 282 
 ALCATRAZ PENITENTIARY MODEL USED IN
ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ AND BY THE FBI 

 A miniature and highly detailed model of Alcatraz Penitentiary
created by Federal Bureau of Prisons officer Richard Waszak and
used both by the United States Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
and in the filming of Escape from Alcatraz (Paramount, 1979). The
model depicts the different buildings of the prison, the vegetation
surrounding it, and the ocean as well. The multimedia construction
includes wood, cardboard, fiberglass, soil, and other materials.
Waszak, who used aerial photographs to create this model, was
stationed at Alcatraz between 1958 and 1963.
The model was stationed in the FBI office and used by both the FBI
and the U.S. Marshals office when Frank Morris and the Anglin
brothers escaped from the prison in June 1962. The model was later
used in Escape from Alcatraz and also was exhibited during the 50th
anniversary of the United States Bureau of Prisons in 1980. 
Accompanied by a copy of the film. 
 Approximately 95 by 45 inches 

$ 30,000 - 50,000 
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 283 
 MARLON BRANDO FACIAL CAST 

 A solid plaster cast of Marlon Brando’s face. 
 10 1/2 by 6 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 285 
 ORESTE BALDINI THE GODFATHER: PART II PANTS 

 A pair of brown and beige herringbone wool pants worn by Oreste
Baldini in The Godfather: Part II (Paramount, 1974) as he portrayed the
young Vito Andolini, who would grow up to become Don Corleone. The
pants have a flat front, side seam pockets, suspender buttons on
waistband, side waist belts, label reads in part “Western Costume Co./
No. 2976-2/ Name Vito as Child.”  

$ 500 - 700 
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 MARLON BRANDO BURBERRY JACKET 

 A single-breasted plaid Burberry jacket owned by
Marlon Brando. The camel-hair jacket has a Burberry
label present. 

 PROVENANCE From the Archives of Miko Brando 

$ 1,500 - 3,000 



 286 
 GODFATHER POSTER 

 A Polish poster for the Marlon Brando film
The Godfather (Paramount, 1972). 
 Framed: 34 3/4 by 24 3/4 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 287 
 TALIA SHIRE THE GODFATHER COSTUME 

 A coat dress worn by Talia Shire in The Godfather (Paramount, 1972).
The garment is made of heavy cotton with a black and beige diagonal
stripe pattern, long sleeves, Peter Pan collar trimmed in beige, ribbed
cotton full pleated skirt, 16-button front closure, lined in black silk, label
reads “Brooks-VanHorn/ New York - Philadelphia/ Costumes/ Talia
Shire/ 8/ Connie.” Shire wore this as her character, Connie, walks down
the church steps holding the baby in the infamous “baptism scene.” 

$ 3,000 - 5,000 
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 EASY RIDER “CAPTAIN AMERICA” CHOPPER USED IN PUBLICITY FOR THE FILM 

 A custom-made chopper motorcycle similar to the iconic “Captain America” bike ridden by Peter Fonda in the
film Easy Rider (Pando, 1969). The build centers around a 1950 Harley-Davidson panhead engine (serial number
50FL2519) within a chromed hardtail frame fitted with raked and extended telescopic front forks, chromed ape
hanger handlebars and risers, a custom painted peanut gas tank, king and queen seat, and sissy bar above a
chromed rear fender and fishtail exhaust. Accompanied by copies of various provenance documents and titles,
including a notarized document signed by Dennis Hopper indicating that he sold the motorcycle, which was
used for promoting the Easy Rider film, to Carl “Rodent” Metzger in 1979. 

$ 80,000 - 100,000 
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 DENNIS HOPPER 
PAGSTA CHOPPA MINI MOTORCYCLE 

 A Dennis Hopper owned 2003 Pagsta Choppa mini motorcycle featuring a
49.5cc, air-cooled, single-cylinder engine. Equipped with Pagsta leather
saddlebags. The bike (VIN: 5LYRR11514C005278) is painted black with red
and yellow flames. The odometer reads 1.8 miles. A photograph of the
motorcycle shown in Hopper’s Venice, California, home is available on
request. 

$ 6,000 - 8,000 
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 290 
 THE PINK PANTHER STRIKES AGAIN PARALLEL
GYMNAST BARS 

 A wooden gymnast bar used by Peter Sellers in his role as Chief Inspector
Jacques Clouseau in The Pink Panther Strikes Again (UA, 1976). In the film,
Sellers can be seen swinging on the bars before pitching himself down a
flight of stars. The bars are adjustable by height. 
The winning bidder can arrange for shipping or pick up of the bars from
Brookline, Massachusetts.   
 44 inches wide, 108 inches long, and 50 inches high 

$ 4,000 - 6,000 
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 291 
 THE GREEN HORNET VAN WILLIAMS
SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH 

 A photograph of Van Williams dressed as The
Green Hornet from the television series of the same
name, signed by Williams in silver marker. Matted
together with an engraved name plaque. 
 16 by 11 inches (overall) 

$ 100 - 200 

 292 
 GREEN HORNET SCRIPTS 

 A pair of scripts from The Green Hornet (ABC, 1966-1967). The first script
episode is titled “BEAUTIFUL DREAMER: TWO PARTER” by Lorenzo Semple Jr.
and Ken Pettus. Stamped “REVISED FINAL” and “SEP 19 1966” with “Rec’d La”
handwritten above. Features pink pages. The second script episode is titled
“PROGRAMMED FOR DEATH” by Jerry Thomas. Stamped “REVISED FINAL,”
and “shoots 6/7 - 6/20” is handwritten above the “JUNE 3, 1966” date in the
lower right area. Features pink pages. 
 8 1/2 by 11 inches 

$ 200 - 400 
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 BRUCE LEE BUSINESS CARD 

 A business card advertising Bruce Lee’s Jeet Kune Do services. The folded business card has a
Jeet Kune Do logo on the front and opens to show Lee’s services and rates. Jeet Kune Do is a
hybrid of martial arts that was heavily influenced by Bruce Lee. 
 2 by 3 1/2 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 STEVE McQUEEN PROBATE EXECUTED
DOCUMENTS VOLUME II 

 A folder titled “Estate of Steven T. McQueen/ File No. 193.4/
Probate Executed Documents/ Vol II” with a content page
and corresponding number tabs on the pages. The
documents include copies of receipts, tax returns, consents,
notices of hearing, and accounting documents. All signatures
are facsimile. 
 14 1/2 by 9 1/4 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 295 
 STEVE McQUEEN SOLAR PLASTICS EMBOSSING TOOL 

 A round corporate seal embossing tool issued to Steve McQueen’s Solar Plastics Engineering
Company. The round 1 3/4-inch-diameter seal reads “Solar Plastics Engineering Company
Incorporated March 12, 1969 California.” The “Regulation” pocket seal metal tool, made by Justrite, is
housed in a brown case that reads “Justrite Regulation Seal.” 
 Length, 4 3/4 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 294 
 STEVE MCQUEEN MARVEL TANK & GLASS 
EMBOSSING TOOL 

 A round corporate seal embossing tool issued to Steve McQueen’s Marvel Tank & Glass, Inc. The
round 1 3/4-inch-diameter seal reads “Marvel Tank & Glass, Inc. Incorporated Sept 1, 1967
California.” The “Official” pocket seal metal tool, made by Corporate Press, is housed in a black
case that reads “Marvel Tank & Glass, Inc.” with an additional sticker that bears McQueen’s name. 
 Length, 5 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 296 
 STEVE MCQUEEN ASTRAL PRODUCTIONS 
EMBOSSING TOOL 

 A round corporate seal embossing tool issued to Steve McQueen’s Astral Productions International,
Inc. The round 2-inch-diameter seal reads “Astral Productions International, Inc. Incorporated March 2,
1971 California.” The “Regulation” pocket seal metal tool, made by Justrite, is housed in a brown case
that reads “Justrite Regulation Seal.” 
 Length, 5 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 STEVE MCQUEEN FIRST HUSQVARNA MOTORCYCLE PURCHASED FROM BENGT ÅBERG  

 Steve McQueen’s first Husky: a 1968 Husqvarna Viking 360 motorcycle purchased by Steve McQueen from motocross champion Bengt Åberg.
Three years before the image of McQueen atop a Husqvarna in 1971’s On Any Sunday ushered in a new era in public awareness of motocross racing, he
caught his first glimpse of this nimble two-stroke being utilized by Swedish racer Bengt Åberg to dominate the competition in the 500cc class. After the
race McQueen approached Åberg and offered to purchase that exact bike, frame number MF-1987 and engine number 360449. The sale was agreed
upon and brokered by motocross promoter and Husqvarna importer, Edison Dye through McQueen’s company, Solar Productions.
McQueen experts including Don Ince, a noted McQueen and Husky historian believe that MF-1987 is the most important McQueen Husky because it
was the FIRST Husky purchased by McQueen and is the only 1968 that he owned. A picture showing McQueen on MF-1987 is available on request.
If McQueen had not seen MF-1987 being ridden at a race by World Champion and Hall of Famer Bengt Åberg in 1968, McQueen's connection with the
Husky brand may never have begun and we would not even be talking about the (McQueen) Huskies that followed it including the Sport's Illustrated
Husky.
Originally founded in 1620 to produce arms by decree of the Swedish Monarch, Husqvarna began building bicycles in 1896 and motorcycles in 1903.
The “Viking” model was based off the 250 Husky with a larger 360cc single-cylinder engine and features the iconic maroon fuel tank with chrome side
panels. The present example also features the earlier “bolt-together” style frame, distinguishing it from many of McQueen’s later Husqvarna motorcycles.
By 1968 Edison Dye had already begun popularizing the sport of motocross in the United States by importing both European riders and bikes,
specifically those made by Husqvarna. Dye had also convinced Canadian-American rider Malcom Smith, who would later be prominently featured
alongside McQueen in 1971's On Any Sunday, to abandon his Greeves motorcycle in favor of a Husqvarna. 
Fresh off his iconic performance in 1968's Bullitt, McQueen was continually cementing his reputation as the "King of Cool" as well as a connoisseur and
skilled practitioner of all manner of motorsports, both on and off screen. McQueen's acquisition and use of the present Husqvarna was a pivotal
moment in the history of motocross and its increased popularity in the coming decade. The bike was given a 14-month restoration bringing back its
factory condition while retaining its original single-cylinder 360cc engine, 32mm Bing carburetor and four-speed gearbox. An electronic PowerDynamo
ignition has been installed for convenience and performance but the original points type system has been saved.
The bike is sold with four documents outlining its early history including: the 1969 DMV transfer signed by M. Edison Dye and indicating McQueen's
company Solar Productions as the new owner of MF-1987; Åberg's signed Orange County International Moto-Cross entry form dated November 23,
1968; the November 12, 1968 invoice from Med-International to Nelson Brother's; and a typed note from Med-International to "Pierre" referencing the
transport of "Abergs 360 MF-1987."  

$ 150,000 - 200,000 
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 299 
 NORMAN MINGO 1963 MAD MAGAZINE #79 ORIGINAL COVER PAINTING OF 
ALFRED E. NEUMAN WITH WHISTLER’S MOTHER 

 An original painting by Norman Mingo used for the cover of MADmagazine #79 in June 1963, featuring mascot
Alfred E. Neuman with Whistler’s Mother.
The majority of the painting appears to have been accomplished with pencil and watercolor and acrylic. The
“MAD” lettering appears to have been done with mixed media (pen and ink with watercolor shading) and
attached as paper appliqué.
The published issue featured graphics for the subtitle “SPECIAL MOTHER’S DAY ISSUE.” 
Mingo is credited for “formalizing” the image of the MADmascot, Alfred E. Neuman, a public domain character
exuding optimism dating back to the 19th century (and also referred to as “Melvin F. Coznowski” and “Mel
Haney”). 
Mingo had responded to an ad in the New York Times for an illustrator and met MAD publisher William M. Gaines
and editor Al Feldstein. Feldstein said this of the meeting: “In walked this little old guy in his sixties named Norman
Mingo, and he said, ‘What national magazine is this?’ I said ‘MAD,’ and he said, ‘Goodbye.’ I told him to wait, and I
dragged out all these examples and postcards of this idiot kid, and I said, ‘I want a definitive portrait of this kid. I
don’t want him to look like an idiot; I want him to be loveable [sic] and have an intelligence behind his eyes. But I
want him to have this devil-may-care attitude, someone who can maintain a sense of humor while the world is
collapsing around him.’ “ 
Alfred E. Neuman became the official mascot for MAD with Mingo’s first cover artwork on issue #30. Mingo
created 97 MAD covers in his career (the second most prolific through the entire run of the magazine) as well as
additional work for specials and paperbacks. 
MAD established itself as the go-to publication for contemporary satire dating back to 1952. In August 2019, the
magazine effectively ceased publication after 67 years, with only vintage material being made available exclusively
through comic book shops and by mail order, with new content being made only for end-of-the-year specials.  
 Matted and framed, 13 by 17 inches, sight; 33 by 27 inches, overall 

$ 20,000 - 30,000 
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 300 
 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PLAYBOY
HOLIDAY ANNIVERSARY ISSUE
MAGAZINE 

 A copy of Playboymagazine, the Holiday Anniversary
Issue from January 1986, signed in blue marker by
Hugh Hefner. The cover of the magazine is a drawing
of the Playboy bunny with a facsimile signature by
Andy Warhol.  
 11 by 8 1/2 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 301 
 ANDY WARHOL SIGNED INTERVIEW
MAGAZINE 

 A copy of Interview (Vol. VIII, No. 12, 1978) signed by
Andy Warhol in black marker to the cover, which
features a portrait of Bianca Jagger. 
 16 1/2 by 11 inches

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 302 
 ANDY WARHOL 18K WHITE GOLD POCKET WATCH 

 An 18K white gold open face pocket watch by Paul Ditisheim, marked
“Depollier” on the dial, circa 1930. The 43mm watch belonged to Andy
Warhol. The 17 jewel watch with silvered matte dial has Arabic chapters,
scrolled white gold hands, and a subsidiary seconds dial. Case number
104294, serial number 475162. Attached to a white gold chain, 53.7 grams
gross. Accompanied by the original lot tag for the sale. 
 Length, 16 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 194, “The Andy Warhol Collection Jewelry and Watches,
Part II,” Sale 5800, Sotheby’s, New York, December 4, 1988 

$ 20,000 - 40,000 
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 303 
 PLAYBOY MAGAZINE ARCHIVE 

 An archive of more than 600 Playboymagazines,
including the first issue of Playboy (HMH Publishing,
1953) featuring Marilyn Monroe on the cover. The
archive also contains 11 of Playboymagazine’s earliest
issues and up to November 2005. The magazine, which
launched in December 1953, sold for 50 cents a copy. 
 Largest, 11 1/4 by 8 1/2 inches 

$ 10,000 - 20,000 
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 304 
 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED
NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE 

 A copy ofNewsweek magazine from August 4,
1986, signed on the cover in blue marker by
Hugh Hefner. The cover features an image of
Hefner and then girlfriend Carrie Leigh.  
 10 3/4 by 8 1/4 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 305 
 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED 
THE PLAYBOY BOOK: 
FORTY YEARS 

 A hardcover copy of The Playboy Book: Forty Years (Santa Monica: General Publishing
Group, 1994) signed on the loose endpaper by Hugh Hefner.  
 12 by 9 1/2 inches 

$ 400 - 600 

 3 0 6 
 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED BOOK WITH ITEMS RELATED TO HIS
CHAUFFEUR  

 A hard copy of Inside the Playboy Mansion (Playboy Enterprises, 1998) signed on a page
with a portrait of Hugh Hefner in black felt pen “To Helen Love Hugh Hefner.” Helen
Epposito was the daughter of James Mills, a longtime chauffeur to the Hefner family.
Accompanied by Mills’ City of Chicago Public Chauffeurs’ license signed by Mills, a set of
car keys attached to a Playboy Towers keychain, a heartfelt handwritten sympathy card
from Christie Hefner to Epposito expressing her condolences of Mills’ passing with
original transmittal envelopes, and a black and white image of Mills.  
 Largest, 12 by 9 1/2 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 307 
 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED LIMITED EDITION
LITTLE ANNIE FANNY BOOK 

 A limited edition two-volume hardcover set for Playboy’s
Little Annie Fanny (Dark Horse Comics, 2002) signed in dark
blue pen by Hugh Hefner on the title page of volume one.
The book is number 346/500. Both volumes are housed in a
hard slip cover, all in the same hot pink cover with gold
lettering and graphics.  
 11 1/2 by 9 by 1 1/2 inches, overall 
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 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE 

 A copy of the second issue of Playboy
magazine (HMH Publishing) dated January
1954 and signed by Hugh Hefner on the
cover. Housed in a protective plastic case
and graded 8.0 by Certified Guaranty
Company (CGC). 
 14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall 

$ 3,000 - 5,000 

 309 
 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED FIRST ISSUE OF
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE 

An original first issue of Playboymagazine (HMH Publishing,
1953) featuring Marilyn Monroe on the cover and signed by
Hugh Hefner. The magazine, which launched in December
1953, sold for 50 cents a copy. Housed in a protective
plastic case and graded 5.0 by Certified Guaranty Company
(CGC).  
 14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall 

$ 6,000 - 8,000 
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 310 
 HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY 
CHRONOGRAPH WATCH 

 A Playboy chronograph watch with baton chapters and two
digital screens with dual time calendar, alarm, chime, timer, and
stopwatch functions. The watch is licensed and designed by
Time Force AG of Switzerland for Playboy Timepieces. Case
number 1181. With rotating bezel, stainless steel case and
strap, and deployant clasp. 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Hugh M. Hefner 

$ 300 - 500 

 312 
 HUGH HEFNER BOWLING BALL, ROLLER SKATE AND BOOK 

 A vintage Brunswick Crown Jewel gold bowling ball engraved “Hef,” together with a single vintage leather roller skate. Accompanied by a
copy of Mr. Playboy: Hugh Hefner and the American Dream (Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, 2008). 
 Ball, diameter, 9 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Hugh M. Hefner 

$ 200 - 400 
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 HUGH HEFNER PLAYBOY SMOKING PIPE 

A black pipe with a Playboy Bunny logo on the top, stamped
on the bottom “Playboy Imported Briar” and “France.” The pipe
was acquired from Hugh Hefner by a visitor to the Playboy
Mansion in 1978.   
 Length, 6 1/4 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 313 
 HUGH HEFNER PENCIL HOLDERS 

 A group of pencil holders containing an assortment of
pens, pencils, and wax pencils. 
 Height, 4 1/2 inches, each 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Hugh M. Hefner 

$ 200 - 300 

 314 
 HUGH HEFNER
AMERICAN EXPRESS AND VISA CARDS 

 A 2016 Visa credit card attached to the original mailing letter with Playboy
Mansion address, together with an American Express credit card. Neither
is signed. 
 2 1/2 by 3 3/4 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Hugh M. Hefner 

$ 300 - 500 

 316 
 HUGH HEFNER LEATHER
BRIEFCASE AND BOOKS 

 An aged brown leather briefcase with brass
corners, stamped “The Whip di Roma/
Made exclusively for Abercrombie & Fitch,”
containing pens, pencils, playing cards,
notepads, and Playboy Rabbit Head
Symbol cufflinks inside. Accompanied by a
copy of Playboy The 50s: Under the Covers
(Bondi: New York, 2007). 
 11 1/2 by 17 1/2 by 3 3/4 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of
Hugh M. Hefner 

$ 600 - 800 
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 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PLAYBOY
ALL-STAR JAZZ POOL AWARD 

 A 1961 Playboy All-Star Jazz Pool Award
presented to Teddy Edwards for Outstanding
Jazz Artist of the Year. Signed by Hugh Hefner. 
 11 by 14 inches 

$ 400 - 600 



 317 
 HUGH HEFNER NEOCLASSICAL STYLE TABLE 

 A Neoclassical style center table with a variegated marble top and ebonized
carved swan quadruped base. From the Chicago Playboy Mansion. 
 Height, 30 1/2 inches; diameter, 39 1/4 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Hugh M. Hefner 

$ 1,500 - 2,500 
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 HUGH HEFNER BUNNY
TAIL PLAQUE 

 A plaque with a bunny tail reading
“Caught Live at the Playboy Club.” 
 Height, 13 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection
of Hugh M. Hefner 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 

 319 
 HUGH HEFNER PASSPORT AND OTHER ITEMS 

 A United States passport issued on May 26, 2016, to Hugh Marston
Hefner. Includes photograph. Together with a 1970 vaccination
record from 1969-70 and a group of 17 American Express Traveler’s
Cheques totaling $1,400.00, each signed by Hugh Hefner, all in a
black leather passport wallet. 
 Passport, 5 by 3 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Hugh M. Hefner 

$ 3,000 - 5,000 
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 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PREMIERE ISSUE OF PLAYBOY MAGAZINE 

 An original first issue copy of Playboymagazine (HMH Publishing, 1953) featuring Marilyn Monroe on the
cover and signed by Hugh Hefner. The magazine, which launched in December 1953, sold for 50 cents a
copy. Housed in a protective plastic case and graded 8.0 by Certified Guaranty Company (CGC).
Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from JSA. 
 14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall 

$ 20,000 - 30,000 
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 321 
 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED GUITAR 

 A Fender Squier electric guitar, serial number IS02020119, signed by Hugh Hefner in pink marker.
A pink Playboy logo is present, and the guitar is additionally signed by Brande Roderick, Playboy
Playmate of the Year 2001, and by Stacy Sanches, Playboy Playmate of the Year 1996. 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 

 322 
 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED LIMITED 40TH ANNIVERSARY
MARILYN MONROE PLAYBOY FENDER STRATOCASTER GUITAR 

 A limited 40th Anniversary Playboy Stratocaster (#171 of 175) with a certificate of authenticity from Fender dated
January 26, 1994. The alder body guitar features a nude portrait of Playboy’s first centerfold, Marilyn Monroe, by
artist Pamelina H. The piece features a maple neck accented by black pearloid Playboy bunny logos as well as
gold-tone plated hardware and a bird’s eye maple fretboard.  This guitar is signed by Hugh Hefner in gold ink,
which was not a standard feature of the original limited run of 175 guitars. The guitar comes in a hardshell case
and also includes a red leather gig bag with matching Playboy strap and a red satin bag in the style of Hefner’s
iconic smoking jacket as well as a whammy bar and other paperwork and accessories.  Also included is a letter
of authenticity from JSA Authentication with regard to the Hefner autograph. 

 Fender Certificate of Authenticity dated January 26, 1994 (Serial #171 of 175)
JSA Authentication Letter of Authenticity  

$ 2,000 - 4,000 
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 323 
 HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PREMIERE ISSUE
OF PLAYBOY MAGAZINE 

 A copy of the first issue of Playboymagazine 
(HMH Publishing, 1953) featuring Marilyn Monroe on the
cover and signed by Hugh Hefner. The magazine hit
newsstands in December 1953 and sold for 50 cents a
copy. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity. 
 11 by 8 1/2 inches 

$ 10,000 - 15,000 
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 324 
 PLAYBOY BUNNY COSTUME FROM THE 1970s 

 A Playboy bunny costume worn by Playboy bunny Merrilyn Boyd at
the Playboy Club in London between 1973 and 1979. The costume
consists of a maroon velvet strapless boned bodysuit with a plunging
neckline and cut high with lacing to the thighs and a zip on the back
and a burgundy bunny headband with bunny ears. Accompanied by
a spiral-bound notebook with Boyd’s typed experience at the Club
and images of her within.  

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Merrilyn Boyd 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 PLAYBOY BUNNY COSTUME FROM THE 1970s 

 A Playboy bunny costume worn by Playboy bunny Merrilyn Boyd
at the Playboy Club in London between 1973 and 1979. The
costume is a maroon velvet strapless boned bodysuit with a
plunging neckline and cut high with lacing to the thighs and a zip
on the back. Accompanied by a spiral-bound notebook with
Boyd’s typed experience at the Club and images of her within.  

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Merrilyn Boyd 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 



 328 
 PLAYBOY BUNNY COSTUME FROM THE 1970s 

 A Playboy bunny costume worn by Playboy bunny Merrilyn Boyd at the Playboy Club in
London between 1973 and 1979. The costume is a maroon velvet strapless boned
bodysuit with a plunging neckline and cut high with lacing to the thighs and a zip on the
back. Accompanied by a spiral-bound notebook with Boyd’s typed experience at the
Club and images of her within.  

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Merrilyn Boyd 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 PLAYBOY BUNNY COSTUME FROM THE 1970s 

 A Playboy bunny costume worn by Playboy bunny Merrilyn Boyd at the Playboy Club in London
between 1973 and 1979. The costume consists of a green velvet strapless boned bodysuit with a
plunging neckline and cut high with lacing to the thighs and a zip on the back and a matching green
headband with bunny ears. Accompanied by a spiral-bound notebook with Boyd’s typed experience at
the Club and images of her within. 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Merrilyn Boyd 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 

 327 
 PLAYBOY BUNNY COSTUME
FROM THE 1970s 

 A Playboy bunny costume worn by Playboy bunny Merrilyn
Boyd at the Playboy Club in London between 1973 and
1979. The costume consists of a green velvet strapless
boned bodysuit with a plunging neckline and cut high with
lacing to the thighs and a zip on the back and a white fur
ball meant to be attached to the back as a tail.
Accompanied by a spiral-bound notebook with Boyd’s
typed experience at the Club and images of her within. 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Merrilyn Boyd 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 329 
 PLAYBOY PLAYMATES SIGNED STEVE
KAUFMAN PAINTING OF HUGH HEFNER 

 A painting of Hugh Hefner with “Playboy” on top by Steve
Kaufman, signed in black and silver marker by numerous
Playboy Playmates. The back of the painting is initialed “SAK.”
Most of the Playmates have signed their names and
additionally written the month and year of the issue in which
they were featured. The signatures were obtained at a Playboy
event by one of the Playmates who has also signed the
portrait. 
 34 by 35 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 330 
 PLAYBOY BARBI BENTON FRANK GALLO ORIGINAL ART 

 FRANK GALLO (American, 1933-2019)
Barbi Benton (portrait study) - 1974 
Pencil on paper
Signed and dated in pencil lower right and titled in pencil lower left
A portrait study of model and actress, Barbi Benton, commissioned by her
boyfriend Hugh Hefner for a final bronze sculpture which was displayed at the
Playboy Mansion in Chicago (noted in various published articles). 
 Unframed: 29 by 40 inches 

$ 2,000 - 4,000 
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 331 
 PLAYBOY LIMITED EDITION JUKEBOX 

 A limited edition Playboy jukebox manufactured by Rock-Ola in
Torrance, California, edition number CD-12, model CD6E-PLAY, serial
number 147907. Only 20 of these jukeboxes were produced, each
oozing the timeless glamour of Playboy’s 1960s Bunny Girls, who
adorn the motor-driven rotating tubes on the unit’s sides. A photoshoot
with the Playboy jukebox took place at the Playboy Mansion on June
29, 2016. The session was approved by Playboy, and Hugh Hefner was
at the Mansion during the shoot, of which the purpose was to market
the jukebox. This was the last commercial activity that took place at the
Mansion for licensed products before the Mansion was sold. 
The cabinet is formed from walnut, satinwood, alder and other timbers,

with handcrafted details and finishing. LEDs are used throughout,
alongside six bubble tubes. Inside the jukebox is a gold glitter Playboy
bunny logo. Underneath the classic hardwoods and red velvet fabric is
a modern array of five speakers, which feature a Dual 3-Way System for
‘Live’ performance reproduction and are powered by a brace of 400w
amplifiers. External speakers can also be plugged in and controlled
separately using the dedicated auxiliary volume control. The Playboy
jukebox comes with a 100 CD Philips CD carousel and a built-in
Bluetooth function for wireless music streaming. 
Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity and a promotional
brochure from the Playboy Mansion. 
 Height, 64 inches; base, 33 by 25 inches 

$ 10,000 - 20,000 
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 332 
 JAMES BOND THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH HK21 BOAT-MOUNTED GUN 

 An HK21 boat-mounted non-firing gun from the James Bond film The World Is Not Enough (MGM, 1991) starring Pierce
Brosnan. Materials are made from dense rubber and hard plastic. HK21 style machine gun with a plastic scope with real
hardware screws. The HK21 was used in the speedboat chase sequences. 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 333 
 ROGER MOORE SIGNED AND INSCRIBED ITEMS 

 A group of items signed and inscribed by Roger Moore: two promotional materials
from Moore’s UK and Ireland tour in 2016 signed in gold and silver marker; and two
promotional photographs of Moore as James Bond, each signed “Thanks for your
support of The Prince’s Trust Roger Moore.” 

 PROVENANCE Donated by Roger Moore 

$ 800 - 1,000 
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 ANTON YELCHIN TERMINATOR SALVATION
KNIT HAT AND FACE SCARF 

 Hat and scarf worn by actor Anton Yelchin as Kyle Reese in Terminator
Salvation (Columbia, 2009). The hat and scarf come with a face display
and black painted wood stand. The hat is forest green and black, made of
yarn material, and is nicely detailed with tear holes on the top. The scarf is
dark maroon with black and light brown colors and patterns. 

$ 500 - 700 

 335 
 ERASER ANNIHILATOR RAIL GUN 

 An Annihilator rail gun from Eraser (Warner Bros., 1996)
starring Arnold Schwarzenegger. The rifle body is made of
dense rubber, hard plastic, and metal components. The circuit
board is made of printed illustrations slipped into display
windows on the sides of the rifle. This piece is missing a coil
rubber tube element from the top. 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 336 
 ERASER ANNIHILATOR RAIL GUN 

 An Annihilator rail gun from Eraser (Warner Bros., 1996) starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger. The rifle body is made of dense rubber, hard plastic, and
metal components. The circuit board is made of printed illustrations
slipped into display windows on the sides of the rifle. This piece is missing a
black hilt, silver cylinder piece from the top, and a silver element at the end. 
 39 by 10 by 4 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 337 
 ROBOCOP PROTOTYPE PISTOL 

 A prototype metal hero “TSR 66 Taser” pistol from RoboCop (MGM, 2014).
An original stunt prop pistol, black, made of metal and painted resin, with
red lettering “GHRG AMMC” on the side and “Omnicorp Weapons Division”

featured on either side of the muzzle. One front piece of muzzle cover
is broken off. Single dip switch below the gun still lights up

the “GHRG AMMC” on the side. Tagged and marked
“Robocop Prototype Metal Hero TSR 66

Taser Pistol.” 

$ 500 - 700 

 338 
 ROBOCOP ILLUMINATING PISTOL 

 An illuminating “TSR 66 Taser” pistol from RoboCop (MGM, 2014). An
original stunt prop pistol, black, made of urethane rubber, with red

lettering “GHRG AMMC” on the side and “Omnicorp Weapons
Division” featured on either side of the muzzle. Tagged

and marked “Illuminating TSR 66 Taser Pistol.”
 13 by 6 1/2 inches (from the handle) 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 340 
 DWAYNE “THE ROCK” JOHNSON THE RUNDOWN SUIT 

 A tan suit worn by Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson in The Rundown (Columbia, 2003). The suit
jacket has a Giacomo Trabalza Beverly Hills label within. The white button-down shirt has an
Anto Beverly Hills label and a label that reads “D.J. Oct. 2002.” The trousers have a Giacomo
Trabalza label that also reads “Mr. D ‘The Rock’ Johnson/ Date 9-5-02/ NO 9272.” 

$ 500 - 700 

 341 
 BRUCE WILLIS DEATH WISH STUNTMAN
FILM WORN LEATHER JACKET 

 A brown distressed leather jacket and a distressed blue shirt, both with
bloodied bullet holes in the back, worn by Bruce Willis or stuntman in Willis’
role as Paul Kersey in Death Wish (MGM, 2018). The jacket has no labels and is
likely custom made. The shirt has a Double RL (Ralph Lauren) label, size
medium. Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from MGM stating that
this is Paul Kersey’s screen worn stunt jacket and shirt, a production tag, a
leather piece for the bullet hole in the jacket, and a copy of the film.  

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 339 
 DWAYNE JOHNSON HERCULES
NECKLACE 

 A simulated animal tooth necklace worn by Dwayne
Johnson as the title character in the film Hercules
(Paramount, 2014). The tooth is composed of resin
and is suspended on a leather cord. In the film,
Hercules gives the necklace to Prince Arius, who
later returns it to Hercules, allowing Hercules to
defeat a wolf and escape captivity. 
 Length, 5 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 342 
 MUHAMMAD ALI SCREEN USED
REPRODUCTIONS OF TICKETS 

 A collection of reproductions of tickets and passes to
Muhammad Ali fights used in the movie Ali
(Columbia, 2001) starring Will Smith as Ali. The
reproductions include tickets to Ali’s bouts with Sonny
Liston, Joe Frazier and George Foreman. On some of
the reproduction tickets, Smith’s face replaces that of
Ali’s from the original tickets.  

$ 400 - 600 

 343 
 MUHAMMAD ALI SIGNED ALI FILM POSTER 

 A double-sided original poster for the film Ali (Columbia, 2001) signed
“Muhammad Ali” by Ali on one side in silver marker. Accompanied by a
certificate of registration from Online Authentics.   

$ 600 - 800 
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 ALI PROMOTIONAL ROBE 

 A white satin, terrycloth-lined boxer’s style robe
produced in conjunction with the film Ali
(Columbia, 2001) that stars Will Smith as
Muhammad Ali. Stitched on the back of the robe
is “Ali” in red tackle twill lettering. Size M. 

$ 800 - 1,200 



 345 
 FIDEL CASTRO PERSONAL CIGARS GIFTED TO HOWARD BINGHAM 

 A box of Fidel Castro’s personal Hoyo de Monterrey de José Gener, Habana, Cuba, Double
Coronas cigars gifted by Castro to Howard Bingham. Castro gifted the cigars to Bingham in
1998 while Bingham was accompanying Muhammad Ali on a humanitarian mission to Cuba.
Castro has signed the exterior of the box “Para Howard,/ Fraternalmente/ Fidel Castro/ Enero
7, 98” [For Howard, Brother, Fidel Castro, January 7, 1998]. 

$ 15,000 - 20,000 
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 346 
 SYLVESTER STALLONE ORIGINAL 9/11 PAINTING HERO 

 Acrylic on faux brick panel, signed in paint lower right. Painted by Sylvester Stallone for a 9/11 charity fundraiser as a
tribute to the firemen involved in the September 11th attacks. Among the motifs depicted are the blue outline of a
fireman, and a clock commemorating the time of day [6:10am] that Stallone found out about the tragic event.
 48 by 96 inches 

$ 15,000 - 25,000 
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 347 
 SYLVESTER STALLONE “GOLD” RECORD AWARD 

 An IFPI-certified “gold” record award presented to Sylvester Stallone in
Hong Kong in 1983-1984, for the First Blood album achieving the sales
figures established by the Hong Kong Recording Industry. Accompanied
by a letter of authenticity with a facsimile signature from Stallone. 
 17 by 15 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 89255, “Stallone - The Auction,” Heritage Auctions,
Los Angeles, California, December 18-20, 2015 

$ 1,200 - 1,400 
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 348 
 MEL GIBSON WE WERE
SOLDIERS ARMY
COSTUME WITH
CONTINUITY BOOK 

 Mel Gibson’s eight-piece hero
costume from We Were Soldiers
(Paramount, 2002). Includes green
U.S. Army field shirt with “Moore”
name patch on breast pocket and
silver pins on lapels; green Hanes
T-shirt, size medium, with “MEL”
handwritten on care tag; U.S.
Army helmet; black leather
combat boots, size 12, with
Corcoran Quality label that reads
“MEL” handwritten; green Army
socks; two belts; U.S. Army first
aid dressing kit; ammo pouch;
and water canteen. This lot also
includes a continuity binder with
costume scene notes and more
than 60 original Polaroid
photographs. 

$ 300 - 500 
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 349 
 JURASSIC PARK BRACHIOSAURUS MODEL 

 A study model of the Brachiosaurus produced for the film
Jurassic Park (Universal, 1993). 
 35 by 14 by 32 inches  

$ 10,000 - 15,000 
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 350 
 RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK
CREW CAP WITH STEVEN SPIELBERG
SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH 

 A crew member cap from the production of Steven
Spielberg’s Raiders of the Lost Ark (Paramount, 1981).
The baseball style cap is tan and features a yellow and
red “Raiders of the Lost Ark” movie logo patch. It has a
mesh back and adjustable strap, which has snapped
since production. Made by The Thinking Cap Co.
Included is a behind-the-scenes photograph of
Spielberg wearing the same style cap, autographed in
blue ink. The photograph is mounted on foamboard.  
 Photograph, 12 by 18 inches; Hat, 4 by 10 inches 

$ 500 - 700 

 351 
 KULL THE CONQUEROR
ORIGINAL STORYBOARD
ARTWORK 

 A set of original storyboard artwork from Kull
the Conqueror (Universal, 1997). Includes
nine sheets, graphite on paper. Illustrations
are in sequence, 135-144, and depict a fight
scene between Kull and Taligaro.  
 8 1/4 by 11 1/2 inches 

$ 100 - 200 

 352 
 FORREST GUMP ORIGINAL STORYBOARD ARTWORK BY
JAMES HEGEDUS 

 A pair of sheets of original storyboard illustrations from the film Forrest Gump
(Paramount, 1994) by production illustrator James C. Hegedus. Sheet one depicts the
layout of Forrest Gump’s mother’s house in the film, signed and dated at bottom “JCH
5.4.93.” Sheet two depicts houses and figures from the Vietnam sequence of the film,
labeled “raised earth foundation” at top margin. Both are done in blue ink.  
 9 by 12 inches 

$ 100 - 200 
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 353 
 FORREST GUMP CREW SHIRT

 A T-shirt worn by the production crew
during the filming of Forrest Gump
(Paramount, 1994). This white crew-neck
Hanes brand T-shirt features a blue and
green "Forrest Gump" logo on the chest,
size XL. 

$ 100 - 200 

 354 
 SET OF THREE FORREST GUMP ARMY
COSTUMES 

 A set of three Army costumes worn by Tom Hanks and
co-stars in Forrest Gump (Paramount, 1994). Includes
Forrest Gump (played by Tom Hanks) Army fatigues
shirt with “Gump” patch and “Gump 3911”
handwritten inside collar; Major Dan (Gary Sinise)
bloody Army fatigues, with faux wounds at knee, “G.
Sinise 6” handwritten on care tag; and Bubba Blue
(Mykelti Williamson) Army fatigues with “Bubba”
handwritten inside collar and helmet that reads
“Bubba” on interior lining.  

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 TOM HANKS FORREST GUMP NIKE T-SHIRT 

 A Nike swoosh logo T-shirt worn by Tom Hanks in Forrest Gump (Paramount, 1994) in his
Best Actor Oscar-winning role. Original cotton T-shirt, cream with chocolate brown
screenprinted Nike logo, size medium. Highly visible in the film sequence where Gump
spends three years running across the United States. With studio soiling at front.  

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 356 
 JOHNNY CARSON TONIGHT SHOW EMMY AWARD 

 An original Emmy Award for Outstanding Program Achievement
presented to The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson for the 1977-
1978 season. 
 14 1/2 by 7 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches 

$ 5,000 - 7,000 
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 357 
 FOXFIRE PRIMETIME EMMY AWARD 

 A 1988 Primetime Emmy Award statuette presented by the
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences for Outstanding Art
Direction for a Miniseries or a Special for Foxfire - Hallmark Hall
of Fame on December 13, 1987. The award was presented to
production designer Jan Scott and set decorator Erica Rogalla. 
 Height, 15 inches 

$ 2,000 - 4,000 
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 358 
 SIR IAN HOLM BILBO BAGGINS TOBACCO PIPE FROM THE LORD OF THE RINGS: 
THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING WITH PETER JACKSON BIRTHDAY CARD AND 
RANDALL WILLIAM COOK LOA 

 An original tobacco pipe used by Sir Ian Holm Cuthbert CBE (Ian Holm) as the hobbit Bilbo Baggins in director Peter Jackson’s The Lord of the Rings: The
Fellowship of the Ring (New Line, 2001).
Jackson personally gifted this production artifact to animation supervisor Randall William Cook in celebration of Cook’s 50th birthday during the making
of the film. Cook has won three Academy Awards for his work on the Lord of the Rings trilogy.
 Included with the prop is the original birthday card from Jackson to Cook when the gift was presented to Cook on his birthday, which includes this
personal note:
         Happy Birthday, Randy!!
         Another 61 years to go until you reach the grand old age of Eleventy-One, and Bilbo has made a “donation” to help you get there... enjoy!
         Love Peter & Fran
The prop includes a letter of authenticity from Cook that reads as follows:
         I met Peter Jackson in the early 90s. I was a cartoonist and movie animator, and he liked the stop motion animation I had been doing and the creatures

I had created and the sequences I had directed in a couple small films.
         I wanted to be a movie director, and was working toward that goal. He was ten years younger than I, and already was a movie director.
         He wanted me to leave Los Angeles for New Zealand, to help him on the effects work of a film he was preparing. I had a life in Los Angeles, and New

Zealand’s on the other side of the planet, practically, so I declined.
         But he was so personable and intelligent and creative that I kept in touch and, a few years later after he had a couple films under his belt and was well

on his way to becoming the Peter Jackson we now all know, he announced that he was going to do THE LORD OF THE RINGS–and in 1998 I contacted
him.

         Well, he offered me a job designing action sequences for the films, which would allow me to do something which was the next best thing to being a
movie director. And based upon my faith in his talent and convinced that he was uniquely qualified to pull off this particular production–and without
even seeing a script or creature design–I flew to New Zealand.

         What followed was a wonderful seven-year creative collaboration with Peter (and his partner, Fran Walsh). While I wound up as the trilogy’s Animation 
         Director, I did design sequences and direct the odd moment here and there, and was consulted by Pete and Fran on any number of creative decisions.
         On my fiftieth birthday Pete and Fran gave me a very generous, and very appropriate, gift: Bilbo Baggins’ pipe-weed Pipe. A longtime pipe smoker

myself (tobacco, if you must know), this was a perfect present: for display, of course, I never smoked it myself. It hasn’t been used, to my knowledge,
since Ian Holm played his last scene with it, all those years ago.

         A treasured gift, for sure.
         But, having given up tobacco recently, and divesting myself of 47 years’ worth of pipes and accessories, I figured it was also time to let this rare

memento of a beloved film trilogy find its way to a new, loving home. 
         Randall William Cook
         Animation Designer and Supervisor: Weta Digital The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring
         (2001) The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002)
         The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (2003)
         Academy Award: Best Visual Effects
         The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001) The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002)
         The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (2003) 

PROVENANCE
Letter of Authenticity from Randall William Cook, Animation Designer and Supervisor: Weta Digital, The Lord of The Rings: Fellowship of the Ring
Birthday card from Peter Jackson to Randall William Cook about the gifted Bilbo Baggins tobacco pipe prop from the film 

$ 100,000 - 120,000 
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 360 
 TITANIC DECK RAILINGS AND HULL SECTION PROPS 

 A scaled-down metal railing and double fairlead prop produced for the film
Titanic (20th Century, 1997). Together with two additional lengths of railing and
a section of the ship’s hull. 
 Largest, 53 by 6 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lots 5571 and 5576, Butterfield & Butterfield, Los Angeles, Sale
6773, February 17, 1998 

$ 300 - 500 

 361 
 TITANIC SHIP DECK PROPS 

 A group of three scaled-down mooring
props (bitts) produced for the film Titanic
(20th Century, 1997). 
 Each, 9 by 5 by 3 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lots 5571 and 5576,
Butterfield & Butterfield, Los Angeles,
Sale 6773, February 17, 1998 

$ 300 - 500 

 362 
 TITANIC SHIP DECK PROPS 

 A pair of scaled-down mooring props (capstans)
produced for the film Titanic (20th Century, 1997).
Together with approximately 10 cast resin pieces
designed to represent decorative woodwork from the
ship’s interior rooms. 
 Largest, 9 1/4 by 5 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 5575, Butterfield & Butterfield, Los
Angeles, Sale 6773, February 17, 1998 

$ 300 - 500 
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 TITANIC SHIP DECK PROPS 

 A pair of scaled-down model props produced for the film Titanic (20th Century, 1997)
representing the skylight and porthole structures above the steering gear room on the stern deck.
Together with two lengths of scaled-down pipework. 
 Largest, 27 by 4 1/2 inches 

$ 300 - 500 



 363 
 TOUR OF DUTY MILITARY PROP COLLECTION 

 A custom framed collection of eight military props produced by
prop master Richard Mazzochi for the Vietnam War television series
Tour of Duty (Braun, 1987-1990). 
 Framed, 19 by 20 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 364 
 EVENT HORIZON GRAVITY
DRIVE DISC PROPS 

 A group of four ornate discs (one plaster and three cast
resin) created for the film Event Horizon (Golar, 1997) as
panels on the ship’s gravity drive core. 
 Each, approximately 10 by 1 1/2 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lots 5582 and 5586, Butterfield &
Butterfield, Los Angeles, Sale 6773, February 17, 1998 

$ 200 - 400 

 365 
 EVENT HORIZON SPACE STATION PROP 

 A dwelling pod and sections of the surrounding structure from the
Daylight Space Station used in the film Event Horizon (Golar, 1997).
Together with three additional model segments from the set. 
 Largest, 32 by 8 by 8 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lots 5583 and 5587, Butterfield & Butterfield, Los Angeles,
Sale 6773, February 17, 1998 

$ 300 - 500 
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 368 
 ENDER’S GAME LIGHTS (SET DECORATION) 

 Lighting set decoration from Ender’s Game (Summit, 2013).
Functionality unknown. 

$ 50 - 100 

 367 
 INDEPENDENCE DAY ALIEN ATTACKER SHIP PROP 

 A plastic model of the alien attacker ship produced for the film
Independence Day (20th Century, 1996). 
 10 1/2 by 10 by 5 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 5589, Butterfield & Butterfield, Los Angeles, Sale 6773,
February 17, 1998 

$ 300 - 500 

 366 
 INDEPENDENCE DAY ALIEN TROOP
TRANSPORTER SHIP PROPS 

 A group of four cast resin models of the alien troop transporter
ship produced for the film Independence Day
(20th Century, 1996). 
 Each, 12 by 4 by 2 inches 

 PROVENANCE Lot 5590, Butterfield & Butterfield, 
Los Angeles, Sale 6773, February 17, 1998 

$ 300 - 500 



 369 
 GHOSTBUSTERS ECTO-1 LICENSE PLATE 

 An orange plastic license plate modeled after the one used in
the Ghostbusters films. 
 6 5/16 by 12 1/4 inches 

$ 50 - 100 

 370 
 GHOSTBUSTERS SHOWEST PROMO VIDEO 

 A VHS promo video for the then upcoming film Ghostbusters
(Columbia, 1984) featuring a comedic introduction with Bill Murray
and Dan Aykroyd followed by clips of the unfinished film, presented
at the 1984 Showest Convention in Las Vegas in an effort to entice
theater owners to sign up. Includes a later deleted scene in which
Aykroyd sells the fact that the film has a PG rating ... and then uses
the “F” word. 
 8 by 4 3/4 by 1 inches 

$ 200 - 400 

 371 
 GHOSTBUSTERS II SLIMER MAQUETTE 

 A cast resin maquette of the character Slimer from
Ghostbusters II (Columbia, 1989). 
 7 by 6 by 5 1/2 inches 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 GHOSTBUSTER II PRODUCTION
ARTWORK BINDER 

 An original production binder for Ghostbusters II
(Columbia, 1989) with more than 200 pages featuring 
copies of concept and storyboard art created primarily by Benton Jew,
Harley Jessup, and Tim Lawrence for various scenes (many depicting
macabre creatures and shots that never made it into the final film) including
Slimer, the Titanic, the subway monster, the Holland Tunnel tollbooth, the
Hindenburg, and more. Also includes several large-format color Polaroid
photographs of slime-covered buildings created by ILM. The binder bears
the name ‘Ivan’ written in black marker on the spine (presumably for director
Ivan Reitman) and a Ghostbusters II letterhead label with listed contents. 
 11 3/4 by 10 1/2 by 2 1/4 inches 

$ 600 - 800 



 373 
 DAN AYKROYD RAYMOND STANTZ
GHOSTBUSTERS II JUMPSUIT WITH DVD 

 An original one-piece jumpsuit worn by Dan
Aykroyd as Dr. Raymond Stantz in the classic 1980s
supernatural comedy franchise Ghostbusters II
(Columbia, 1989), which celebrates its 30th
anniversary this year. 
The one-piece cargo/flightsuit-style jumpsuit that
was made iconic by the franchise features the
distinctive Ghostbusters II logo patch on the right
shoulder area and a “STANTZ” patch on the chest.
It also includes a number of zipper pockets on the
chest, sleeves and legs and has a rubber valve
stitched into the left upper leg area. This suit also
features cinching Velcro belts at the waist. The suit
has a “Flight Suits LTD” patch inside, and the
cleaning instructions tag has “Dan Akroyd” [sic]
written in black ink by hand. A slit is cut into the
lower back area (perhaps related to the proton
pack or other effects/gear needs). 
The jumpsuit was acquired from a crew member
who worked on the film, and it has been in long-
term storage for 30 years. This is the first time this
particular costume has been brought to market.
Ivan Reitman’s son, Jason Reitman, is directing the
upcoming sequel Ghostbusters 2020, with a script
by Dan Aykroyd, who will also be reprising his role
as Dr. Raymond Stantz. 

$ 20,000 - 40,000 
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 374 
 MICHAEL CHIKLIS FANTASTIC FOUR
MAKEUP ON DISPLAY BUST FOR “THE
THING” 

 Production-used makeup display of Michael Chiklis’
character “The Thing” from Fantastic Four (20th Century,
2005). This is a cast polyfoam latex prosthetic head with
detailed glass eyes and handpainted details. 

$ 300 - 500 

 375 
 GREEN GOBLIN GLIDER MAQUETTE FROM
SPIDER-MAN 

 A handmade and production-used Green Goblin glider
maquette from Spider-Man (Sony, 2002). Made from resin
material with a metallic silver paint finish. Detailed with
handcrafted mechanical wings, plates and engine system.
Maquette comes with black wood base. 
 Wingspan,12 inches; height, 7 1/2 inches 

$ 500 - 700 

 376 
 PUMPKIN BOMB FROM SPIDER-MAN 3 

 A production-made Green Goblin pumpkin bomb from
Spider-Man 3 (Sony, 2007). Made of solid cast resin, hand
detailed and painted gold with a top and bottom reflective
tape finish. 
 Diameter, 3 1/2 inches 

$ 500 - 700 
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 377 
 STAN LEE ORIGINAL ART AND DESK DRAWING WITH PHOTOS 

 Components of a desk previously used by Stan Lee, including signed and original drawings from his personal
desk in his studio circa 1999. Items are displayed in two large frames. The first framed display contains the
bottom of a desk drawer with an original drawing of Spider-Man by Stan Lee and signed “Spidey was born in 62’!
drawn with right hand and I’m a lefty.” Below is the front face of the same desk drawer. Also included are three
different photos depicting Lee as well as what appears to be a licensed animation cel autographed by Lee. The
second framed display includes additional artwork and drawer pieces from Lee’s desk. This desk drawer piece is
signed by Lee in his real name, “Stanley Lieber,” and is dated “99.” Also included are an original pen and ink
illustration of unknown superhero characters and the front face of a desk drawer.  
 Frame display #1, 46 by 59 inches; Frame display #2, 46 by 23 inches 

 Letter from the owner of the desk addressed to Stan Lee at POW! Entertainment, dated 11/2/2009 
Personal handwritten note from Stan Lee on Spider-Man notepaper stating “I got a big kick out of your letter.
Enjoy the desk. Excelsior!” and signed by Stan Lee 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 378 
 STAN LEE SIGNED WEB OF SPIDER-MAN #90 

 A copy of Web of Spider-Man #90 (Marvel Comics, July 1992)
signed in black marker on the center cover by Stan Lee. CGC
Signature Series Grade of 9.6. Story by Howard Mackie with art
by Alex Saviuk and Sam de la Rosa. Features a hologram cover.
CGC Signature Series certifies that the comic was signed in the
presence of a CGC representative and that they guarantee it to
be genuine and authentic. 
 13 by 8 inches, overall 

$ 1,000 - 2,000 JULIEN’S AUCTIONS 209
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 379 
 SPIDER-MAN 2 ORIGINAL STORYBOARD
ARTWORK BY CHRIS BUCHINSKY 

 A set of five sheets of original storyboard artwork for Spider-
Man 2 (Columbia, 2004) by Chris Buchinsky. Illustrations are in
sequence, 34-65, graphite and ink on paper. Each page is
labeled “Spiderman 2” at side margin, stamped “Story
Illustrator - Chris Buchinsky,” and hand signed.  
 8 1/2 by 11 inches 

$ 100 - 200 

 380 
 SPIDER-MAN AND TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA
TURTLES ANIMATION CEL DISPLAY 

 A handpainted Spider-Man animation cel atop a Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles painted backdrop. The scene depicts
Spider-Man dropping into a manhole on a city street.
Numbered “124” at top and “6025-131 S21” at bottom
margin. The image is matted with three graduated red, blue,
and white mats, under glass.  
 Cel, 10 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches; Overall item, 14 by 16 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 381 
 BATMAN ANIMATION CELS (CIRCA 1960s) 

 A pair of handpainted Batman animation cels atop a painted
backdrop circa 1960s. Top cel depicts Batman, numbered “271
H-8” at bottom; second cel depicts the Penguin, with monocle
and tuxedo, numbered “519 P-9” at bottom. The backdrop
depicts a green laboratory, with “200” written at top margin.  
 Cels, 10 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches; 
Overall artwork, 10 1/2 by 13 3/4 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 382 
 MR FREEZE SCALE FIGURE FROM FREEZE MOBILE
FROM BATMAN AND ROBIN 

 A handmade miniature-scale figure of the Arnold Schwarzenegger
character Mr. Freeze from the mini Freezemobile in Batman & Robin
(Warner Bros., 1997). The figure is made of cast polyfoam material
with a silver painted finish and a thin plastic shell to resemble “ice” at
the base. 
 8 by 13 inches 

$ 500 - 700 

 383 
 JACK NICHOLSON’S JOKER BATMAN GAG BOX
AND WHOOPEE CUSHION  

 Jack Nicholson’s Joker-branded background/set decoration gag box
from Batman (Warner Bros., 1989). The gag box is a green cardboard
box with a red, black and white “Joker” sticker on the lid and
containing one of the Joker’s whoopee cushions.  
 Box, 10 by 4 inches 

$ 500 - 700 

 384 
 PRINCE “PARTYMAN” BATMAN MUSIC VIDEO
BACKGROUND ALICIA HUNT STYLE MASK 

 A white half face mask from Prince’s Batman (Warner Bros., 1989)
soundtrack music video for “Partyman.” Inspired by Jerry Hall’s “Alicia
Hunt” character and her porcelain mask worn in the film, it is believed
that this piece is one of the ones thrown in the air by the actors in the
music video. From the collection of one of the prop fabricators who
worked on the film and video. 

$ 500 - 700 
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 385 
 CHRISTOPHER REEVE SUPERMAN MOVIE WORN CAPE FROM DC COMICS CONTEST IN 1979 

 An original cape worn by Christopher Reeve in Superman (Warner Bros., 1978). Bright red cape with iconic yellow “S” symbol outlined in
black, stitched to back. With red cloth ties at neck, padding at top, and four snaps inside. Inside under flap and within inner lining is a
handwritten note in blue ink that reads “(was turned up) No 5/6 relined 1/3/78.” Includes a copy of Superman #331, which advertises on a
banner above the front cover logo “YOU COULD BE A WINNER IN THE SECOND SUPERMAN MOVIE CONTEST!” Within the comic book is a
full-page advertisement for the contest that lists “FIRST PRIZE” as “THE ACTUAL CAPE WORN BY CHRISTOPHER REEVE IN THE FILMING OF
SUPERMAN THE MOVIE!”
The contest involved readers answering correctly 25 questions that appeared at the bottom of the letters pages over the course of three
months and mailing the answers to DC Comics in New York City. All entries with correct answers to all 25 questions would be drawn at
random, and the first entry drawn would receive “the actual cape worn by Christopher Reeve in the Warner Brothers’ motion picture
SUPERMAN.” All entries had to be received by DC Comics by January 2, 1979.
Accompanied by nine pages of supporting documents of authenticity, including a letter to the winning recipient of the cape, signed by DC
Comics President Sol Harrison and dated February 27, 1978, and a letter from DC Comics’ Steven Korte to Sotheby’s, New York, dated
October 21, 1997.
The letter from Harrison and DC Comics Editor/Publisher Jack C. Harris was addressed to the original winner on DC Comics letterhead and

dated February 27, 1979. The body of the letter reads:
Dear Darvin, 
Congratulations! Your expertise in SUPERMAN lore (as proven by your correct answering of all of the questions in our SUPERMAN
trivia contest) has won for you the first prize in the SECOND SUPERMAN THE MOVE CONTEST, the actual cape worn by actor
Christopher Reeve in his portrayal of the MAN OF STEEL.
Out of over two thousand entries, only 21 fans managed to answer all of the questions about the life and history of SUPERMAN.
Those 21 cards were placed in a special box and Christopher Reeve himself reached in and pulled out your postcard, making you
our official, number one winner!
Press releases of this monumental event have been sent to your local newspapers as well as the fan press throughout comics
fandom.
We’re proud to have fans such as you, who are so well-versed in the legends of the American myths we’re creating every day. 
Our very best wishes to you, and again we offer our congratulations!
Wear your cape in the best of health! 

$ 100,000 - 200,000 
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 PROVENANCE Lot 606, Sotheby’s, New York, December 19, 1997
Letter from DC Comics President and Editor/Publisher to original
contest winner dated 02/27/1979
Letter from DC Comics’ Steve Korte to Sotheby’s dated 10/21/1997
Original copy of Superman #331, dated January 1979
Faxed copies of the original letter, contest, and photo of
Christopher Reeve drawing the winning card as dated 10/09/1997. 

6 page CLOSED
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 386 
 IRON MAN MARK III PRODUCTION MAQUETTE 

 A production-made Iron Man Mark III maquette from Iron Man
(Marvel, 2008). Made of cast resin and handpainted (post
production) and constructed with black wood removable base.  
 Height, 37 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 387 
 ROBERT DOWNEY JR. CUSTOM-MADE SUIT 

 A navy blue, pinstriped, single-breasted, two-piece wool suit
custom made for Robert Downey Jr., believed to be for the Iron
Man (Marvel) franchise. An interior label for the jacket, size 40,
is stamped “Downey Jr.,” and the matching trousers, size 34L,
are stamped “Downey.” 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 388 
 ROBERT DOWNEY JR. CAST HAND PRINTS 

 A pair of hand prints from Robert Downey Jr. on a blue mold
with “Robert Downey Jr.” written above, mounted onto a
black plaque with Downey’s name printed in white. 
The hand prints were once exhibited at Malibu Cinemas in
Malibu, California, until its closure in 2017. The winning
bidder for this lot will be responsible for pickup in the 
Culver City, California, area. 
 16 by 28 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 

 389 
 ROBERT DOWNEY JR. TROPIC
THUNDER ARMY COSTUME 

 A green Army jacket and trousers worn by
Robert Downey Jr. in Tropic Thunder
(DreamWorks, 2008). Jacket has faux blood
stains front and back; inside label reads
“Osiris,” handwritten; size medium-long. Two
costume tags attached; one reads “Robert
Downey Jr. Char. Osiris (Sgt).” Trousers have
Tru-Spec label with “R.D.J.” handwritten
inside.  

$ 500 - 700 

 390 
 JACK BLACK TROPIC THUNDER
ARMY JACKET 

 A green Army jacket worn by Jack Black in Tropic Thunder
(DreamWorks, 2008). Jacket has faux blood stains front and
back, with “Black” handwritten inside collar. Size large-
short.  

$ 500 - 700 
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 394 
 ANTHONY HOPKINS THE MASK OF ZORRO
LIFECAST WITH MASK 

 A lifecast of actor Anthony Hopkins as Zorro in The Mask of Zorro
(Amblin, 1998). Lifecast is a foam latex base, displayed on a black
painted wood box with non-removable Zorro mask. Glued-on
hair appliances and skin-tone coloring are just two of the many
fine details on this piece. 
 8 by 17 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches 

$ 500 - 700 
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 TIM ALLEN LIFECAST THE SANTA CLAUSE
WIG AND HAIR APPLIANCES 

 A lifecast of actor Tim Allen from The Santa Clause (Walt Disney,
1994). Made of foam latex material from the neck down to the base
bottom and a hard shell resin material making up the face and ears.
Glued-on hair appliances as facial hair. Fine details feature painted
and aged skin. Comes with a black painted wood base. 

$ 300 - 500 

 393 
 DEMON MASK FROM BUFFY THE VAMPIRE
SLAYER 

 A demon mask used in Buffy the Vampire Slayer (The WB, 1997-
2001; UPN, 2001-2003). Made of rubber latex material and greatly
detailed with handcrafted horns on the top, long elf-like ears, latex
fang teeth, and a mix of well painted skin-tone colors. 

$ 500 - 700 

 391 
 RON PERLMAN BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
PROSTHETICS AND WIG ON DISPLAY BUST 

 A production-used Ron Perlman prosthetic from the television series
Beauty and the Beast (CBS, 1987-1990). The foam latex prosthetic is finely
detailed with facial features, glued-on hair appliances, and a blonde hair
wig on a tall, black display stand base. 

$ 300 - 500 



 395 
 FUNNY THE SIMPSONS STYLE GUIDE 
PRESENTATION CASE 

 A mid-1990s large binder-booklet with colorful images of all the characters
from The Simpsons (20th Century, 1989- ) on the cover with inside pages
outlining how to properly market and merchandise the long-running
animated television series. The binder-booklet is accompanied by its own yellow plastic case with a top border that
replicates Bart Simpson’s hair. Also included are five other identical cases plus one of just the binder-booklet
(without its plastic case). All were created for just a handful of VIP marketing executives at the studio. 
 15 by 12 1/2 by 4 1/4 inches 

$ 600 - 800 

 396 
 ELABORATE ANASTASIA STYLE GUIDE PRESENTATION BOX 

 A huge maroon leatherbound binder-booklet with ornate hardware decor on the cover that
features hundreds of pages outlining how to properly market and merchandise the
animated film Anastasia (20th Century, 1997) voiced by Meg Ryan, John Cusack, Kelsey
Grammer, Christopher Lloyd, Angela Lansbury, Hank Azaria, Kirsten Dunst, and
Andrea Martin. The book is accompanied by its own wooden case with more related
hardware adornment, metal claw feet, a key
with a golden tassel, and royal blue satin lining.
Also included is one other identical
presentation box plus three other binder-
booklets only (without their wooden boxes). All
were created for just a handful of VIP
marketing executives at the studio. 
 6 by 14 by 14 inches 

$ 600 - 800 
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 397 
 CORPSE BRIDE MAQUETTE SET 

 A beautifully detailed set of five character maquettes from 
Tim Burton’s stop-motion film Corpse Bride (Warner Bros., 2005).
Hand made by production puppet specialists Mackinnon &
Saunders. Included in this set are characters Victoria Everglot, 
Lord Barkis Bittern, Paul the Head, Maggot, and the Maid. Each
piece is of resin, finished with grey primer, and affixed to pieces of
the set for display. 
 Each, height, approximately 4 to 5 1/2 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 398 
 ALEC BALDWIN THE GETAWAY SUIT 

 An ensemble worn by Alec Baldwin in The Getaway (Universal,
1994). Includes black suit jacket and trousers, somewhat stained. Two
costume labels attached, reads “Alec Baldwin #1400 The Getaway”
and lists scenes featuring the costume. Also includes black Kenneth
Cole shoes, size 12, with attached tag that reads “The Getaway
#174”; stained white undershirt; and red bandanna.  

$ 300 - 500 

 399 
 STEVE CARELL THE 40-YEAR-OLD VIRGIN COSTUME 

 Original costume worn by Steve Carell in The 40-Year-Old Virgin
(Universal, 2005). Outfit includes gray Merona brand polo shirt with
“Smart Tech” logo embroidered on the chest, size M, with “Steve C.”
handwritten inside collar, and Joseph Abboud brand khaki pants, size 30,
also with “Steve C.” written inside lining. 

$ 500 - 700 

 400 
 JOHN RITTER AND PAM DAWBER STAY
TUNED WRESTLING COSTUMES 

 A pair of leotards and two pairs of stretch pants worn by John
Ritter and Pam Dawber in the wrestling scene of Stay Tuned
(Warner Bros., 1992). The leotards each have a gold lamé “K”
with wings, and the pants have gold lamé stripes to the sides.
One leotard is inscribed “John” to the interior underarm. One
pair of pants has a “P” inscribed to the waistband. Together with
an ivory satin robe with quilted lamé embellished with bead
and sequin applique and a gold lamé bow. The cape is labeled
“Costume Collection.” Costume design by Joe I. Tompkins. 

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Ken Horn 

$ 600 - 800 
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 401 
 MATT DAMON THE TALENTED
MR. RIPLEY CORDUROY
JACKET 

 A brown corduroy jacket worn by Matt
Damon for his role as Tom Ripley in The
Talented Mr. Ripley (Paramount, 1999). This
jacket has a Merona label, size 44R. 

$ 500 - 700 

 402 
 JOHNNY DEPP SHIRT WORN IN BLOW 

 A short-sleeve patterned shirt with three buttons at the top, worn by Johnny
Depp in his role as George Jung in Blow (New Line Cinema, 2001). Depp
wears the shirt under a jacket during a short scene where he steals a small
plane to transport drugs. The shirt has a Pilgrim California label, size medium.
Accompanied by a copy of the film.  

$ 1,000 - 2,000 
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 MICHAEL KEATON
JOHNNY DANGEROUSLY PINSTRIPE SUIT 

 A cream pinstripe suit worn by Michael Keaton in Johnny
Dangerously (20th Century, 1984). The vest has a Cotroneo
Costume label printed “Mr. Michael Keton” [sic] and handwritten
“MPCC/ DA-109A.” The jacket has a Cotroneo Costume label
that reads “Michael Keaton MPCC” and “MPCC #239”
handwritten. The trousers have a Cotroneo Costume label
printed “Mr. Michael Keaton” and handwritten “MPCC; 43/31.” 

$ 800 - 1,200 
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 404 
 TOM CRUISE THE FIRM 35MM TRAILER 

 A reel of 35mm Eastman LPP film stock (mounted on core)
featuring the “teaser” trailer for the Tom Cruise 
film The Firm (Paramount, 1993). 
 Diameter, 5 inches 

$ 100 - 200 

 406 
 EYES WIDE SHUT RED SATIN CAPE 

 A red satin cape worn in the ritual scene in Eyes Wide
Shut (Warner Bros., 1999). Custom, 62 inches long.  

$ 300 - 500 
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 405 
 TOM CRUISE MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE WATCH 

 A watch worn by Tom Cruise as Ethan Hunt in Mission:
Impossible (Paramount, 1996). This is an original prop stunt
watch made of black hard-cast plastic. The face of the watch
is blank for keying in live action technology. Band is
imprinted with scale to measure wind velocity in
“m/sec” and “knots.”   
 1 3/4 by 2 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches 

$ 800 - 1,200 



 407 
 EWAN McGREGOR BIG
FISH JACKET 

 A green uniform jacket worn by 
Ewan McGregor in Big Fish
(Columbia, 2003). The jacket has red
“Bloom Landscaping” patches on
back and breast pocket. “Hero” is
handwritten inside. With Columbia
Pictures costume tag attached, reads “Character Ed/ Actor Ewan/ Sc. 38/
Description Hero 1, Day Exterior.” 

$ 500 - 700 

 408 
 ANGELINA JOLIE MR. & MRS. SMITH BLOUSE 

 A black long-sleeve blouse worn by Angelina Jolie in Mr. & Mrs.
Smith (Regency, 2005). The blouse has a Timing USA label with
“Angelina 2” handwritten at top.  

$ 300 - 500 

 409 
 BRAD PITT MEET JOE BLACK TUXEDO 

 A two-piece black tuxedo worn by Brad Pitt in Meet Joe Black
(Universal, 1998). Tuxedo jacket care label underside reads “Brad
Pitt Hero.” Black trousers have satin stripes to the side seams. Label
in trousers reads “Brad Pitt; W31 Reg.” Warner Bros. Costume
Department garment tag pinned to care instructions, reads “Meet
Joe Black/ Brad Pitt.” 

$ 300 - 500 
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 410 
 TED FULL-SIZE PUPPET FROM TED 

 Original Ted puppet from Ted (Universal, 2012) used for actor reference during filming. Full-
sized and made of mixed light brown artificial fur and soft stuffed form with plastic nose and
eyes. Comes with two black puppeteering rods for the head and left shoulder. Limbs are
attached to the torso and removable with Velcro. 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 411 
 JEROME PRADON JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
WORN JACKET 

 A red and black waxed leather jacket worn by Jerome Pradon in his
role as Judas in Jesus Christ Superstar (Universal Home Movie
Studios, 2000). No labels. The adaptation was directed by Gale
Edwards and Nick Morris and won the International Emmy Award for
Best Performing Arts Film in November 2001. Accompanied by a
copy of the film and a handwritten letter of authenticity signed by
Pradon stating that the red and black leather jacket is a Gucci jacket
that he wore in the film for the final number “Jesus Christ Superstar.”
After the production ended, the jacket was given to Pradon and he
has owned it ever since.  

 PROVENANCE From the Collection of Jerome Pradon 

$ 2,000 - 3,000 
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 412 
 WESTWORLD ENGINEER’S CAP 

 Engineering cap from Westworld (HBO, 2016-). Standard jean style cap
material in black with a grey and black Westworld logo embroidered patch.
“Engineer Bart” is handwritten inside. 

$ 500 - 700 

 413 
 THANDIE NEWTON WESTWORLD
IDENTIFICATION LAMINATE 

 Identification laminate worn by Thandie Newton as
Maeve Millay in Westworld (HBO, 2016-). Badge
contains “Westworld” and “DELOS” logos and
“Host Identification,” “Model ID. 648231” and
“Creation Date 12/16.” 
 4 by 2 3/4 inches 

$ 500 - 700 
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 EVAN RACHEL WOOD WESTWORLD
COWBOY HAT 

 A light brown felt cowboy style hat with matching outer
band worn by Evan Rachel Wood as Dolores Abernathy
in Westworld (HBO, 2016-). Spotted black paint is on the
hat for a “dirtied” look. “E.R. Wood” is written inside
under the rim.  

$ 500 - 700 
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 417 
 GABRIEL MACHT THE SPIRIT COSTUME 

 Signature title character costume worn by Gabriel Macht in The Spirit (Lionsgate, 2008).
The six-piece costume includes long, black, cloth trench coat, orange tie, muddy black
leather gloves, and black Converse All Stars, size 10. With two costumer’s tags attached;
reads “Spirit #1, Hero PR, Glow Shoes, S310.” 

$ 500 - 700 

 416 
 ANDREW LINCOLN THE WALKING DEAD SHIRT 

 A gray Wrangler button-down shirt worn by Andrew Lincoln as Rick
Grimes in The Walking Dead (AMC, 2010-). The shirt has fake blood
stains front and back.  

$ 500 - 700 

 415 
 MILLIE BOBBY BROWN STRANGER THINGS HOSPITAL GOWN WITH DVD 

 A hospital gown worn by Millie Bobby Brown for her role as Eleven in Stranger Things (Netflix, 2016-).
Attached to the gown is a costume tag that reads “Stranger/ Ep. 5/ 116/Eleven/ Millie Bobby/ Brown.”   

$ 500 - 700 
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additional service fee of three percent (3%) of the hammer Price, payable by the Purchaser as part of the total Purchase Price. I acknowledge and agree that Buyer’s
Premium will be added to the hammer Price on each individual lot as follows:

Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00: twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).

Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including $200,000.00: twenty-five percent (25%).

Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above: twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s
Premium of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount above $200,000.00.

I further acknowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium for such lot(s), as well as additional
applicable fees as stated in the Auction terms and conditions. All invoices must be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction. I authorize Julien’s
Auctions to charge my credit card listed on this form for all items purchased (including shipping) at this auction, and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in,
if not otherwise paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction.

representations, Warranties and acknowledgements: I, the undersigned, represent and warrant to Julien’s Auctions that (i) the information I have provided on
this Bidder registration Form is truthful, complete and accurate; (ii) I have full power and authority to execute and deliver this Bidder registration Form; (iii) this
Bidder registration Form is a legally valid and binding obligation; and (iv) the execution, delivery and/or performance of this Bidder registration Form and the Auction
terms & conditions does not conflict with any agreement, understanding or document to which the proposed registered bidder is a party.    I acknowledge receiving
a copy of the Auction terms and conditions attached hereto, and agree to comply with all provisions therein.  I understand that each and every Bid that I place in
the Auction creates a binding obligation to purchase the Lots for which I am the winning Bidder, and that all purchases are subject to additional fees as detailed in
the Auction terms and conditions. 

Signature: _______________________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

                                  
Print name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
                                   

company (if applicable): ________________________________________ title: _________________________________________

Please return completed forms via fax at (310)  388-0207 or e-mail to Bidding@JuliensAuctions.com
Forms must be received by 12:00 pm (noon) Pacific time on the day prior to the auction day in order for your registration information to be timely reviewed and verified.

MAIL OnLy: Julien’s Auctions | 8630 hayden Place | culver city, cA 90232 
phone: (310)  836-1818 | fax: (310)  388-0207 | email: info@juliensauctions.com

Bidder Registration Form continued
&
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Julien entertainment.com, Inc., a california corporation
d/b/a Julien’s Auctions ( “Julien’s Auctions”,
“company”, “we”, “our”, or “us”) hereby provides the
following terms (“Auction terms and conditions”) to
apply to sales by Bids conducted by Julien’s Auctions
(each an “Auction” and collectively, the “Auctions”).  By
completing a Bidder registration Form, you agree that
you have read, understood and agree to be bound by
these Auction terms and conditions.  

PLeASe reAD theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD
cOnDItIOnS cAreFULLy. theSe AUctIOn
terMS AnD cOnDItIOnS IncLUDe An
AgreeMent tO MAnDAtOry ArBItrAtIOn,
whIch MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO SUBMIt Any
DISPUte ArISIng UnDer, reLAteD tO, Or In
cOnnectIOn wIth the AUctIOn tO BInDIng
InDIVIDUAL ArBItrAtIOn rAther thAn
PrOceeD In cOUrt.  the
DISPUteS/ArBItrAtIOn PrOVISIOn ALSO
IncLUDeS A cLASS ActIOn wAIVer, whIch
MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO PrOceeD wIth
Any DISPUte InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt
OF A cLASS ActIOn. thIS AgreeMent ALSO
IncLUDeS A JUry wAIVer. 

1.  aUCtIOns.

each Auction conducted is of a designated set of items
(each a “Lot”) on a designated date.  Lots are provided
by the party that wishes us to sell property on their
behalf (each such party a “consignor”).  we will provide
the pertinent information for each Auction, including:
date, start time of auction, each Lot to be sold, and
location.  Auctions may be conducted live in-person,
online via http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or
both.  All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and
these Auction terms and conditions, are governed by
the laws of the State of california.  Julien’s Auctions
maintains a bond on file with the california Secretary of
State as required by california civil code §1812.600.

2.  regIstratIOn.  

In order to participate in an Auction, registration is
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”).  Any
person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, or in
person will complete a Bidder registration Form.  Online
Bidders will submit a completed electronic form through
the Service, where they may also establish an online
account (“Member Account”).  each Auction requires a
separate registration; Bidders with a Member Account
may register for Auctions via their account.  

(a)    Information required.  to register, Bidders are
required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information.  you hereby represent that all information
you submit in connection with registration is truthful and
accurate.  By submitting your information, you consent
to have your personal information processed by Julien’s
Auctions in the United States.  Julien’s Auctions has
implemented commercially reasonable technical and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or
disclosure.  however, we cannot guarantee that
unauthorized third parties will never be able to defeat
those measures or use your personal information for
improper purposes.  you acknowledge that you provide
your personal information at your own risk.

(b)    First time Bidders.  For verification purposes,
Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are

required to submit a copy of their (A) official
government-issued identification (driver’s license /
passport / state identification card), and (B) credit card.
copies of such documents may be submitted in person,
via facsimile to 310-388-0207 or via email to
bidding@juliensauctions.com.  Failure to do so may
inhibit your ability to register.

(c)    Credit Card authorization.  we (and/or our third-
party payment processor) may verify credit card
information in order to register.  to verify your card, we
will charge $1.00 to it.  After the card is verified, we will
immediately refund the card.  your card issuer will
credit your card balance within thirty (30) days from
the date of the refund.  In the event you add or
replace a credit card, we may also verify such new or
replacement credit card.  

(d)    Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an emancipated
minor.  written consent must acknowledge the terms
and conditions of sale.  this written consent constitutes
an agreement to be bound thereby on behalf of the
Bidder.  If you are under 18 years of age you may
participate in Auctions only if you are either an
emancipated minor, or possess legal parental or
guardian consent, and are fully able and competent to
enter into the terms, conditions, obligations,
affirmations, representations, and warranties set forth in
these Auction terms and conditions, and to abide by
and comply with these Auction terms and conditions. 

IF yOU Are A PArent Or gUArDIAn AnD yOU
PrOVIDe yOUr cOnSent tO the regIStrAtIOn
OF yOUr chILD, yOU Agree tO Be BOUnD By thIS
AgreeMent wIth reSPect tO, thrOUgh, AnD In
cOnnectIOn wIth SUch regIStrAtIOn AnD
AUctIOn PArtIcIPAtIOn.   

(e)    Online Member accounts.    Bidder can elect to
set up a Member Account on the Service in accordance
with the policies set forth on the Service.  Bidder
acknowledges and agrees that all Bids placed under a
Member Account are considered to be placed by the
Member or with Member’s authorization.

(f)     approval of registration. Julien’s Auctions, in its
sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right to
approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any time.
we are under no obligation to accept your application
for registration.

(g)    term of registration.  Upon approval by Julien’s
Auctions, your registration is effective throughout the
applicable Auction for which you registered and any
post-Auction obligations you incur in connection with
Bids you placed during such Auction.       

3.  BIddIng. 

Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.    

(a)    Placement; Payment authorization.  when a Lot
at the Auction goes live, you are free to place bids on
such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an Auction
conducted both in-person and online, until the individual
conducting the sale for Julien’s Auctions (the
“Auctioneer”) determines that bidding on such Lot has
closed, or (ii) if an online-only Auction, in accordance
with the parameters set forth on the Service for such

Lot.  As bids are placed, Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to authorize your credit card for any bid amount
placed.    If an authorization was made on a Bid and you
are subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release
that authorization.

(b)    notifications.  If you are placing Bids via the
Service or by proxy, each time you are outbid Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message notification
advising you of such.  If you are a telephone or in-
person Bidder, it is your responsibility to monitor the
Lot(s) for which you placed Bid(s) in the event you are
outbid.  If you are the winning Bidder for a given Lot,
Julien’s Auctions will send you an email message
confirmation.

(c)    Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to accept or decline any Bid.  Bids must be for an
entire Lot.  each Lot constitutes a separate sale.  All
Bids are per Lot unless otherwise announced at a live
sale by the Auctioneer.  All winning Bids are subject to a
Buyer’s Premium (as defined herein).  Live auction Lots
will be sold in their numbered sequence unless the
Auctioneer directs otherwise.  Julien’s Auctions may
cancel any Lot and have it removed from an Auction
prior to acceptance of a winning Bid.  In the event a Lot
is removed from an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if
an online Auction, by a posting on the Service and by
email to Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via
the Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction.  In such
instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any Bids
previously placed on such Lot prior to its removal from
the Auction shall be cancelled, and Julien’s Auctions will
not receive any further Bids on such Lot.      

(d)    Purchase Obligations.   In connection with
making Bids, Bidders agree that the registered Bidder
with the highest Bid at the close of the Auction will be
obligated to purchase the Lot. By bidding on any Lot,
you agree to purchase the Lot at the price you have Bid.
you agree that should you Bid on a Lot and that Bid is
the winning Bid, that you are bound to pay Julien’s
Auctions the winning bid amount for the Lot. All sales
are final and winners cannot cancel.  no exceptions will
be made.  you further acknowledge and agree that the
winning Bid you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i)
additional fees, including the Buyer’s Premium and
Online Service Fee (if applicable), and (ii) additional
costs, including taxes, shipping (if applicable), storage
(if applicable), and customs (if applicable), and that you
are obligated to pay such fees and costs in connection
with your winning Bid. 

(e)    Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders to
collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay less
than the fair value for Lot(s).  Bidders participating in
both live and online auctions acknowledge that the law
provides for substantial penalties for those who violate
these provisions.

(f)     disputes Between Bidders.  For live auctions the
Auctioneer will have final discretion in the event that any
dispute should arise between Bidders.  the Auctioneer
will determine the successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or
re-offer and resell the Lot or Lots in dispute.  Julien’s
Auctions will have final discretion to resolve any
disputes arising after the sale and in online auctions.  If
any dispute arises our sale record is conclusive. 

(g)    absentee Bids.  Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids as a
courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the live
auctions.  notwithstanding the foregoing, we take no

Auction terms and conditions
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responsibility for any errors or omissions in connection
with this courtesy.

(h)    Online Bids.  Our online auction Service is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.”  high speed
internet access is required to access the Service
effectively.  the Service is subject to limitations, delays
and other problems inherent in the use of the Internet
and electronic communications.  Julien’s Auctions is not
responsible for any delays, delivery failures, or other
damage resulting from such problems. 

(i)     reserve.  All of the Lots offered at Auction are
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable to
the consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the
“reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell the
Lot unless the reserve is met.  A Lot or Lots may be
withdrawn from an Auction if there is no Bid equal to or
above the reserve.

During a live auction the Auctioneer may open any Lot
by bidding on behalf of the consignor and may bid up
to the amount of the reserve, by placing successive or
consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in response to other
Bidders.  Online sales may do the same by employing
the use of a starting Bid which will commence bidding
at or below the reserve price agreed to by the
consignor.

4.  WInnIng BIds.

At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot will
be considered the “hammer Price”, and the successful
Bidder shall be informed by email (the “winning Bidder”
or the “Purchaser”).  the winning Bidder is responsible
for paying to Julien’s Auctions the hammer Price,
Buyer’s Premium, and all applicable taxes, plus shipping
costs (if applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee (if the
winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the Service)
and any applicable customs and/or duties (such
amounts collectively, the “total Purchase Price”).  Upon
conclusion of the Auction, we will provide the winning
Bidder with an accounting statement of the total
Purchase Price by email.

(a)    risk of loss; release of lots.  Upon
establishment of the hammer Price for the purchase of
the Lot (the “Sale”), the winning Bidder immediately
thereafter assumes full responsibility for all risk of loss
or damage (including, without limitation, liability for or
damage to frames or glass covering prints, paintings,
photos, or other works) and will immediately pay the
total Purchase Price or such part as Julien’s Auctions
may require.  All Sales are final.  Lots will be released to
you (or the shipping company, as applicable) upon our
receipt of payment of the total Purchase Price in full
from you.  

(b)    Buyer’s Premium.  winning Bidder agrees that in
addition to the hammer Price, the Lot will be subject to
an additional charge on the hammer Price as part of the
total Purchase Price (the “Buyer’s Premium”).  the
Buyer’s Premium is as follows:

Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00.  For
individual Lots with a hammer Price of up to and
including one hundred United States Dollars and zero
cents ($100.00), the Buyer’s Premium is twenty-five
United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).  

Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and
including $200,000.00.  For individual Lots with a
hammer Price of one hundred United States Dollars and
one cent ($100.01) to two hundred thousand United
States Dollars and zero cents ($200,000.00), a Buyer’s
Premium of twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to
the hammer Price.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is one hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($150,000).  the
winning Bidder would pay a Buyer’s Premium of 25%,
i.e., thirty-seven thousand five hundred United States
Dollars ($37,500.00) on such Lot.

Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above.
For individual Lots with a hammer Price of two hundred
thousand United States Dollars and one cent
($200,000.01) and above, a Buyer’s Premium of twenty-
five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price
up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s Premium
of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount
above $200,000.00.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00).
the winning Bidder would pay a total Buyer’s Premium
of sixty thousand United States Dollars ($60,000.00) on
such Lot, calculated as follows: 25% of the first
$200,000.00, i.e. fifty thousand United States Dollars
($50,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining $50,000.00, i.e.
ten thousand United States Dollars.

(c)    Online service Fee.  For all Lots where the
winning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
additional three percent (3%) of the hammer Price (the
“Online Service Fee”) will be added to the Buyer’s
Premium amount detailed immediately above.

Example:  the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00),
with the highest Bid being placed online via the Service.
the winning Bidder would pay, in addition to the Buyer’s
Premium, an Online Service Fee of seven thousand five
hundred United States Dollars ($7,500.00).

(d)    taxes.  winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all applicable
taxes due in connection with such Lot, including but not
limited to sales tax, use tax, and value-added tax (VAt).
All items picked up in california will be charged
california state sales tax, as will all items sent to
california residents.  All items sent to new york
residents will be charged new york state sales tax.     

(e)    lot retrieval. All Lots must be removed from our
premises by the winning Bidder within thirty (30)
calendar days of the conclusion of the Auction at the
winning Bidder’s own expense.

In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you intend to pick up
your items as the winning Bidder, arrangements must be
made upon payment of the total Purchase Price for the
Lot. Pick-ups are by appointment only, Monday-Friday
between 10:00am and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days
following your payment of the total Purchase Price, the
Lot is not removed: (A) a handling charge of eight dollars
($8.00) per day or one percent (1%) of the total
Purchase Price per month, whichever is greater, will be
payable to us by the winning Bidder, with a minimum of
five hundred dollars ($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the
total Purchase Price for any Lot not so removed within
sixty (60) calendar days after the Sale, whichever is
greater (the “Storage Fees”); and (B) we may send the
Lot to a public warehouse or storage facility, at winning
Bidder’s sole risk and expense.  If winning Bidder fails
to remove the Lot within one hundred and eighty (180)
days following the Sale, then, in addition to the Storage
Fees, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right (but not the
obligation) to dispose of or retain any such Lot.  All costs
incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection with the
removal or disposal of any such Lot shall be paid by
winning Bidder within ten (10) days of our demand
therefor.         

Shipping.  winning Bidders are responsible for all costs
to ship their items.  Shipping is not included in the

hammer Price of your auction items.  Please review the
shipping terms for your items.  Some items may be
shipped directly by Julien’s Auctions, or we may
contract with an outside shipping company (“Shippers”),
to ship your Lot to you.  Please allow 2-12 weeks for the
delivery of your Lot to you; delivery time is dependent
upon the size of the Auction, the destination address of
the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the
Lot.  Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible
for returned or undeliverable shipments.   

International.  Julien’s Auctions will provide you with a
customs document detailing the value of items
purchased.  Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not
responsible if there are any delays in customs.
Purchasers are responsible for compliance with all laws
and regulations applicable to the international purchase
and shipment of items.  Purchaser understands that the
shipment of Lots internationally is subject to United
States export controls and trade and economic
sanctions laws, and agrees to comply with all such laws
and regulations, including the export Administration
regulations maintained by the United States
Department of commerce, and the trade and economic
sanctions maintained by the United States treasury
Department’s Office of Foreign Assets control.  

(f)     Invoices and Payments.  All invoices must be
paid within ten (10) calendar days after the close of the
Auction.    

Payments.  Julien’s Auctions accepts payment by
cashier’s check, personal check, wire transfer, American
express, Mastercard, and Visa.  winning Bidders who
wish to pay by check may do so by making checks
payable to: Julien’s Auctions,  8630 hayden Place,
culver city, cA 90232.

Credit Card Authorization.  Bidder authorizes Julien’s
Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card provided at
registration for all items purchased at any Auction that
Bidder may participate in, if not paid in full within ten (10)
calendar days after the close of the Auction.  Processing
fees for credit card payments may apply.  All invoices
under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00)
will automatically be charged to the credit card on file
unless prior arrangements are made.

Lot Rights.  In the event Julien’s Auctions has agreed in
writing prior to the auction to provide payment terms or
an extended period of time for payment to you, you
acknowledge and agree that you shall have no right,
title, or interest in and to any property purchased by you
until all amounts owed by you are paid in full.  

If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment plan
or extended payment period, upon your default, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the unequivocal right, at its sole
discretion, to sell some or all of the property on which
you were the winning Bidder, and to apply the proceeds
toward the balance of any monies owed by you to
Julien’s Auctions.  If the monies received through the
sale of the items do not meet your outstanding
obligations, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right to
pursue any and all remedies available under the law
against you pursuant to the provisions set forth herein.
If the monies received through the sale of the items
exceed your outstanding obligations, the excess, minus
any fees or costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in
connection with and arising out of the sale of the
properties, shall be refunded to you.

Late Payment Fees.  commencing with the tenth day
following the Sale, payments not received by Julien’s
Auctions will incur a late charge of one-and-a-half
percent (1.5%) per month (or the highest rate allowable
by law, whichever is lower) on the outstanding total
Purchase Price.
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Excess Fund Return.  In the event you are the winning
Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you provided us
with a deposit for your Bid which exceeds the total
Purchase Price, we will return any such excess within
thirty (30) business days of the conclusion of the
Auction, unless delay is compelled by (A) legal
proceedings, or (B) our inability, through no fault of our
own, to transfer title to the Lot or comply with any
provision of california civil code Section 1812.600-
1812.609, the california commercial code, the
california code of civil Procedure, or other provision of
applicable law.

(g)    defaults; Company’s remedies.  If winning
Bidder does not comply with the conditions herein, such
winning Bidder will be in default.  In addition to any and
all other remedies available to Julien’s Auctions and the
consignor by law and at equity, including, without
limitation, the right to hold the winning Bidder liable for
the total Purchase Price, including all fees, charges and
expenses more fully set forth herein, we, at our option,
may: (a) cancel the Sale of the subject Lot, or any other
lots sold to the defaulting Purchaser at the same or any
other Auction, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments made by the Purchaser; (b) resell the
purchased property, whether at public auction or by
private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof.  In any
case, the Purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, any
and all costs, handling charges, late charges, expenses
of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our
regular rates, legal fees and expenses, collection fees
and incidental damages. 

we may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of
sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the
Purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the Purchaser to us or any affiliated
company, where or not intended to reduce the
Purchaser’s obligations with respect to the unpaid Lot
or Lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to
us or any affiliated companies.  In addition, a defaulting
Purchaser will be deemed to have granted and assigned
to us and our affiliated companies, a continuing security
interest of first priority in any property or money of our
owing to such Purchaser in our possession or in the
possession of any of our affiliated companies, and we
may retain and apply such property or money as
collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any
affiliated company of ours.  Payment will not be deemed
to have been made in full until we have collected good
funds.  In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all
of the total Purchase Price for any Lot and Julien’s
Auctions elects to pay the consignor any portion of the
sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that
Julien’s Auctions shall have all of the rights of the
consignor to pursue the Purchaser for any amounts
paid to the consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under
these Auction terms and conditions.

Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for
registration at future Auctions. 

5.  lIMItatIOn OF lIaBIlIty.

(a)    exclusion of Consequential damages.  tO the
MAXIMUM eXtent PerMItteD By APPLIcABLe LAw,
In nO eVent ShALL JULIen’S AUctIOnS, ItS
AFFILIAteS, OFFIcerS, DIrectOrS, eMPLOyeeS,
AgentS, Or ItS LIcenSOrS Be LIABLe FOr Any
DIrect, InDIrect, PUnItIVe, IncIDentAL, SPecIAL,
cOnSeQUentIAL Or eXeMPLAry DAMAgeS,
IncLUDIng wIthOUt LIMItAtIOn DAMAgeS FOr
LOSS OF PrOFItS, gOODwILL, USe, DAtA Or
Other IntAngIBLe LOSSeS, ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO theSe AUctIOn terMS AnD
cOnDItIOnS, regArDLeSS OF the theOry OF

LIABILIty, eVen IF ADVISeD OF the POSSIBILIty OF
SUch DAMAgeS.  thrOUghOUt the AUctIOn,
JULIen’S AUctIOnS IS nOt reSPOnSIBLe FOr the
cOnDUct (whether OnLIne Or OFFLIne) OF Any
BIDDer, cOnSIgnOr, Or nOn-cOMPAny
PerSOnneL.  

(b)    liability Cap.  cOMPAny’S MAXIMUM
AggregAte LIABILIty ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO thIS AgreeMent, regArDLeSS OF
the theOry OF LIABILIty, wILL Be LIMIteD tO the
greAter OF FIVe hUnDreD DOLLArS ($500) AnD
the tOtAL PUrchASe PrIce PAID Or PAyABLe By
yOU tO JULIen’S AUctIOnS.  the eXIStence OF
MOre thAn One cLAIM ShALL nOt eXPAnD SUch
LIMIt.  the PArtIeS AcknOwLeDge thAt the FeeS
AgreeD UPOn Between yOU AnD JULIen’S
AUctIOnS Are BASeD In PArt On theSe
LIMItAtIOnS, AnD thAt theSe LIMItAtIOnS wILL
APPLy nOtwIthStAnDIng Any FAILUre OF Any
eSSentIAL PUrPOSe OF Any LIMIteD reMeDy.
the FOregOIng LIMItAtIOn OF LIABILIty ShALL
APPLy tO the FULLeSt eXtent PerMItteD By LAw
In the APPLIcABLe JUrISDIctIOn.  

6.  IndeMnIty.  

you agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and other
affiliated companies, and the employees, contractors,
agents, officers and directors of each, from and against
any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses,
liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but not
limited to attorney’s fees) arising from your violation of
any term of these Auction terms and conditions,
including without limitation, (i) your breach of any of the
representations and warranties herein; (ii) your violation
of any law, rule or regulation of the United States or any
other country.

7.  lOts.

(a)    Warranty; disclaimers.  Julien’s Auctions
warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as defined
below) of property listed in the catalogue or online as
stated in the Attribution warranty in Section 8 below.
except for the Attribution warranty, all property is sold
“As Is”.  we make no warranties, nor does the
consignor, as to the merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose, the correctness of the catalogue or
other description of the physical condition, size, quality,
rarity, importance, medium, provenance, exhibitions,
literature or historical relevance of any property.  no oral
or written statements made in the catalogue, online
listing, advertisement, condition report, bill of sale, and
announcement or elsewhere made by employees
(including affiliated and related companies) shall be
considered a warranty.  we and the consignor make no
representations and warranties, express or implied, as
to whether the purchaser acquires any Intellectual
Property rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property.  we and the
consignor are not responsible for errors and omissions
in the catalogue, online listings or any other
supplemental material.

(b)    evaluation; Item descriptions.  It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to make
the determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.  

(c)    Catalogues.  while Julien’s Auctions customarily
produces printed catalogues of all Lots available for an
Auction, such catalogues are for illustrative purposes
only.  Descriptions of Lots therein are not
comprehensive and may contain errors.  we do not
warrant any aspect of content in our catalogues other
than the Attribution of Lots. 

(d)    Condition reports.  Bidders may request a written
report of the Lot’s repair and restoration history (a
“condition report”) by emailing
info@juliensauctions.com for a condition report.  Other
than Attribution, we do not make any representations or
warranties, express or implied, concerning any content
in a condition report.  we will customarily provide
condition reports so long as we receive a written
request from you at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to
the Auction.  you agree that any condition report(s) we
provide to you are the confidential information of Julien’s
Auctions, are to be utilized for your personal purposes
only, are to be treated by you with the same degree of
care that you utilize to protect your own confidential
information (provided, however, that you must at least
use reasonable care), and are not to be disclosed to
third parties unless mandated by law.  If you breach any
obligations in this Section, Julien’s Auctions shall be
entitled to seek equitable relief to protect its interest
therein, including but not limited to injunctive relief as
well as money damages.  these confidentiality
obligations will survive the conclusion of any Auction.

(e)    Pricing.  All Lot pricing is listed in United States
Dollars.  we may offer certain programs, tools, and site
experiences of particular interest to international users,
such as estimated local currency conversion and
international shipping calculation tools, but these are
offered for convenience only.  

8.  attrIBUtIOn Warranty.

(a)    attribution.  “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of
origin, as the case may be as stated in the (i) heading
set forth in bold type of a Lot in a live auction catalogue,
as amended by any statements by the Auctioneer
and/or written salesroom notices and announcements
(“Bold type heading”) or (ii) the lot title of an online
auction, as amended by any online notices and
announcements (“Online Lot heading”) (Bold type
heading and Online Lot heading collectively,
“headings”).

(b)    attribution Warranty.  Subject to the exclusions
below, we make no warranties to information not
contained in headings.  Subject to the exclusions listed
below, Julien’s Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot
for a period of one (1) year from the date of Sale and
only to the original Purchaser on record at the auction.
If it is determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution
is incorrect, the Sale will be rescinded if the Lot is
returned to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility in
the same condition in which it was at the time of Sale.
In order to satisfy us that the “Attribution” of a lot is
indeed incorrect we reserve the right to require the
Purchaser to obtain, at the Purchaser’s expense, the
opinion of two experts in the field, mutually acceptable
to Julien’s Auctions and the Purchaser, before we agree
to rescind the Sale under the warranty.  this warranty is
not assignable and applies only to the original Purchaser
on record with Julien’s Auctions.  this warranty does not
transfer to any subsequent owners of any purchased
property (this includes without limitation, heirs,
successors, beneficiaries or assigns).

(c)    remedies.  Should a Sale be rescinded and the
total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically understood
that this will be considered the sole remedy.  It is
exclusive and in lieu of any other remedy available as a
matter of law, or in equity.

(d)    exclusions.  exclusions will be made and this
warranty does not apply to Attribution which on the date
of sale was in accordance with the then generally
accepted opinion of scholars and specialists, or the
identification of periods or dates of execution which may
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be proven inaccurate by means of scientific processes
not generally accepted for use until after publication of
the catalogue or listing online, or which were
unreasonably expensive or impractical to employ.

9.  IntelleCtUal PrOPerty. 

Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property
rights) in and to the items outlined in this Section, and
all derivatives, modifications, or enhancements thereto.
you agree to take any action reasonably requested by
Julien’s Auctions to evidence, maintain, enforce or
defend our Intellectual Property rights. you shall not take
any action to jeopardize, encumber, limit or interfere in
any manner with Julien’s Auctions ownership of and
rights with respect to the items outlined in this Section.
All rights not expressly licensed to you in these Auction
terms and conditions are expressly reserved by Julien’s
Auctions.

(a)    definition.  “Intellectual Property right” means any
patent, copyright, trade or service mark, trade dress,
trade name, database right, goodwill, logo, trade secret
right, or any other intellectual property right or
proprietary information right, in each case whether
registered or unregistered, and whether arising in any
jurisdiction, including without limitation all rights of
registrations, applications, and renewals thereof and
causes of action for infringement or misappropriation
related to any of the foregoing.

(b)    Content.  the Auction, the Service, and all
materials, including, without limitation, software, images,
text, graphics, illustrations, logos, catalogues, condition
reports, patents, trademarks, service marks,
copyrights, photographs, audio, videos and music (the
“content”), and all Intellectual Property rights related
thereto, are the exclusive property of Julien’s Auctions
and its licensors.  except as explicitly provided herein,
nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to create a
license in or under any such Intellectual Property rights,
and you agree not to sell, license, rent, modify,
distribute, copy, reproduce, transmit, publicly display,
publicly perform, publish, adapt, edit or create derivative
works from any materials or content made available to
you by Julien’s Auctions orally or in writing regardless of
form of media.  Use of the content for any purpose not
expressly permitted by these Auction terms and
conditions is strictly prohibited.

(c)    trademarks.  “Julien’s Auctions”, “the Auction
house to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions the Auction
house to the Stars”, and other logos and service names
are trademarks, registered trademarks or trade dress of
Julien entertainment.com, Inc.  Julien’s Auctions
trademarks and trade dress may not be used in
connection with any product or service that is not ours,
in any manner that is likely to cause confusion among
customers, or in any manner that disparages or
discredits Julien’s Auctions.  

(d)    data.  Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate,
statistical, and sales data related to, derived from, and
concerning its Auctions, and reserves all Intellectual
Property rights to utilize such data for its own business
purposes. 

(e)    Ideas and Comments.  you may choose to, or we
may invite you to, submit comments or ideas about our
Auctions, including without limitation about how to
improve our operations, our Service, and/or our
products (“Ideas”).  By submitting any Idea, you agree
that your disclosure is gratuitous, unsolicited and
without restriction and will not place Julien’s Auctions
under any fiduciary or other obligation, that we are free
to disclose the Ideas on a non-confidential basis to
anyone or otherwise use the Ideas without any

additional compensation to you. you acknowledge that,
by acceptance of your Idea submission, Julien’s
Auctions does not waive any rights to use similar or
related ideas previously known to Julien’s Auctions, or
developed by its employees, or obtained from sources
other than you.

10. dIsPUtes. 

PLeASe reAD thIS SectIOn cAreFULLy.  It
IncLUDeS A MandatOry arBItratIOn
PrOVIsIOn, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO
SUBMIt Any DISPUte reLAteD tO yOUr USe OF
Any OF the SIteS tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL
ArBItrAtIOn rAther thAn PrOceeD In cOUrt.
thIS PrOVISIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A  Class
aCtIOn WaIVer, whIch MeAnS thAt yOU
Agree tO PrOceeD wIth Any DISPUte
InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt OF A cLASS
ActIOn. thIS SectIOn ALSO IncLUDeS A JUry
WaIVer.

you and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute,
controversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise
between us relating in any way to your use of or access
to the Auction, the Service, any interpretation, breach,
enforcement, or termination of these Auction terms and
conditions, or otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in
any way (collectively, “covered Matters”) will be
resolved in accordance with the provisions set forth in
this Section 10.

(a)    Informal resolution.  If you have any dispute with
us, you agree that before taking any formal action, you
will contact us at info@juliensauctions.com, provide a
brief, written description of the dispute and your contact
information (including your username, if your dispute
relates to an account) and allow sixty (60) days to pass,
during which we will attempt to reach an amicable
resolution of your issue.

(b)    applicable law.  the laws of the State of
california, and applicable federal law, will govern all
covered Matters.    california conflicts of law rules shall
apply.

(c)    arbitration.  subject only to the optional
exceptions in Paragraph 10(e) below, you and
Julien’s auctions each agree that any and all
disputes, claims, or controversies that have arisen,
or may arise, between you and Julien’s auctions
relating in any way to or arising out of this or
previous versions of the auction terms and
Conditions or the breach, termination, enforcement,
interpretation or validity thereof, your use of or
access to our services, or any products or services
sold, offered, or purchased through Company’s
services shall be resolved exclusively through final
and binding arbitration, rather than in court. Any
claims arising out of, relating to, or connected with these
Auction terms and conditions not resolved through
Informal resolution pursuant to paragraph 10(a) above
must be asserted individually in a binding arbitration to
be administered by JAMS in Los Angeles county,
california pursuant to the JAMS comprehensive
Arbitration rules and Procedures.   Both parties further
agree that the arbitration shall be conducted before a
single JAMS arbitrator who is a retired california or
federal judge or justice.  the arbitrator shall strictly apply
california substantive law and the california rules of
evidence.  By AgreeIng tO ArBItrAte, yOU wAIVe
Any rIght yOU hAVe tO A cOUrt Or JUry trIAL.
the arbitrator shall not conduct any form of class or
collective arbitration nor join or consolidate claims by or
for individuals.  the arbitrator, and not any federal, state,
or local court or agency, shall have exclusive authority
to resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation,

applicability, enforceability or formation of these Auction
terms and conditions, including, any claim that all or
any part of these Auction terms and conditions is void
or voidable or that a particular claim is subject to
arbitration.  Judgment on the award rendered by the
arbitrator may be entered in any court of competent
jurisdiction.

(d)    award.  you agree and acknowledge that in any
award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your rights and
remedies against us or any distributor of financier or
other party related to the Auction or Service shall be
limited to an action at law for money damages, and you
hereby waive all other rights and remedies you may
have at law or in equity (including, without limitation,
injunctive relief, rescission, cancellation, and termination
of this Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain the
advertisement, promotion, marketing or exploitation by
Julien’s Auctions or any third party in connection with
the Auction and/or any rights or activities hereunder in
any and all manner of media whatsoever, whether now
known or hereafter devised).  For matters where the
relief sought is over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will
include the essential findings and conclusions upon
which the arbitrator based the award. the arbitrator will
decide the substance of all claims in accordance with
applicable law, including recognized principles of equity,
and will honor all claims of privilege recognized by law.
the arbitrator’s award of damages must be consistent
with the terms of the “Limitation of Liability” section as
to the types and the amounts of damages for which a
party may be held liable.  the arbitrator shall not be
bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving different
users, but is bound by rulings in prior arbitrations
involving the same Julien’s Auctions user to the extent
required by applicable law.  the arbitrator’s award shall
be final and binding and judgment on the award
rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court
having jurisdiction thereof.  the ArBItrAtOr MAy
AwArD reLIeF (IncLUDIng MOnetAry,
InJUnctIVe, AnD DecLArAtOry reLIeF) OnLy In
FAVOr OF the InDIVIDUAL PArty SeekIng reLIeF
AnD OnLy tO the eXtent neceSSAry tO PrOVIDe
reLIeF neceSSItAteD By thAt PArty’S InDIVIDUAL
cLAIM(S). Any reLIeF AwArDeD cAnnOt AFFect
Other USerS.

(e)    exceptions. there are only two exceptions in
which the parties may elect to seek resolution outside of
Arbitration before JAMS:

(i)     First, if we reasonably believe that you have in any
manner infringed upon or violated or threatened to
violate or infringe any of our Intellectual Property rights,
privacy rights, publicity rights, or data security, in which
case you acknowledge that there may be no adequate
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or other
appropriate relief in any court of competent jurisdiction,
without any attempt at informal resolution pursuant to
paragraph 10(a) above.

(ii)    Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the
option of the claiming party, be resolved in small claims
court in Los Angeles county, california, if the claim and
the parties are within the jurisdiction of the small claims
court and so long as the matter remains in such court
and advances only on an individual (non-class, non-
representative) basis.

(f)     Costs of arbitration.  Payment of all filing,
administration, and arbitrator fees will be governed by
JAMS rules, unless otherwise stated in this agreement
to arbitrate.  If the value of the relief sought is $5,000 or
less, at your request, Julien’s Auctions will reimburse
you for all filing, administration, and arbitrator fees
associated with the arbitration following the earlier of the
arbitrator’s decision or settlement.  In the event the
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arbitrator determines the claim(s) you assert in the
arbitration to be frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is relieved of
its obligation to reimburse you for any fees associated
with the arbitration.  the prevailing party shall be entitled
to an award of all attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses
incurred by it in connection with the dispute.  “Attorneys’
fees and expenses” includes, without limitation,
paralegals’ fees and expenses, attorneys’ consultants’
fees and expenses, expert witness’ fees and expenses,
and all other expenses incurred by the prevailing party
or its attorneys in the course of their representation of
the prevailing party in anticipation of and/or during the
course of the litigation, whether or not otherwise
recoverable as “attorneys’ fees” or as “costs” under
california law; and the same may be sought and
awarded in accordance with california procedure as
pertaining to an award of contractual attorneys’ fees.  

(g)    Future amendments to the agreement to
arbitrate.  notwithstanding any provision in the Auction
terms and conditions to the contrary, you and we agree
that if we make any amendment to this agreement to
arbitrate in the future, that amendment shall not apply to
any claim that was filed in a legal proceeding against
Julien’s Auctions prior to the effective date of the
amendment.  the amendment shall apply to all other
disputes or claims governed by the agreement to
arbitrate that have arisen or may arise between you and
Julien’s Auctions.  If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty (30)
days of the posting or notification and you will not be
bound by the amended terms.

(h)    Judicial Forum for legal disputes. Unless you
and we agree otherwise, in the event that the agreement
to arbitrate above is found not to apply to you or to a
particular claim or dispute, either as a result of your
decision to opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, as a
result of a decision by the arbitrator or a court order or
because of an election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e)
above, you agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute
that has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state,
federal, or small claims court located in Los Angeles
county, california.  you and Julien’s Auctions agree to
submit to the exclusive personal jurisdiction of the
courts located within Los Angeles county, california for
the purpose of litigating all such claims or disputes.

(i)     Opt-Out.  IF yOU Are A new JULIen’S
AUctIOnS USer, yOU cAn chOOSe tO reJect
the AgreeMent tO ArBItrAte PrOVISIOn (“OPt-
OUt”) By eMAILIng US An OPt-OUt nOtIce tO
ArBItrAtIOnOPtOUt@JULIenSAUctIOnS.cOM
(“OPt-OUt nOtIce”) Or VIA US MAIL tO: Julien
entertainment.com, Inc., 8630 hayden Place, culver
city, cA 90232.  the OPt-OUt nOtIce MUSt Be
receIVeD nO LAter thAn thIrty (30) DAyS AFter
the DAte yOU AccePt theSe terMS FOr the
FIrSt tIMe.  IF yOU Are nOt A new JULIen’S
AUctIOnS USer, yOU hAVe UntIL thIrty (30) DAyS
AFter the POStIng OF the new terMS tO
SUBMIt An ArBItrAtIOn OPt-OUt nOtIce.

(j)     Procedure.   In order to opt-out, you must email
your name, complete address (including street address,
city, state, and zip code), and email address(es)
associated with your Member account(s) to which the
opt-out applies and an unaltered digital image of a valid
driver’s license or valid government issued photo ID
which matches the name on your account
to:  arbitrationoptout@juliensauctions.com. this
procedure is the only way you can opt out of the
agreement to arbitrate.  If you opt out of the agreement
to arbitrate, all other parts of these Auction terms and
conditions and its Disputes Section will continue to
apply to you. Opting out of this agreement to arbitrate

has no effect on any previous, other, or future arbitration
agreements that you may have with us.

(k)    WaIVer.  By AgreeIng tO theSe AUctIOn
terMS AnD cOnDItIOnS, yOU hereBy
IrreVOcABLy wAIVe Any rIght yOU MAy hAVe tO
A cOUrt trIAL (Other thAn SMALL cLAIMS
cOUrt AS PrOVIDeD ABOVe), A JUry trIAL, Or tO
SerVe AS A rePreSentAtIVe, AS A PrIVAte
AttOrney generAL, Or In Any Other
rePreSentAtIVe cAPAcIty, Or tO PArtIcIPAte AS
A MeMBer OF A cLASS OF cLAIMAntS, In Any
LAwSUIt, ArBItrAtIOn Or Other PrOceeDIng
FILeD AgAInSt US AnD/Or reLAteD thIrD
PArtIeS.

(l)     statUte OF lIMItatIOns and WaIVer OF
ClaIMs.  regArDLeSS OF Any StAtUte Or LAw
tO the cOntrAry, Any cLAIM Or cAUSe OF
ActIOn ArISIng OUt OF Or reLAteD tO USe OF
the SIte, SerVIce, Or thIS AgreeMent MUSt Be
FILeD wIthIn One (1) yeAr AFter SUch cLAIM Or
cAUSe OF ActIOn ArISeS Or It wILL Be FOreVer
wAIVeD AnD BArreD.

11. MIsCellaneOUs PrOVIsIOns.  

(a)    governing law.  these Auction terms and
conditions will be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of california and
the applicable federal laws of the United States of
America.  california conflicts of law rules shall apply.

(b)    Force Majeure.  except for the obligation to pay
money, neither party will be liable for any failure or delay
in its performance under these Auction terms and
conditions due to any cause beyond its reasonable
control, including acts of war, acts of god, earthquake,
flood, weather conditions, embargo, riot, epidemic, acts
of terrorism, acts or omissions of vendors or suppliers,
equipment failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control, provided that
the delayed party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice
of such cause; and (ii) uses reasonable commercial
efforts to correct promptly such failure or delay in
performance.

(c)    Counterparts; Facsimile.  these Auction terms
and conditions may be executed in any number of
counterparts and in facsimile or electronically, each of
which shall be an original but all of which together shall
constitute one and the same instrument.

(d)    entire agreement. these Auction terms and
conditions contains the entire understanding of the
parties in respect of its subject matter and supersedes
all prior agreements and understandings (oral or written)
between the parties with respect to such subject matter.  

(e)    Modifications.  Any modification, amendment, or
addendum to these Auction terms and conditions must
be in writing and signed by both parties.  

(f)     assignment.  you may not assign these Auction
terms and conditions or any of your rights, obligations,
or benefits hereunder, by operation or law or otherwise,
without our prior written consent. 

(g)    no third Party Beneficiaries.  the
representations, warranties and other terms contained
herein are for the sole benefit of the parties hereto and
their respective successors and permitted assigns, and
they shall not be construed as conferring any rights on
any other persons.

(h)    severability.  If any provision of these Auction
terms and conditions is held by a court or arbitrator of
competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such

provision shall be changed by the court or by the
arbitrator and interpreted so as to best accomplish the
objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent
allowed by law, and the remaining provisions of these
Auction terms and conditions shall remain in full force
and effect.

(i)     notices.  Any notice or communication required or
permitted to be given hereunder may be delivered by
hand, deposited with an overnight courier, sent by email
or mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid to the address for the other
party first written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party hereto to
the other party.  Such notice will be deemed to have
been given as of the date it is delivered, if by personal
delivery or email; the next business day, if deposited
with an overnight courier; and five days after being so
mailed.  

(j)     Headings.  the headings of the sections of these
Auction terms and conditions are for convenience only
and do not form a part hereof, and in no way limit,
define, describe, modify, interpret or construe its
meaning, scope or intent.

(k)    no Waiver.  no failure or delay on the part of either
party in exercising any right, power or remedy under
these Auction terms and conditions shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any
such right, power or remedy preclude any other or
further exercise or the exercise of any other right, power
or remedy.  

(l)     survival.  Sections of the Auction terms and
conditions intended by their nature and content to
survive termination of the Auction terms and conditions
shall so survive.

I HaVe read and Understand tHese

aUCtIOn terMs and COndItIOns and

agree tO COMPly WItH tHeM.

BIdder

By: ____________________________________________

        (signature)

name: _________________________________________

        (please print)

Date: ___________________________________________

aCKnOWledged By JUlIen’s aUCtIOns

By: ____________________________________________

        (signature)

name: _________________________________________

        (please print)

title: ___________________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________
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 384
CHRISTOPHER REEVE

SUPERMAN MOVIE WORN CAPE FROM
DC COMICS CONTEST IN 1979 
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